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K. Makers of

Ell-PRE-PAK

tirlin

The people for component bargains

ORIGINATORS OF PRE -PACKED COMPONENTS IN BRITAIN

und

audio equipment
AND STILL LEADING!

AUDIO MODULES- today's most challenging values!
POWER AMPS

PRE -AMP CONTROL MODULES

SS103

Compact I.C. amp. 3 watts R.M.S. Single channel

(mono). On P.C.B. size 34" x 2". Needs 10-20V
£1.75

supply.
SS103-3
Stereo version of above. (Two I.Cs.)

£3.25

NEW! SS105 Mk. 2

A compact all-purpose power amp. Size 34" x 2".

Useful 5W output (mono) into 30 using 12V.
Two in bridge formation give 20W R.M.S.
£2.25
from 12V, for P.A. etc.
SS110 Mk. 2
Similar in size to SS105 but will give 10W output

into 40 using 24V (mono). Two in stereo give
first-class results, suitable for many domestic
£2.75

applications.

NOW-SS120
Size 31" x 2"20W R.M.S. into 4( using 34V. £300
SS140*
Beautifully designed. Will give up to 40W R.M.S.
into 4U. Excellent S.N.R. and transient response.
Fine for P.A., disco use, etc. Operates from 45V
DC. Two in bridge formation will give 80W
£3.60
R.M.S. into 80.

NI

V3

SPECIAL
OFFERS

Treble cut and boost. Full instructions (stereo).
£1.60
SS101
Pre -amp for stereo ceramic cartridges, radio and

20 Transistors. PNP Germanium, Red Spot A.F.
20 Transistors. PNP Germanium. White spot RF.
2N174 150w 80Vce Power
Transistor, with
mounting

TP5

TP6

Ell -00

TP7

R.M.S. out. With date.

2X SN7490. Brand new

1

assembly.
TP19 100 diodes. mixed Germanium,
Gold -bonded, etc. Marked/Un-

decode

E1 00'

marked.

3XSN 7400 Quad 2 input

TP23 Twenty NPN Silicon uncoded

50

T05. Similar to BFY50i2, 2N696,
2N1613. etc. Complementary to
TP24.

Pre -amp for low -output stereo magnetic cart£2.25
ridges, radio and tape.

BUILD A STEREO F.M. TUNER
SS201

Front End assemb y. Ganged tuning with well
engineered slow-motion geared drive in robust
housing. A.F.C. facility. Requires 6-16V. Excel£6.25
lent sensitivity. 88-108mHz.
SS202
I.F. Stage (with I.C.). Designed to use with SS201

uses I.C. Carefully checked before despatch.
£5.25

SS203

Stereo Decoder. Cesigned essentially for use
with SS201 and 53202, this excellent decoder
can also make a stereo tuner of almost any single
channel FM tuner. Supplied ready aligned.
A.L.E.D. can easily be fitted.
£5.62
Above 3 units together special price £12.12

TP24 Twenty PNP Silicon. uncoded
T05. Similar to BFY64, 2N2904/5

50 PNP's Germanium. AF & RF.

150 Germanium diodes. min.

glass.
100 Silicon diodes. min. glass,
similar to IN914 04916.
UT5 40250mW Zener diodes OAZ24
range; average 50% good.
UT7 30 Silicon rectifiers 750mA,
mixed voltages, Top Hals, etc.
UT9 40 NPN Silicon planers. Similar to 2N3707-11 range. Low
noise amps.
UT12 25 2N3102/3 Transistors. PNP
UT4

TP29 8 power diodes 400V, 1.25A

P.1 PAK-ApPrOx. 170 short -lead semiconductors and components. PNP

ALL ABOVE PACKS -60p EACH.

Silicon EST 3/4.

NPN, diodes. rectifiers, etc. on PCBs

At least 30% factory marked. Some data
50p
supplied.
£2.50
UHF 625 line tuner, rotary.
£1.00.
Rev Counter (for cars) (8%).
Publications.
Books by
Bernard's
Newnes-Butterworth's etc. No VAT.

IS.A.E. with 10p stamp if w have I
CLOost it to you

200 (approx.) Resistors, various

types, values. watts. (Sold by
weight.)
CP3 40 Wire wound resistors, mixed.
CP4

pots -pre-set. w/wound,
dual,
with/without
switches -ail mixed.
12

carbon,

SS300 POWER SUPPLY STABILISER
Add this to your unstabilised supply to obtain a steady work Inc voltage from 15 to 50V for your audio system, workbench
£3.25
etc. Money saving and very reliable.

SO

BI-PRE-PAK X -HATCH GENERATOR Mk.2
Four -pattern selector switch
3" is 51" x 3"
Ready -built
and tested

".

El 93

Is invaluable to industrial and home user alike. Improved
circuitry assures reliability and still better accuracy. Very
compact. self-contained. Robustly built. Widely used by TV
rental and other engineers. With reinforced fibreglass case,
Instructions, but less batteries. (Three U2 type required.)

TV SIGNAL STRENGTH METER

for P&P

AVAILABILITY All Items available at time of going to press when every
effort is made to ensure correctness of information.

BI-PRE-PAK LTD

PLASTIC POWER TRANSISTORS
40 WATT SILICON

In kit form
*ET 93
Please add 35p for postage and packing

VAT at 25 must be added to total value of order except for Items marked
or (S.
when VAT is to be added att.. No VAT on overseas orders. POST
& PACKING add 22p for UK orders unless marked otherwise. Minimum mall
order acceptable -Et. Overseas orders, add £1 for postage. Any difference
will be credited or charged. PRICES sublect to alteration without notice.

C

CP2

saves on fuel P&P 30p.

Complete kit as described in "Television" £19.50 plus 40P

4=0

TERMS OF BUSINESS:

Mixed bag of capacitors -Electrolytic. Paper. Silver Mica
(Approx. 150 -sold by weight).

CP7 Heat sinks, assorted. To fit
SO -Z (0072) TO -I (AC128),
Silicon, Plastic to 92.
etc.
TP Tested & Guaranteed; UT Untested, unmarked; CP Components.

Simple to assemble and fit. Improves car performance,

THE FREE CATALOGUE'
New edition better than ever It's

CPI

CAPACITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION KIT

Man

your' for free and well worth I
getting -only pleas send large

CP SELECTION

UT SELECTION
UTI
UT2

SUNDRY

I

£1.60

tape.
SS102

NEW RANGE TRANSISTOR & COMPONENT PACKS

LM 380 AUDIO IC

Nan gate ICs.

Active tone control unit to provide Bass and

TP SELECTION

(Marked SL60745). Brand
new and to ,spec. 3 watts

I.C. to spec.
counters.

SS100

Type

Polarity

Gain

VCE

Price

40,91

NPN
NPN
PNP
PNP

15
40
15
40

15

20p
30p
20p

40r12
40P1
40P2

90 WATT SILICON
Polarity
Type
90N1

90N2
90P1

90P2

NPN
NPN
PNP
PNP

40
15
40

30p

Gain

VCE

Price

15
40
15
40

15
40
15
40

29p
39p
259
35p

If you prefer not to cut coupon out, please mention EEIO when writing

rMN MI - ME MI I=I I=I NM M NO MN NM ME
To BI-PRE-PAK, 2:4-226 WEST RD., WESTCLIFF.ON-SEA, ESSEX
IPlease send

for which I enclose

Inc V.A.T.

I

Name

P. . Nor4.e 1110

222 224 WEST ROAD.WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA,ESSEX SSO 90F.
TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND 10702) 46344.
WRITE ORDER SEPARATELY AND ATTACH COUPON IF REQUIRED

I
I

Address
EE11

INN OM

=I MIMI MIN =I

1111

. at least, to Home Radio Components you are. I'm think-

ing of their Credit Account Service. They have of course
always run accounts for supplying firms, colleges and
Government Departments, but for years it was impractical
to provide the same facilities for individuals. However,
Home Radio Components have always looked upon their
smallest customers just as important as their biggest, and
after much thought and planning they devised a Deposit

Credit Account matched to the needs of the small individual
buyer.

The service is very convenient in many ways. For instance,
thanks to their answerphone service exclusively for the use
of Credit Account customers, you can take advantage of
the cheap phone rates after 6pm week -nights and any time
Saturday and Sunday. You not only save money, but you
can often get your components much quicker. Briefly, the
Credit Account Service works like this-you pay a deposit
(you choose the amount) and you immediately get credit
I

I

FLASH
\

month fow much you have spent. You save quite a bit

on postage costs, and having to draw only one cheque or
P.O. a month makes quite a worthwhile additional saving.
No wonder nearly 1000 customers are already using this
service. Why not join them and save yourself money and
frustration? First you wilt need the Home Radio Components
catalogue. No constructor should be without onel For a
book having 240 pages, listing about 6000 components,
illustrating nearly 2000, the price of 85p is modest indeed.
True, postage and packing adds another 33p, but every
catalogue contains vouchers to the value of 70p when used
against orders.
Full details of the Deposit Credit Account and an application

form are included in the Catalogue. To take your first step
to simpler, quicker component buying send the coupon
with your cheque or P.O. for £1 18 today.

I LISTS GIVING ALL ThE PARTS FOR THE NEW
TEACH -IN SERIES AVAILABLE.

\

Send S.A.E.

Please write your Name and Address in block capitals

I

Today's finest Components
Catalogue 85p plus 33p Tc.,T8`,,o

for double that amount. Home Radio then send you special
order forms and pre -paid envelopes, and advise you each

I

NAME

ADDRESS
I

POST THIS COUPON
with cheque or PO for f1.18

The price of LI 18 applies only to customers in the U.K end
to BFPO Addresses

I
I HOME RADIO (Components) LTD., Dept. EL
London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD

(Regn. No
London 912966)

I

111234-240

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD Dept EE, 234-240 London Road, Mitcham CR4 31113 Phone 01-648 8422
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GIRO NO. 331 7056 Access
Accepted. C.W.O. only P. & P.
20p on orders below LS Discount:
E10.10% (except
net
items)

Export Order enquiries welcome
(VAT free)

TEACH -IN SERIES

Official Orders accepted from
Educational & Government Departments

COMPONENT KIT

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

KIT No. T12

LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS
CENTRE

HAVE YOU
GOT YOURS

FULLY GUARANTEED AND NEW STOCK

Vdc-0 5-1000V in 7 ranges
Vac -2 5-1000V In 6 ranges
Idc-0 05-500mA in 5 ranges
ranges.

YOUR
COMPLETE

LECTRONIC

ALL COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED BY E.E.

MULTIMETER U4327

22 Ranges plus AFIIF Oscilla
tor 20,000 0, Volt.

Resistance-_5 El -1M 0 In

600 PICTURES

nP

4

215.50

Accuracy -5% of F.S.D.
OSCILLATOR-I KHz and 465
l(Hz (A.M.) as approx. volt.
Size --160 x 97 :10wirn.
Supplied complete with carrying
case, test leads and battery.

+60p p

CATALOGUE No 4IR
NEW CONVENIENT
SIZE. AND FULLY
ILLUSTRATED

p

CONTAINS MANY
HARD TO GE'

I

PRICE 1/11.64 net p & p 50p.

STORES.

MAIL
ORDER
RHO

INCLUDING VAT

ITEMS

PAYS FOR ITSELF

U432.3

WITH DISCOUNT

THIS KIT DOES NOT INCLUDE
WOOD, SCREWS, ETC.

MULTIMETER U4324

. High sensitivity.
20,000n 'volt. Overload protected.
Vdc-O 6-1200V in 9 ranges.
Vac 3 900V in 8
Ids -0-06-3A in 6 ranges.
34 R

VOUCHERS

WORTH
*DISCOUNTS

iu-0.3-3A in 5 ranges.

2.i/p

*ALL NEW STOCK

Resistance -250-5110 in 5 ranges
Accuracy-dc and R-26% of F.S.D
ac and db--4% of F.S.D
Size -157 x 98 x 63mm.

FULL LIST AVAILABLE. S.A.E. PLEASE

*DEPENDABLE

*SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

OR FREE WITH CATALOGUE

Supplied complete with storage case,
test leads. spare diode, and battery,
PRICE 610:64 net p at p 501,

SERVICE

1)4314

E.E.) LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS CENTRE,
59 NORTH ST.. LEIGHTON UZZARD, BEDS.

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD -

Tel. LEIGHTON BUZZARD 2316
CATALOGUE No. 4-20p

_

ENGINEERS

It

QUALITY' STEREO SOUND_
SOLENT AUDIO SYSTEM

1PRICE OFFER!

E5.95
down

ing long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands. Separate

Base and Treble controls. 30 watts total power output
(frequency response 25-20,00 Hz) Tape record and playback
facilities. Dimensions 18' x 81' x 3f' . The very latest

BSR automatic record deck with cue and pause control
Two matching elliptical speaker units.

Order early limited stocks available cash price £59.95.
Credit Sale £5.95 deposit 9 monthly payments of £7.00
(Total Credit price £68.95). P. & P. E3.00. Send £895
today.

Chassis only available for cash at £4200.
Full 12 months Guarantee.

FREE bco_...k.datil,

YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB

WIT

H MORE PAY!

Do you want promotion, a better Job,

This helpful guide to success should be

higher pay? "New Opportunities" shows
you hoe to get them through a low-cost

Bend for this helpfttl 79 page FREE book

real by every mbillo. engineer.

now. No obligation and nobody will call

on you, It could be the best thing rots

ever did.

Li.--... MINIIIIMCUT OUT THIS COUPON NMI 111111H MINIM

u4..
CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!
NOlvTick
or state 'stater( of Interest. Post to the address below

Electrical
Engineering

Electrical In.tallations
and Wiring
0
Electrical
Draughtsmanship
Electrical
Mathematics
Electronic
Engineering
Computer Prot

DEPT.

0

Colour T V. Servicing 0 CITY AND GUILDS
Inatallatiom and
C 6 13 Radio, T.V. and
Wiring
Electronic Mechanics 0
General Radio and
TV Engineering
Radio Servicing,
Maintenance and
Repairs

0 Transistor
Tehn"1. ey

I

0

CITY AND GUILDS
Electrical
Technician.

0

CITY AND GUILDS
Telecommunica-

0
0

Gone

Radio Amateurs'

Elam. etc. etc.

EEV 11 READING RG7 4PF

'Also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore St reef Avenue
Moorgate, London EC2Y 5EJ Tel: 01-628 2721
RAW feloctC.p.t.le Nam)

milStereo headphones supplied with every complete order. Q

-a-414

shows how!

ITo: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE

CALLERS WELCOME.

In&
4

This 76page

home study course. There are no hooka to
buy and you can Pay -all you -learn.

'Stereo Tuner Amplifier chassis with AM'FM radio cover-

(SW. Code 05253)

LEEV

1'1' I

ADORESS

POSTCODE

EE II/75
100 CHASE SIDE SOUTHGATE
LONDON N14 SPL Telephones: 0.1.882-1644
1

566

ITee suanicir
isernitterl

C.4.C.C.

Au.
Member of A.B.C.C.

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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1.L.P. (Electronics) Ltd

Ei

SHEER SIMPLICITY!
1ASS

Taps

user

grill

0-

Tape

O

Q
NaIf NY5

NaIf NY5

-0 vr..0
-I

-O O

TREBLE

4-

1ALANCE

VOLUME

0

Starae.Maao switch

PSI151

-L

-N

-E

MONO ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM WITH INTERCONNECTIONS FOR STEREO SHOWN
POWER CONNECTIONS FROM PFU50 to HY5 NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY OF DIAGRAM

The HY5 is complete mono hybrid preamplifier,
ideally suited for both mono and stereo applications.
Internally the device consists of two high quality
amplifiers-the first contains frequency equalisation
and gain correction, while the second caters for tons
control and balance.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Inputs: Magnetic Pick-up 3mV R1AA: Ceramic Pick.
up 30mV; Microphone 10mV: Tuner 100mV; Auxiliary

3-100mV; Inputilmpedance 47k0 at UHL Outputs:

Tape 10OrnV; Main output Ddb (0.775V RMS). Active
Tone Controls: Treble 12db at 10kHz; Bass * 12db

The HY50 Is a complete solid state hybrid HI-FI
amplifier Incorporating its own high conductivity
heatsInk hermetically sealed In black epoxy resin.
Only fire connections are provided. Input. output.
power lines and earth.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Output Power: 25W RMS Into110 . Load Impedance:

4-160. Input Sensitivity Odb (0.775V RMS). Input
Impedance: 47k0. Distortion: Less than 0.1% at 25W
typically 0.05%. Signal/Noise Ratio: Better than 7Sdb
Frequency
3db. Supply
: 10Hz 50kHz

Voltage: * 25V Size: 105

at 100Hz. Distortion: 0.5% et 1kHz. Signal/Noise
Ratio: eildb. Overload Capability: 40db on most
sensitive input. Supply Voltage: * 16-25V.

PRICE £4.50

50

25mm.

PRICE £5.98 it 48B PP./fA701-0

The PSU50 Incorporates a specially designed trans-

former and can be used for either mono or stereo
systems.

TICHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Output vortage: 50V (25-0-25V). Input Voltage:
210-240V.

Sloe: L.70. D.90. H 60mm.

PRICE £6 4P-. 4:PP .iftTe

.3&67.",f'eTe

TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE ON ALL OUR PRODUCTS
I.L.P. Electronics Ltd.
Crossland House,
Nackington, Canterbury
Kent CT4 7AD

Please supply,
Total Purchase price

I Enclose, Cheque Postal Orders EI Money Order El
Please debit my Access account El Barclaycard account EE9.
Account number
Name & Address

Registered Office

Tel (0227) 63218

Everyday Electronics, November 1975
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SEMICONDUCTORS
TRANSISTORS
Type
Price
AMO7
0-20
AC113
019
AC116
090
AC117K 080
AC122
012
AC125
012
AC126
018
AC127
019
AC128
019
AC132
AC114
AC137
AC141

0-15

AC14IK

030
049
040
014

AC142
AC142K
AC161
AC164
AC156
AC154
AC157
AC165
AC166
AC167
AC168

ACI80

AC176
AC177
AC178
AC179
AC180
ACI8OK
AC181
AC181K
AC187
AC187K
AC188
AC188K
ACY17

ACYI8

ACY19
ACY20
AC421
ACY21
ACY27

ACYV

ACY99
ACYOO

016
0.15
0.19

0110

0.90
0.10

026
020
090
090
025
015

010

Old

049
029

AF126
AP127

Ann
AF178
AF179
41,180
AF181
AF186
AP239
AL102

0.83
0.26
0.10

090
0.10

080
017
0.19
0 10

086
029

031
040
049
0.111

051
0.51

061
0.51

061

413424

0211

48429
ASY50

48431
48452
48484
48463

ASY56

48457
48468
48473

568

036
096
096
046
040
031

AL103
A SY28

086

1342304

0-37
0.31

BC440
BC460

BCY30
BCY31
BC232
BCY33
BCY34
BC470
BCY71
842272
BCZIO
BCZ11
542212

80124

048
068
068

48427

BC226
BC226
BC301
BC302
BC303

022
043
022

0.69

A F136

0.13

130115

ADT140 051

AF118
AP124

8C212L
BC213L
BC214L

0.80
0.10
0.20
0.30

ACY31
0.20
ACY34
ACY36
041
ACY36
029
ACY40
0.18
ACY41
019
ACY44
0.18
AD130
0.10
AD140
040
AD142
042
AD143
029
AD149
051
AD161
046
AD162
0.86
AD161
AD162(MP)
AP114
AF115
AF116
AF117

Type
Pries
BC163L 015
BC184
0-80
BC184L 090
BC186
021
BC187
0-29
BC207
0.11
BC208
0.11
64,209
0-12

031
024
024
014
0.86

024
084
0.26

036
0.26
0.86
0.86

48221

0-41

BC173
BC174
BC175
BC177
BC178
BC179
BC190
BC181
BC182
13C182L
BC183

015
015
0.22

019
019
0.19

025
046
015
015
0.11

00116
BD121
BD123

BD131
5D132
BD133
8D130
BFY63

88819

B8X20
68226
B8Y26

013
0.17
0.86
0-88
0-86

031

017
0.26

017
0.31

013
0266

016
0-$0

016
0.20

292221
292222
292388
299369
299.3694
2N2411
2N2412

292646
2N2711
2N2712
2N2714

091

0.61
0-67

041
018
016
0.16

016
0-16

0.16
0.16

019
019
029

0-U
0-U

0-88

020
0-20
0.23
0.24
0.90
0 18
0.16

016
025
025
0.48
0.21
0.21
0.81

018

2N2907
2N2907A
292923
292924
2N2926

0.110

50138

070

Pelee

292904
2N2904A
292908
2929054
292906
2929014

0.81
0.61
0.67

016

58441

292220

cola

0.86

BS Y28

138439
B8444)

2912193

2N2194
2N2217
299218
292219

BC107
BC108
BC109

0 -IS

BBY27

58229
58438

Type

BD138
BD137
BD139
BD140
BD136
BD176
BD176
BD177
BD178
BD179

BDI80

110185

50186

BD187
BD188

0.21
0.81

031
0.16

019

0.22

016

0.66
0.61
0.81

0-71

SC

067
o -n

0.71

BD1911

0.87

061

0428

OU
040

130Y20
BF116

11.02
0.28

0'81

13E117

044
071

CII1E
C400

C441
C442
C444

0450
MATIOO
MATIO1
MAT120
MAT121

131,123
111,123

8JE3440 061
8PF102 042
MPF104 046
MPF106 049
OC19
04220

0C22

0023
0024
0026
0C26

0498
04229

0036
0038

0(41

0042
29918
2N929

29930
291131

29I132

291302
2911103

291304
291306
291306
2N1307

291308
291309
291613
2N1711
2N1889
22(1890

291893
292147
2N2148
292192

098
098

0.19
0.20

0.30
8J8021 0.54
14712986 0.88
MJ 23066 0.57

0.36
0.65

047
0.49
0.67
0.39

030
051
0.51

0.43
0.51

020
0.16

BF197
BF132
BF163
BF164
BF156
BF156
B1,167
BF158
BF169
BF160
BF162

BF1U
BF164
BF183
04244

0046
0070
0071
04272
04274

04.75
04278

0.11

0077
0081

081
080

042811)
04282

051

0.22

016
016
0.12

018
0.21

0082D
0083
042139

00140

042169
042170

081

00171

0.84

042200
042201
042202
042203
042204

044
030
030
083

0 40

0-U

00208
00308

0.73

OCP71

0.86

ORP19
0 RP60

O.0

098
098
011
0.81

BF118
BF119
BF121

019

02$

1313207

031
024

022

0911

130206

141208

41843
UT46

29414
20301
20302
20303
20304
20306
20308

071

0.46

051
044
0.51
0.14
0.46

046
071
049
064
0.14

061

0.41
0.41
0.41
0.41

041
0.16

018
010
0-10

0.15

016
016
016
0.26
0.16
0.10
0.16

016
0.20

080
020
016
014
0.26
0.86

BFI87
BFI88

088

013
012

0 44
0.68
0.54
0.68
0.68
0-111

'0.88

019
0-19
0-19
0.88

041
0E6
2N2926 0 0.13
2N2926 Y 011

2N2926 0 010
2N2926 R 010

2N2924 13 010

293063
293064
293035
2N3319

0-71
0-15

018
0-47

042
0.16

2N8391 A 0.17
293392
0.15
293393 0.16
293394 0-15

0.67

5D190
BD195
BD197
BD198
BD199
BD200
BD205

TIPSIA
TIP32A
TIP41A
TIP42A

2913404

C426
C426

Bum

TIM
TIM

2N3305
2N3402
2N3403

067
071

.0-81

8I-11

0-81

0-43

061

041

/Woe

P357

8T140
6T141

293405
293414
2013415

293416
2N3417

0-18

081
041
0-29
0-48
0-16
0.16
0.89
0.89

2914040

BC113

BCII4
BC116
BC118
642117

BC118
BC119
BC120
64212.5
13C128

BC132
BC134
BC135
BC136
BC137
BC139

BCI40
BC141
BC142
BC143
BC146

0-13
0.12
0.11
0.18
0.06
0.09
0-09
0-09
0-89

061

0-U

0-29
0-29
0-31
0.29
0.88
0.18
0-10
0-13

010

0-16

016
0-16
0-19

010

019
012
0-19
0-18

016
016
0-41
0-31
0-21

031
0.81
0.48

0.10

012
019
010
018
089
0-31
0-19

013
012

BC158
BC159

0.16
0 MI
0.41

BC161
BC167
BC168

0.51
0.13

BCI69
BCI70
BCI71

0-12

044

0-44

044
*0.41

BCI60

BFX 84

BF883
BFX86
BFX87
BFX88
BF1710

BF461
BF462

20373
20374
20377
20378
20381
20382
20401
20414
20417
29388

293884
29404
2104044

29624
29827
29598
29399
29696
29897
29698
29699
29704
291706A

29708
29711

2N717

29718
297184
2N724

2N743
29744
29914
294061
294062
294284
294288
294286
294287
294288
294289
294290
294291
294292
294293
293172
293194
298204
293296
296457
296458
298469
2N6122

0-29

0119

BFX29

29727

BC148
BC149
BC150

542137

BF273
BF274
BFW20

0-81
0.11

010

BC162
BC153
BC184

B P272

081

642147

80151

13P222

BP257
BF248
BP259
BF262
BF263
BF270
BP271

2037113

074
000
018
012

294069

BF197
BP900

0-76

293616
293446
293702
293703
293704
293706
293706
293707
293708
293709
293710

2N4068

BFI93
BFI96

069

'0.77

2N3711

BF194

20309
20339
20339A
20344
20345
20371

293828
293614
293615

293819
283820
293821
293823
288903
293904
293008
291906

BI -PAR STILL LOWEST IN PRICE. FULL SPECIFICATION GUARANTEED. AYL

Type
BC172
BP167
BP173
BF176
BF177
BF178
BF179
BF180
BF181
BF182
BF183
BP184
BF186

0110

2N3011

051

Pries
'0-41

P3464

293010

0407
0424

B84934

P20

0-15
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.41
0.44

0-21
0.13
0.13
42.04
0.51
0.31
0.86
0.86

118495

05661

016

077
077
027

131/189

Type

IMP

74 SERIES T.T.L. I.C's

BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED

040

0.111

018

0411

28301

283024
28302
28303
28804
28306
28306
28307
28321

0-15

0E2
0-22
0-16

ON
0-31

041
0.31
0.81

041
0.41
0-14

081

0-41
0.12

012
016
0.15
0.44
0.68

046
061
0.57

056

0-54

086
081
081

096
094
081
058
O.=
081

0/8
0115
0412

020
0.10

020
027
080
017
0.19
0.17
0-17
0.13
0.18
0.10

081

0-17
0.17

FAMOUS MANITPACTURE188.

Quanfilie

TliPs

0.14

7401
7401
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408

014
014

7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7416

029

7417
7420
7422

7423
7426
7426
7427
7428
7430
7412
7433
7437
7438
7440
7441
7442
7443

7444
7446
7446
7447

0.14
0 14
0 14

48

046
023

:3

0 14

023

22
25
59
27
27

0 26
0 30
0 28
7 28
0 14
0 87
0 37
0 37
0 87
0 41
0 14

81
11
11
81

7473
7474
7476
7476
7480

0 30
0 38
0 38
0 06
0 41
0 94

211
110

7481
7482
7483
7484
7486
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492

16
12
26
35
36
33
33
37

12

0 58

11
04
-66

014
089
1111

11

II
69

-06 i

80
02

06 1 01
1148 4 -44 2 No
1141 U.00 21-02
SI 11 11
111141

.99

0.14

014

090

11 02
0.83
111-11

-97

0.99
0.18
0.13
0.18

0.97
0.12
0.11
0.12

018

041

0.18
0 27
0 27
0 36
0 36
0 54
0 40
0 54
0 07
0 79

0.11

025
0 26
0 32
0 32
0 52
0 39
9 31
0 98
0 74
0 97

Ill 06

0.90

64
93
59
50
69
69

29
39

0.68
0 97
0 66
0 66
0 76
0 78
0.86

II 34 4140

56
56

064

61
51

79
79
1

027
046

051
0 el
088

66
Bs

03
19

6

SO

0 64
0 29

41

o 78
0 83

1190 21.10

46

0-44

0.41

0-

0.70 0.76
0.71
01.16 4141
81 99 1140 41.25
41-01 0.97
0.98
1111.24

098

048

080

11.67 81 43 41 48
41 11 81-06 111.011
11.11 814)41 11-N
0 93
048 0 88

4130 111.86 111.10
4130 8145 11.90
6180 SI 12 II 20
41 30
01 67
11 67
11 48
61 48
41 02
11-16
41.16
11.15
*8 -46

11 85
21.62
11 62
11 44

6190
11416

SI 86
11-39

8144 11 89
0 57
004

81 II

11 OS

4141 1104

01.11 41.08

1844 8247
1116 111141 8144
la 47 Al 82 SI 46
11.81 11 76 8171
41 21 01.76 1171
41 91 11 76 11.71
1161 1176 11 71

SI 20 8116 1111
11 02 097
048
81 11 SI 06 111 02
11.11 1149 81 08

n 55 1160 U 49
4281 22E1 82-11

D.T.L. 930 SERIES
Qrsratsit

Type

BP930
BP932
BP933
BP915
BP936

1

23

0-14
0.16

048

100+
011

0.14

0.18

016
016
016

014
014
0.14

Qmrentilies

VP,
1

P944
P945
P946
P948
P061

018
0-18
0.18

014
086

0.14

0-18
0.84
0-60

038

0.66

2 Amp
0 Amp

1004

TO6

011
001

T066
T048

11) Amp

200V
0-51

041

0.77

060
048

0.11$

26

1

0 51

Type

Type

0 211

046
099

033
064
012
018

0 14

016
016

0-14

012
040

639093 042
BP9094 0 12
BP9097 0-42
BP9099 0-42

010

175I

0 10
0 40
0 40

012
031
032
032
031

ALL PRICES
PLEASE ADD VAT
ITEMS EXCEPT

4002
0.71
0.77
21-12

D.I.L. SOCKETS
T6014 1 plo type
T8018 16 ph) type
18024 2 pin type
BPS 8 8 pin type (ton co4t)
BPI514 14 pin type (Ion coot)
BP816 16 pin type ()ow coot)

1

014

BP962

0-18
0.23
0-12

TRIACS
Case

Quartilliss
26 100 -

Type

100+

25

015
096

0.48

006
009
012
021

0-p

Devices may be mixed to qualify for quantity price (TTL 74 wee. only) data la available for
the above eerlea of IC. to booklet form. PRICE UP.

026

0.44
0.18
0.14
0 25
0.26

0.66

74166
74167
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74174
74175
74176
74177
74180
74181
74182
74184
74190
74191
74102
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199

U 70 8847 U 84
-60
1 -01
69
09

9".426 ""100+
0.68
040

1

74122
74123
74141
74146
74180
74181
74168
74184
74166

088
1148 11 44 41 99
042 091 040
0.93

7493
7494
7493
7496
74100
74104
74106
74107
74110
74111
74118
74119
74121

12

88
38
28

ela

Oft

0 14

7472

35
87
80
80

0.21

0.14
0.20

7460
7470

29

037
029
041
081

047

ON

12

Si

18
27
34
38
35
35
99
18

018

014

El

31
81
22
22

0 36

7461
7463
7454

Tiffs

100+

23

1

11.01
0.14

7448
7460

II

12

Qrsersiiiirs

7.441.

25
100+
.13
11I
.18
18
-18
11I
-18
-11

1

7400

GIRO NUMBER
388-7006

100+

On

Postage & Packing
Add extra for airmail

80

061
10
0 11

012

016

088
061
099
039
020

LINEAR I.C's
Qyantiliss
25
100+

0.20

015
012
0.1.2

048
0441

018
0.18

018
012
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.12
0.56

72702
72709

0.46
0.13

0.44
0.31

72709P
72710
72741
72741C

019

018

043
0.54

071

080
040
010
076

0.42
0-46
0-86

444263 074
444293 0-08

0-81

027

Oft

0815

0-84

11-71

7274IP

048

uA703C 036

0.79
0.26
0.46

0.87
0.74
0 22

026

72747
72748P

001

042

087

uA709C 0.19
u4711C 0.39
u4712C 0.12

8L201C

1

048 0.40
4139 11.34 11.30
111-89 41.34 1140
0-U 0441 088
LM380 0-93 0.90 092
9E553 0-45 048 0.40
NE556
048 0.88 0.88
76003
76023
76640

0.56
0.113

TA 4330A
11-57
0.24 0.22
0.17
0.18
0.81 0.18

111-67

051

Quantiliss
25
100+

74144

uA723C 045

0.27
0.87

7' BA BOO

- -

11.19 61.34 11.20

29414 11-11

028

SILICON RECTIFIERS

032
088
0 51
0.43

0 44

81.702C

0.86

0.81

Quenailes
25
100+

042

1981

0.56

0(9

1

81.701C 044

0E8

065

041

048
019
017
028

300024

PIV
50
100
200
400
600
1100

1000
1200

(DO 7)

750m4
(60 16)

0.06
0-06

0.06
0.07

006

ON

0.07
0.06
0.11
0.18

0 14
0-16

-

018
0411

012

1 Amp
Plastic
194001
194002
194003
194004
1N4000
194006
194007

10Amp 304mp
1.6 Amp 3Amp
(80 101 (80 10) (TO 48)
(30 16)
0.190
006
0-07
014
8 5111*
0.04
0.16
011
0.09
0814
0.07
030
0.23°
9850
0.12
0.00
0 06

010
0-11

1114

0.111

0-860

111160

0.16
0-18
0-18

043

0480

4114°

0415

0.510

044

0.60°

48.21*

0-2(

0-14

0490

MEP.
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1111440

PO BOX 6 WARE HERTS
Pries

Ditectiption

Pak No.

s0.60

120 Glass Sub -silo. General purpose Germ. diode. ..
U 2 50 Mixed Germanium translators AF/RF
75 Germanium gold bonded sub.min. like 0.45, 0A47
17 3
U 4 30 Germanium transistor. like 0081, AC128
U1

U5
U6
U7
17 8

U9
U10

Ulf
I

060
0-10

060

..

60 200mA sub -undo. silkon diodes

0-60

30 SU. Elena. (ram. NPN like B8Y95A, 211706
16 811. rect. TOP -H AT 700mA VLTO. RANGE up to 100
50 Bil. planar diodes 00.7 gleam 280mA like 0A200/202 ..
20 Mixed voltages, 1 Watt Zener Diode.
20 BAY50 charge storage diodes 00-7 elms
..
20 PNP B0. planar trans. TO -0 like 2111132, 2512904

30 PNP-NPN SU. translators 0C200 28104
150 Mixed silicon and germanium diode.
20 NPN BB. planar tram. TO.5 like 2N606, 251697
10 3Amp sll. rectifiers .tud type up to 1000 P1V
1716
30 Germanhim PNP AF tranektor. TOO like ACY 17.22
1717
8 6 Amp all. recliners BYZI3 type up to 600 PIT
1718
..
U19 20 Silicon NPN transistors like BC 108
12 1 5 Amp .11. rectifkr. top hat up to 1000 P1V
1(20
30
AF.
Germ.
alloy
translators
20300
series
&
0071
1121
U23 25 NADI-. like Mils eerie. PNP trim:Wants
20
Germ.
I
Amp
recliner.
(UM
series
up
to
300
PIV
1724
25 300 MHz NPN silicon translators 2N708, B8Y27
1725
U13
U14
U15

1726

040
0.40
0.60
0.60

060
0-40
0-60
0-110

0.00
0-60
0410

0.03
0.60

0.60

..

30 Fast switching silicon diodes like 114914 lificrodNIn

MAMMOTH I.C. PAK

QUALITY TESTED PAKS

SUPER UNTESTED PAKS

0-00

Price

Quality Tailed Paso
.
Q 1 20 Red spot Humiliator. PNP
Q 2 16 White spot R.P. tramktor. PNP
Pik NO,

Q3
Q4
Q6
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11

Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15

000
60
0.60

4 OC 77 type translator'
6 Matched tramkters 0C44/43/81/81D
4 OC 75 transistors
.
a OC 7'2 transistors
4 AC 128 translators PNP high gain
4 AC 126 transistors PNP
7 OC al type transistors
7 OC 71 type transi.tors
2 AC 127/128 Complementary pairs
PNP/NPN
3 AP 116 type transistors
3 AF 117 type tranaletors
3 OC 171 H.F. type transistors
7 2112926 011. Epoxy transistors mixed

030
0.60
0 GO

WORLD SCOOP

010
0 60
0.60

7UX20 SEMICONDUCTOR PAN

060

Tramktdr.--Gerrn. and Silicon. Rectiflers--Diodes--

000

AND CODED

0-60
0.60

Offering the amateur font tic bargain PAK and an

0.60

every pak.

TrIscs-Thryistore--I.C.'s and Zenon. ALL NEW
APPROX 100 PINCIS

enormous using -Identification and data 'beet In
OILY 111.1159

0 110

..

QI7

5 NPN 2 xBT.141. 3x ST.140

Q18

4 11 A DT'S 2 x MAT 100 2 x MAT 120
51ADTB 2 x MAT 1011 1 x MAT 121

QI9

044
060
060
050

Q20 4 OC 44 Germanium tramistore A.F.
Q21 4 AC 127 NPN Germanium transistors
..
Q22 20 NKT translators A.F. R.F. coded
..
Q23 10 OA 202 Silicon diodes sub -min
8 OA 91 diodes ..
Q24

0.00

060
000
060

01 20
10 I Amp SCR's TO.3 can. up to 600 PIV CRSI/25.600
15 IN 914 Silicon diode. 70PIV 75mA .. 0.60
.. 050 1:176
25 Zener diode. 400 mW D0.7 to.. 3.33 volts mixed
Q26 8 0.90 Germanium diodes iib-mln.
0.60
15 Plastic case 1 Amp oil. recliners IN4000 scrim
050 Q27 2 10A 600 PIV Silicon reCtiners ISA425B 060
30 ellIcon PNP alloy trans. TO.5 BCY26 28302/4
C34
060 Q28 2 Silicon power rectifiers BYZ 13
25 Silicon planar tran.istors PNP 70.18 2512906
.. 0.60
1730
20 tillicon planar NPN transimors TO.5 SFY50/51/52
060 Q29 4 811. tramlaton 2 x 2N696.
U'36
2N497,
0.60
30 Silicon alloy transistors 80.2 PNP 0C200, 62322
1137
060
1x151698
0-00 Q30 7 Silicon switch transktors 2N700 NPN
20 Fast switching silicon tram. NPN 400 MHz 2512011
1738
0-60
000 Q3I 6 Silicon switch transirtors 2N708 NPN 0-60
U39 30 RF. Ger. PNP translator. 251I303/5 TO.5..
..
0-00 ora 3 PNP Oil. tram. 2 x 9241131, I x 2N1I92 0.60
10 Dual transistor. 6 lead TO -5 2112060
1740
000 Q33 3 Silicon NPN translators 2111711
U49 25 Silicon trans. plastic TO.18 A.F. BC11 3/114
0.60
.. 0 60 Q34 7 811. NPN trans. 2512369, 1100M11.
20 Silicon trans. plastic TO.5 BC115
1744
..
.. 11-20
73A SCR. 7026 up to 600 PI V
U43
044
(cove P3971
..
20 UnijunctIon translators similar to 74843
.. 0.60 Q30 3 Silicon PNP TO.5 2 x 2112904 1 x
1146
.. 911-20
10 TO220AB plastic irk+. 30V 61.
U47
11-90 Q36 7 2N3646 TO.18 plastic 300 titlis NPN
9 NPN 811. power transistors like 2N30.55
U48
060
OIL plastic power trans. 60W
2n5294/5296 .. 11-20 Q37 3 2513053 NPN Silicon tramistors
.. 060
Code No's mentioned above are given as a guide, to the type of device In Q38
PNP transistors 3 x2N3703, 2 x 2143072 0-00
the peak. The device. themselves are nomially unmarked.
Q39 5 NPN translators 3 x 2513704, 2 x 2513703 0.00
1:29
U32

APPROX 200 REM

knorted tall -out Integrated circuit+. Including: Logic,
74 eerie+ Linear.. Audio and D.T.L. Many coded
devices lot some unmarked -you to identify.
OUR UNCIAL PRICE 11.202

1.733

UNTESTED LIN PAKS
Manutaotmeni-Fall Outs" which Include Functional

and part Functional Una.. These are classed am 'out -of spec' Irwin the makers' very rigid specifications. but arc
Ideal for learning about I C.'s and experimental work.
Prim
Contents
Pak No.

060
060

171.10700.- 10 x 709

17LIC713- 7 x 710
ULIC741 - 7 x 741
ULIC742- 6 X 747
ULIC748- 7 x 743

0110

000
0-60

1

.

1

Q40
Q4I

EXCLUDE VAT
AT 25' , TO ALL

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

* ADD 8%
.7 NO VAT

70.3 Plastic Encapnalatton

add 20p overseas
Minimum order 75p

Q43
Q44
Q43
Q46
Q47

10

20
30
00
100
150
200
400
600
S00

0.6A

0 8A

0.13
0.15
0 19
0 22

010

1A

31

020
0 21

-- - 058

020
0415

030

(Equiv. to M V R12V) Al 1160
uA.7615/1.131 15V
(Equiv. to M VR I5V) 111x88
uA.7816 18V

Q60

7 BOY 28 NPN switch transidors TO18

0.60

Q51

7 BEN 90A NPN transistors 30011 F
BY 100 type .Bison

010

066
030
039
0 58

Q34

5A

OA

036
046

099

0-50
0.66
0.69
0 21

060

066

0 57
0.69
0 81

10A

16A

30A

048

0.51
0.57

-0a1
067

AAZI3
BA100
BA116
13A126
BA 148
111.164

BA155
BA156
BA173
BB104
BY100

Price

008

008
008
0.09

010
010
0.31
0-12
0.15
0.12

045

Type
BY101

BY105
BY114
BYI24
BY126
BY127
BY128
BY130
BYI38
B Y164

BYZIO

0.14

BYZ12
BYZ13

0-16

0-1/1"

012
012
0.15

016
016
017
021

061

BYX38/900 43

0-14

015

Prier
013

BYZII

036
031
0 21
0-96

0A91E,1) 0.06

1065110A70.
0A79)
007
0A5 Short
Leads
021
0A10
014
0A79
0A81

..

21.20

and part Functional Unit.. Tbeee are clamed as 'o01-of
spec from the makers' very rigid &mein. idiom but are
ideal for learning about I.C.'s and experimental work
Pali No. Contents Price
054 01 111 Pak No. Contents Price
UIC72- 8 r 7472 0.60
0 58 11.42 6.11000-12 x 7400 060
VIC73- 8.7473 0-60
c14701-12 x 7401 0410

0 62 01.62

0.07
0.07
0.07

007

Type
01015

0A90
0A91

0A90
0A200
0A202
SDIO
81)19
15134

Price

009
007
007
007
0.07

007
0.04
0.04
0.07

1N34A

007

151914
151916
1514148

0-04

10021
18951

0-10

008

0-06

007

1(IC13- 6 x 7419
L'IC20-12 x 7420
IC30-12 x 7430
UIC40-12 x 7440

17I1741- 6 x 7441

U1C42- 0 x 7442

VICO- 6 x 7443

171C44- 6 x 7444
U IC45- 6 x 7445

UIC46- 6 x 7446
UIC.47- 3 x 7447
UIC48- 3 x 7448
7IC50-13 x 7430
1.71C01-12 0 7461

I' IC63-12 x 7453
17IC64-12 x 7454
1.11060-12 x 7460

171070-8 x 7470
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ONLY 11-20p

SIL. G.P. DIODES
300 mW 40 PIV (min) SUB -MIN FULLY TESTED
Ideal for Organ Malden
30 for 50p, 100 for 11 50, 600 for 86, 41000 for 9.

050

1'1C74- 8 7474

0.60
0.60

1111775- 8e. 7475

UIC76- 9 x 7476

0-60
0-60
0-60

0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60

171C80-- O x 7480
UIC111.- 5 x 7481
UICS2-4 6 x 7482
1.71C83-- 6 X 7483
171C841- 5 x 7486
VIC110-- 6 x 7490

0 60
0.60
0.60

0.60

050
0'60

060
060
060

1.71091- 3
1.71C92-

7491
7492

114.

Wks. >Merl* mess< state NPA' or PN P

G.P. 100
30 WATT GERMANIUM 709 METAL CASE
Vcbo 90V, Veen 50V, IC 10A, Ilk 30.170 replaces the
malonly of Germanium power Transistors In the OC,
AD NKT range
25.99
100+
1-24
419

440

373

G.P. 300

503

189

460

INDICATORS

010
0-60

060
060
UIC100-5 x 74100 0.60

1'ac121-5 t74121 010
UIC141-5 .74141 060

060
060

20 for 503. 6010r 11, 100 tot 8160. 500 for AS, 1000 lor

171092- 5 .7493 0 60 30157
Minitron 7 Segment Indicator
1141*
U1C947494 0 60 MAN 3M LE D. 7 SEGMENT DISPLAY

0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60

All mixable devices. No open and Aorta. ALSO

0410

1.111795-.- 5 t 7495
CIC96- 8 7496

060
000

I

115 WATT S LICON 703 METAL CASE
Vcbo 100V, Vero 60V, IC 15A. Hfe, 20-100 suitable
060 repla.ernent for 2513035, 130211 or BDY20
100-I25.99
1.24
060

0.60

050

G.P. SWITCHING TRANS
TOIS 9162. TO 2N7011/5 811427/211/11112

..11.20

Manufacturers -Fall Outs" which Include Function.

11.71C10-12 x 7410

Type Price
BYZIO
0.41
BYZ17
036
BYZ18
036
BYZ19
0.28
(7902

0A47
0A70

6 TIL 209 Red LED

re02-12 x 7402
052 071 0-77 111.79 U1CO3-12x 7403
U1C04-12 x 7404
078 099 050 IC06-12 x 7405
0.92 81.32 8119 84-07
1.714.916- 6 x 7406
I:14397- 6 x 7407
0-62

FANTASTIC VALUE

AVAILABLE. IN PNP similar to 2N2906, BCY 70

/11 UNTESTED T.T.L. PAKS

7A

DIODES
Type
AA119
AA120
AAI.29
AAY30

.

..
25 OIL Germ. trans. mixed all marked

(Equiv. to MYR 19V) 01 UP

036
048

0.48

Q52
Q53

Identin..tion chart.

.

..
3 WY 70 PNP tranalstors TO.18
3 NPN transistors 2 x BFY 51, I x LIFT

026

-026
090

.

Q48
Q49

7018 709'2 705 TOM TOM 7064 T0411 T048 2048 T040
0.12
0.29
0-28
0-20
0-38
0.44

.

6 NPN transistors 3 x BC 108, 2 x BC 109 010
0410
3 BC 113 NPN TO -18 transistors
3 BC 115 NPN TO.5 tranantors
4 NPN high gain transistors 2 x BC 167,

uA.7806/4129 5V
(Equiv. to MY R0V) 111.25p
u 4.7612/LI30 12V

THY RISTORS
PIN*

NPN tramistors 3x21193707, 2 x 2193708 040
0.60
3 Plastic NPN TO18 2113904
5 BC 107 NPN transistors
0.60

C280 CAPACITOR PAK
Contairdng 75 of the 0280 range of capacitors assorted
in Yalu,. ranging from OluP to 2 20F. Complete with

0.127' High Charaeters

ZENER DIODES '

1:1C151-4 x 74151 0 60

x 74134 060

FULL RANGE IN STOCK

U1C193-11 x 74199 060

UIC199-5 x 74199 060
UIC X126 A..orted 74's
II140

81.70p*

VOLTAGE RANGE 11-332
400 mw
Sp

18 w
176

10 w*
201

Don't miss your copy of

ELECTRONIC FOOTBALL

& TENNIS

WITH THE FABULOUS

VIDEO SPORT

only

HENRY'S
50p
NEW 1975
CATALOGUE

board, Gardners low field
transformer 6 -IC's

10 -transistors plum

ON YOUR OWN TV

Nlys

Plus 15p

P&P

diodes etc. De.

Play three exciting elec.
tfonic ball games,

signed by Texas

Instrumentsen-

FOOTBALL, TENNIS

gineers for Henry's
and P.W. 1972. Overall

HOLE IN THE WALL
on your own TVI Just
plug Video Sport into

operated. Free tesaifiesileServex2wrIthltlei:ermyokkit!

the aerial socket of your

TV and away you go.

E29.95 (Carr. 50p). built & tested £39.95)

OUR INCREDIBLE PRICE E29.50!,k,
pp 500

Features capacity diode tuning, lead and
tuning meter indicators, mains operated.
High performance and sensitivity. Overall

Completely safe for you,
your children and vour TV, /4 ns operated

DEMONSTRATIONS NOW

OVER 5,000 ITEMS

largest UK range of
electronic components for home
constructors.
200 PAGES every aspect of electronics and
components for amateurs and hobbyists
kits, projects, test gear.
DOZENS of new lines and new ranges.
MANY price reductions throughout the new
Catalogue.
A Discount Voucher with every copy, worth

AM/FM MODULES LPII79 LPII7I

JOIN THE LARGE BAND OF

Ferrite

aerials, make up a sensitive

FM/MW/LW tuner.
6 at Supply, suPplied with
data and circuit sheets

CONSTRUCTORS!
SPECIAL OFFER
GARRARD CT4 STEREO

CASSETTE
sr

atereo Heads

In Motor Stabiliser

END AND AM GANG La 60
E1,62 THE PAIR.

Suitable Ferrite aenal 87c

line receiver UHF trans storisect
tuners UK operation.
Brand new. (Post/packing 250 each),
525

TYPE A oar. tun. slow motion drive
E3 50.

Auto Stop+ Elect
Pause Control

4
1 2V DC Operation
Robust, precision engineared mechanism based
on the "STARR" patented des y
for use In Car stereo cassette players.

11

S41.91 stereo Cassette recorders, industrial

and many other applications, Suitable for
the 'PW' Ascot Stereo Cassette Deck.

E13.50 Inc. VAT p 8 p 3Sp

TYPE C variable tuning EU 90.
TYPE B 4 -button push button (ad) I
£4 so.

AVO9 MOVEMENTS New condition

TYPE D 6 -button UHF. VHF tuner £5.20.

SEND NOW FOR OUR FREE LIST
NO. 36 FOR OUR COMPLETE RANGE
OF OVER 2,000 SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICES AT NEW LOW PRICES.

ALL HENRY'S PRICES
INCLUSIVE OF VAT

MIDLANDS
New Electronics Store Open,

E26.25 (Carr. 50p). built A tested al 20)

TRANSPORT MECHANISM

LP1171 COMBINED IF
STRIP L4.60
LPII79. FM FRONT

Write now for your copy, enclosing 65p remittance

size In leak sleeves fi" x 21" a 81", Complete

kit with teak sleeve.

AM/FM tuner modules,
together with a small number of R.C.'s

TO EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
when ordered on official notepaper

HENELEC STEREO FM TUNER

IN ALL CENTRES'
Combined

50p.

FREE

Build the Texan & FM Tuner
TEXAN 20 20 W STEREO AMP
Features glass fibre PC

SO inc. VAT

FREE.

Fier IffleiC Centres
404.406 Electronic Components Ili Equipment 01 402 8381{ 14.F. end

354 PA Disco Lighting High Power Sound 01-402 5854 f i'c''.^,F.

1 Cenrrds Open
303 Spectal otters and bargains stet*
9 an, 6 pm
All rosed to 103 Edgware Road tendon W2 LBW
Paces correct or /ame of preparrton Subrect to cnenge without nonce ( PO /

94 96 Upper Parliament Street
Nottingham. Tel: (0602) 40403

Become a

radio amateur.
Learn how to become a radioamateur in contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
for the G.P.O. licence.

EN MN EN NI INNS MI EN EN EN

IN EN MI 111111 MN MI MI MI NB MI MI MI MI NM Mr=

Brochure, without obligation to:

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept.E E B I 15,
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME
ADDRESS
Ell MUM IN
IN
570

Mr -

I
I

U

IN

NI

---

Block caps please,
MI MI Ell IN MI MI MI MI MI MI MI Ell MI IIII 8111 MI
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SWITCH TRIGGER MATS

RECORD PLAYBACK
TAPE HEADS

So thin Is undetectable under carpet hut will switch on

Individual price. of these are:
2 track record playback heads 75p each.
4 track record playback heads 11.10 each.
Erase heads are also avallabk separately -

with slightest pressure. Par burglar alarms, shop doors, etc.
241n x 18In 11.90. Post a VAT 30p.
131n x Ole 6160. Poet & VAT 20p

MV metal mounting shield. 110p each.

SMITHS CENTRAL HEATING CONTROLLER

2 track Up --4 track UP.

Pugh button gives 10 variations as 0330,13:-(1) con.

2 track heads already fixed on heavy mounting
plate with ahield UM. ALL PLUS WI% VAT

lanactus hot water and eontistiotts central heating
(5) continuous hot water but central beating off It

night (3) continuous hot water but central heating on
only for 9 periods during the day (1) hot water and

DRILL

CONTROLLER

Electronically changes,
.peed from approximately 10 rev.. to
maximum. Full power at
allepeed. by finger -Up control.
Kit include. all Part.. use,

everything and full instructions.

19.50 plus 45p poet a VAT
Made up model also available.

NEED A SPECIAL SWITCH

Doable Leaf Contact, Very slight pressure closes
both contacts lip each,
Plastic pushrod suitable
for operating. 100 each,
10 for

lip.

R.P.M. MOTOR+GEAR BOX

1

Wade by the famous Chamberlain It .Hookbaus

Ltd. Them could be made to drive clock or

central heating both on but day time only (5) hot
water all day but central healing only for 2 perierde
during the .lay (6) hot water sad central heating on

for 2 period. duend the day time only -then for gunmaer time nee with central
heating off (7) hot water continuous (8) hot water day time only (9) hot water
twice daily 110) everything off. A handsome looking unit with 24 hour movement

and the switches and other park necessary to select the (Joked programme of
heating. Supplied complete with wiring diagram. Originally !sold we belle -e.
at over 1116 -we offer these, while stocks bud, at 8646 each, VAT t Portage
Up each.

WALL THERMOSTATS (SMITHS)
Wall mounting end in a handsome plutk case. Wrenn' and beige).

Adjustable by slider (lockable) and may be get to control temperatures
from around freezing through to 50.C. The slide panel le engraved sal
indicate. Muir (warm), (very warm), etc, The thermostat will control

heaters. etc., up to 15 amp at normal meta. voltage and Is ideal Inc

living room, bedroom and greenhouse, etc. Prior 31 dad. VAT alt Postage

Up. Don't mad this.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER

MINIATURE WAFER SWITCHES

system, .econdband. but believed In good order.
However, no guarantee; we are selling for ROO,
value only. These are a valve *moldier*, the output
valves are 2 x EL 84 la pushlpull, complete with
mane transformer. rectifier and ample smoothing
equipment. The main. transformer alone. lode)

2 pole, 2 way -4 pole, 2 war-

3 pole, 3 way -4 pole, 3 way -2
6 way -1 pole. 12 way. All al no
+ 18P Poet & VAT cab

MU LTISPEED MOTOR

Six speeds are available 500. 860
and 1.100 r.p.m. and 8,000. 12.000
and 15,600 r.p.m. Sbaft Is I In.
diameter and approximately 1 In.
long, 230/240v. Its speed may be
further controlled with the use of
our Thyristor controller. Very

Part of the famous Redltune background mud

would cut at lead N. Size I. 9r x 5i. x 1
nuiy moo + postage and VAT 11.60.

ISA ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER

Learn In your deep: Have radio playing anti kettle
you awake --.witch on light., to and off
boiling
intrudersa. -have a warm house to come home to.
111 these and many other thnp you can do If you
invest in an electrical programmer. flock by famous
maker with 15 amp. on/off witch. Switch -on tome
an be set anywhere to stay an up to 6 hours. Inde

powerful and useful motor glee
approx. 2 In. dia. x 5 in. long.
Price 61.40+45p post & VAT.

la a lent
60p, or wit

SLIDE SWITCHES

ON 'witch. 2.pole changeover panel
mounting by two 68.A, ecrews fits<
approx. lin. x 11n rated 250V lamp.
16p +7p poet & VAT.
501411ulaturdlilde /witch. DPDT19mm

(lie approx.) between fixing centres.
Up+ 9p port & VAT each or 10 for 11.00. BP
Change over meting return 250V I phip. Up -o- op
poet & VAT.

6 DIGIT COUNTER

Reeettabk. 440 ohm coil up
to 25 Populace per teecond
Examulprout but guaranteed
perfect,

4:ei.a." + "1'

1

PodPa

Pelt,

...." 3 '

.C1,.

a

digit minter as specified for

telephone charge calculator 93p.

oo nary jogger. A beautiful unit. Price 02- 95, VAT a Posen
ghow front, chrome bezel, 11.60 extra.

6.11-81

Inlet tube. Original toe au for ashwre.,:1
machine to turn off water when tub has
correct level but no doubt has many other
aPPlications 12 10 sitch+25p poet & VAT.

AERIAL

for portable, car radio or
transmitter. Chrome plated -

six sections, extends front 7f to

471n. 600+16p Post a VAT.

KNUCKLED MODEL FOR P.W.

OOP +171,

LIGHT DIMMER KIT

For dimming up to 250w without heat sink or
750w with heat sink. Thi comprise. quadrat
variable control potentiometer, condenaer, resist.
ors, tag strip for mounting and data. Price 1110+
30p Poet a VAT,

RELAY BARGAIN

Type 600 relay, 2 changeover one open and one

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
Smiths 24 hr. timer heart, really the "Autoset"
without its plastic case. This is a 24 hr. twice or.,
twice off, clock switch which will repeat until reprogrammed. Switches rated at 15 amps. Limited

12 VOLT t AMP
POWER PACK
l'h is comprises double -wound 230/240V mains transformer

aith full wave rectifier and ?Oft mid smoothing. Price
1316 plus VAT and Put Al.

Heavy Dots Mains Power Piet. Output voltage adjustable from 15-40%' in
steps-maxinium load 250W -that is from a amp at 400' to 15 amp at 1517.
This really le a high power heavy duty unit with dozens of workshop uses.
Output voltage adJustment le very quick -simply hwerchange push on leads,
rectifiers and smoothing by 2-000mP. Prier 110 50 plus 115 V AT &

TANGENTIAL HEATER UNIT
This heater unit le most cadent, and quiet

running. Is se fitted In Hoover and blower heaters
meting 815 and more. Comprise* motor, impeller.
2kW element and IkW element allowing switching

1, 2 and 3kW and with thermal safety cut-out.
Can be fitted Into any metal line ease or cabinet.
Only needs control switch. HIM plus VAT &
poet II, 2kW Model a. above except 2kW 14.10
plus VAT & poet 76p. Don't miss this. Control
Switch lip. P. & P. 40p.

INSTANT START FLUORESCENT
LIGHTING BARGAINS

cloud contact. Twin 600 ohm coils make this Starterless control gear, complete with tube ends and tube clips for window
suitable or closing off DC 6v, DC 12v, DC 24v . lighting, signs, fascias, etc. 4 ft. 40 w. 11.90; 8 ft. 65w. 63-00; 6 ft. 80w. 111-90:
or AC mains ming resistor and rectifier. Op each.

Randal and rectifier SO extra..
end Post VAT *Op.

TERMS

CASH DISCOUNTS

ft. AO.. 14 45; and for pairs as follower -twin 2 ft. 20w. /2 16; twin 3 ft. 30w.
S3-611; twin 4 ft. 40w. 33.55: twin 5 ft. 65w. U.85; twin 5 ft. 80w. 13.95: twin
8 ft. 12/3w. 115.75 Them are about one half of maker's current prices and can't
be repeated once doe= are cleared. Please add 30P per Plue to cover I...Lege
or carriage and 8% VAT.

25% on order over 1500, 20% over MOO. 15%
650, 10% 130.

SMALL ORDERS

Plum add 30p if order under 15.
Deduct discount. m follower 130460 deduce 10%;
660-1100 deduce 10%; 81004499 deduce 20%;
over £500 deduce 25%.

.

.
25o
..
foOv 2 amp A 6.3v
0301 6 amp a by

..

301

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD.
(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAM WORTH ROAD,
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5 amp

140

115
Oa

5 amp

6.60

amp

1-N
114

116
1-M

3 10

150
1 -US

8.50
1.95

4-N

1 amp
1 amp
8 amp ..
37 amp ..
4 amp

..

.

FIN

li amp

..

p

1.71
1.1111

l amp
2 amp.

18-0-18v

g

amp
amp
amp

amp
amp
amp
amp
50mA
50niA

lfiv
..
.
24v
24v
..
120-12v

7.511
411111

1111411

10v tapped 76v a 70v
19 amps
330v-60mA a 6.61
275 0-275v at 90mA & 6 ty 5 Amu ..
EHT Transformer 80001
..
..
(Intermittent)
23anA ..

6.60

1.76

.

945
111111

Charger Traedormerp

2 amps ..
140 .
.
6v and 12v
IAA
3 amp. ..
..
6v and lity
I-50
5 amp. ..
Sr and 12v
AM 11011 par pin* to cover postage and VAT U''
.

.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

7 powerful hatt. motor.
an used In racing care
power models. Output &

types vary for me in

hundreds of different
Proleete-Tools, tom., models. s

reversible a for 11-120. totte. Wiring dlag. Inc
VAT & Port 40p. FREE plan for min. power
station.

B LACK LIGHT

As used In diecothegnes and for stage effects, etc.

Virtually no white light arrears mill the rare
Impinge on Roan°us paint or white shirts, etc.
We offer 9", 6w load complete with darter,
choke. lampholders and starter -bolder. Price
U-75+ 30p post. Tube. only II. Poet a VAT Sep.

MULLARD AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
all

In module form, each ready built complete

ia rat slake and connection tags, data supplied.
Model

CROYDON CRO IXX

1163

600mW

power output 11.10+
40p post a VAT,
Model 1179 1W. power
45p post
output
& VAT.
Model

phone 54p, VAT It Postage 769.

the

LARGE ORDERS

12v
..
.
12e
11.5v-0.6 6v

Although this use. no battery it gives really emu**,
result.. You will receive an amazing assortment of
stations over the 19. 25, 31, 39 metre band. -Kit contains
chuck front panel and all the park, 11.50 -crystal ear

pressure through a .mall metal tube.
The operating premure Is adjustable
but is set to operate In approx. 101a.
of water. Them are quite low preentre de, be. and
can In fact be operated simply by blowing into

Post a VAT.

.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET

Containing 15 amp change otea
switch operated by a diaphragm,
which In turn la operated by air

,./.....-

9v
9v

power

crow
output

4

watt

1131.40+

30p post & VAT.
EP 9001 twin channel or

stereo pre amp. 11110+
50p post & VAT.

LIGHT SWITCH

utornatically switches oe Ilghta

at dusk aad off at dawn. Can
deo be used where light and
.lark is a convieoent way to

-top and start an operation.

supplies -43.9S VAT & post 55p. each.

PRESSURE SWITCH

TELESCOPI

.

ONLY 6140 FOR SEVEN

elodlar. Really robust reliable unit.
Price 61.50 + 30p Poet a VAT

pole, 4 way -3 pole, 4 way -2 pole

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All standard 230.250 volt primarlea
..
amp (special)
Iv
..

Requires only a pair of wire. to

he normal mania, In bakelite
rox, normal nritchplate else.
I amp model 6676.
VAT and Foetus 50r.

MAINS TRANSISTOR PACK

Designed to operate trannistor meta and amplifiers.

A liustabk output 6v., 9,... 12 volt. for up to
660mA (class B working). Takes the place of any
of the following batteries: P91, PP3, PP4, Pre,
P97. PP9 and others. Kit comprises: main
transformer rectifier. snoothing and load resistor

condensers and indructions. Real .nip at only
Al N. VAT At Postage 60p.

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT
Add colour or white light

to your amplifier. Will
operate 1, 2 or 3 lamps

(maximum 450w). Unit lit
Box all ready to

work.

$7.95 plus 97m VAT and
DIntagt.

MAINS MOTOR

Precision made -as used In
record decks and tapes rola..-

.len-ideal also for extractor
fans blower, heaters, etc. New

and perfect. Snip at Ogy +

VAT a Postage 20p. Postage
_Op for first one then 10p for
each one ordered.
stackmotor 11 15+VAT a
stackmotor
rootage 28p.
11.60+ VAT & Postage 30p.

EXTRACTOR FAN

Clean, the air at the rate

10.000 cubic ft. per
hour. Sellable for kitchen.,
bathrooms, factories. changing rooms, etc., it's so
Inlet It can hardly be
heard. Compact, 5i" casing
of

with 61- fen blades. Kit

complies motor, fan blades
chest steel casing, pull
swItch, main. connector
and fixing breclorte. 5416
VAT t Poseurs 111.61
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evernilay
electronics
AN UNACCEPTABLE FACE

A certain sameness of appearance charac-

terises much electronic equipment, externally as

well as within. The variety of styles in components is somewhat limited, and at a glance,

PROJECTS

THEORY....

disguise their technical character. Often they
will only win acceptance provided they look
"what they ain't."
Many spouses will have suffered the unequivocal rejection of some prized gadget after it has

one electronic assembly might look like a dozen
or more others, though all be entirely different
circuit -wise. Externally, the same general tendency towards uniformity is experienced. The

been painstakingly built, because the lady of
the house will not permit it in kitchen, lounge

world and are intended for observing or manipulating are likewise of restricted variety or style.
So a broadly similar appearance is assumed by
most electronic gadgets unless steps are
deliberately taken to avoid this.
A square or rectangular box with a collection

to be restrained by the straightjacket of the

lamps, and maybe a loudspeaker or a meter, all
mounted on one surface, and sockets or termi-

The strategy described and implemented in this
particular design is faultless. The non -electronic
look should assure safe entry of this Egg Timer
into that peculiarly feminine domain, the

components that show their face to the outer

of toggle switches, rotary controls, indicator

nals for external connections on the opposite
face of the housing-this is the well recognised
conventional form of much electronic equipment. The resulting severely workaday look is
perfectly satisfactory in many cases. Especially
if the gadget is normally installed in semi obscurity, or if it is an item of test gear or an
instrument having strictly technical applications.
When electronics strays from these technical

and generally masculine dominated environments and bids to enter those domestic areas
reigned over by the more fastidious female, a

or wherever it was intended to take up residence.

Yet the female instinct is not really wrong
in these matters. Electronic circuits don't have

conventional metal box. With domestic devices,

mechanical design and styling is every bit as
important as circuit design; for functional no
less than for aesthetic reasons. The designer of

this month's Egg Timer puts this argument
extremely well in the opening to his article.

kitchen.
Down -trodden husbands must not be satisfied
with this one single victory, of course, but should

plan to carry this war of infiltration to the
farthest corners of the house. To create other
Trojan Horses, all it needs is craftiness of the
best kind-what in professional circles goes by
the more dignified title of industrial design.

quite different situation arises. To be acceptable

in feminine eyes, electronic gadgets have to
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have been several circuits published in
recent years which have been intended as
replacements for the traditional sand -in -glass
egg -timer. As far as this writer is aware, all of
THERE

these designs have performed faultlessly, demon-

strating to all who like their eggs done to the
nearest millisecond, the elegance of electronic

item to go with a boiled egg (apart from bread
soldiers of course!) is still an old-fashioned

timer? Where did we, of the

sand -in -glass

amateur electronics fraternity go wrong?

The answer, I am afraid, lies in the hands of
the fair -sex. When we budding boffins present
our respective ladies with that beautiful, gleam-

solutions to traditional problems.
But wait! If these marvels of twentieth century
technology are so good, why havent they taken

ing,

that throughout the land, the most indispensable

ploys are, hiding it in the knives and forks
drawer-accidentally dropping it into a well
filled sink-even baking it for an hour or so at

the kitchens of the nation by storm? Why is it

Regulo 5. Of course, they are very sorry, but by
this time we are hard at work on our electronic

EG
es03

BLEEP

aluminium box, complete with snazzy

chromed toggle switch, and natty plastic knob,
they thank us politely and then proceed to dispose of it where it will do least harm. Common

lawn -sprinkler or something, and the matter
is forgotten.

Believe me, fellow sufferers, they will go to
any lengths to get those horrible tin boxes with
those silly switches and ridiculous plastic knobs,
out of their kitchen, to be swiftly replaced by

BLEEP

the

old

sand -in -glass

heirloom which

they

rescued from the dustbin when our backs were
turned.

TI

COUNTER MEASURES
It was in the context related above that this
electronic Egg Timer was conceived as the ultimate weapon to convince the author's wife that
electronics really did have a part to play in her

Inverting the unit
starts the timing cycle
as with a conventional
egg timer.

life.

It was accepted from the outset that knobs
dials and switches were out, and anyone who
has wrestled with the controls of an electric
cooker timer without a handbook might agree
that there is a case to be made for simplicity
in the kitchen!

By B. CULLEN

It was also decided that the finished article
should bear no resemblance to any electronic
gadget, alive or dead, and furthermore, to completely allay suspicion, it should look as much
as possible like the object it was intended to
replace. A sort of electronic Trojan horse!
The result of this soul searching design

exercise is a smooth, cylindrical object, about

180mm tall. No natty switches protrude through
the case, no snazzy plastic knobs invite a twiddle,
and the whole device is in washable plastic.
The ultimate triumph is realised in the instructions for use, since there is nothing new to learn.

ESTIMATED COST*-\
OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

The timer uses the same method of operation
as the sand -in -glass timer-turn it upside down

and it begins to time your egg. When the preset
timing period has expired, the alarm is sounded
to tell you, it's as simple as that!

£5.80
CIRCUIT DETAILS

excluding case
Based on prices prevailing

time of going to press
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at

The complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig.
1. and the design is based on two of the cheap
and popular 555 timer integrated circuits, one
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

VR1

IMO
RI
56012

W01*

RI

5.6k12

8

L_J

MERCURY
SWITCH

-8

itz
mei

1C2

7

2

Eki
I

1

7

NE555V

NE555V

3

R3
5

1.51.12

131

9V I

+

0.056,uF

IC2

* SEE TEXT

T

/50/JF

C3

22pF

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the Egg Tiner.

(IC1) being used to determine the timing period,
and the other being used as an alarm tone oscillator and driver.

The secret behind the abolition of external
controls is the mercury switch (S1), which is
physically positioned so that when the unit is
inverted, the current from the battery is turned
on by the action of gravity on the mercury, and
the timing period is initiated.
Integrated circuit ICI is connected as a mono -

stable multivibrator which is triggered when

power is applied by the combination of R1 and
Cl which are connected to the reset input (pin
4). The monostable period is determined by the
values of VR1, R2, and capacitor C2, and in
practice VR1 allows the timing period to be set
between three and six minutes to suit personal
preferences.
At the end of the monostable period, the output (pin 3) switches to its low voltage (ground)

state, and it is a feature of the 555 that in the
low state the output can sink 200 milliamps, a

fact which makes it feasible to switch the supply
current to the alarm tone generator directly.
WARBLE
The second i.c. (IC2) is connected as an
astable, or free -running, multivibrator, which is

a continuous 2500Hz note which would probably

drive the listener to distraction after a few

exposure! The combination of the
note
and the 15Hz modulation from 1C2
2500Hz
results in a domestically acceptable sound which
is nevertheless quite penetrating !

seconds

BATTERY
Power for the ci-cuitry is obtained from a nine
volt PP3 battery and since the drain during the
timing period is only about 5 milliamps, and

during the alarm period about 25 milliamps,
battery life is extensive. The benefits of low
consumption accrue from (a) the use of the

Components .
Resistors
R'

5-6kfi

R2
R3
R4

1Mi2

1-5W
56012

VR1

1Mn skeleton preset (lin.)

Capacitors
0.066 I.LF plastic or ceramic
Cl
C2
C3

150p.F 13V elect.
2214F 10V elect.

IC1

NE555V timer i.c. 8 pin d.i.I
NE555V timer i.c. 8 pin d.i.l.

C3.

Miscellaneous

It would be possible to drive the Bleeptone
unit directly from IC1, hut this would result in
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

TALK

Potentiometer

Integrated Circuits

sounder which self oscillates to produce a piercing 2500Hz audio tone when a d.c. supply is connected to it.

glIOP

All 1W carbon ±5%

used to modulate the alarm tone at about 15Hz
to give a pleasing and compelling "warble". The
warble frequency is determined by R3, R4, and

The alarm sounder itself is rather unusual,
being not simply a speaker but a "Bleeptone"
unit which is a balanced armature oscillator/

SEE

IC2

S1 s.p.s.t. mercury switch
WD1 audible warning device (Bleeptone)
El 9 volt PP3 with battery clips to suit

Veroboard: Cl. inch matrix size 23 strips by
27 holes; sockets to suit IC1,2 (2 off);
terminal pins; case (63mm diameter plastic
drain pipe, 160mm long).
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highly efficient alarm unit (b) the inherently low

1

drain of the 555 timers, and (c) the power-

switched operation of IC2 which means that no
power is applied to this i.c. during the timing

0 0 00 0 0 0 0

2

0

3

0

5

0

MC1

0

period.

0 ar-.

000

0
0
0
9 0

R1

IC1

6

TITTIMM 7TTITTMI

7

CIRCUIT BOARD CONSTRUCTION
The main circuitry of the unit, including the
mercury switch, was mounted on a piece of 0.1
inch matrix Veroboard of size 22 strips by 27
holes. In the prototype the i.c.'s were mounted
in sockets, and this is a course which brings

C2

0
12

0
0

VR1

0
14

16

several advantages, offset to some extent by the

0

0

!al

R2

0

0

increase in parts cost. It is not essential that
sockets be used in the construction, but if the

small extra cost can be justified it is well worth
it for the convenience and the protection

18

0

20

0
0

26

0
0
0
0
0

27

00000

22

afforded the i.c.'s.
The type of mercury switch used in the proto-

24

type enabled it to be fitted to the small corn-

ponent board although any two -contact mercury
switch can be used, but a different type may require relocation of the components on the board,
so it would be wise to obtain the switch before
commencing construction. The switch used

S1

1C2

RI

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 crop 0 0 0
-ye

+ve

R3

B1

ABCOEF6H1 J KC NINOPORST U VW

came with a metal supporting bracket which
should be discarded along with the two copper
braid leads which come attached to the switch

27

26

0
o

00 00 00 00 0

00 0 0 00

0 0

24

pins.

o

O

0000

o
0
o
20 o
22

WARNING
A word of warning on mercury is in order at
this point, since this heavy metal is extremely
toxic. On no account attempt to manufacture
your own switch using mercury, and if a commercial switch should fracture, make sure that
none of the mercury is left lying about where it

o
18

16

11

12

could be swallowed by children or pets.

o
o

0
0
0
o
o

o
10

ASSEMBLY
After the Veroboard has been cut to size and
the required spot -face cuts made, the mercury

9
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7
6
5
4

3
2
1

000
o
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-----i--.."..cct,

0
0

4

cr
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0
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0

0
o
o
0
o
o

o
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0

0

0
0

O00000oolb0000500_000

Fig. 2. The layout of the components on the
Veroboard and wiring details.

switch can be anchored to the board with two
wire loops soldered on the underside. The i.c.'s/
sockets, resistors and capacitors can be mounted
next, followed by the wire connecting links. The
last item to be installed should be the skeleton
preset VR1, since it sits above R2 and C2. Two
leads of this component will have to be extended

with tinned copper wire before installation, to
ensure that they reach the board, see Fig. 2.
The flying leads which connect to the board
were anchored to terminal pins in the prototype
Photograph of prototype component board.
576

to make the terminations neat and easy to
locate. These pins may be omitted if desired.
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TO WD1

HARDBOARD

PLYWOOD

ALL DIMENSIONS 114 mm

PLASTIC DRAINPIPE

HARDBOARD

Fig. 3. Shows the construction details of the case made from 60mm diameter
plastic drainpipe.
being the norm for average eggs. It is possible to

CASE CONSTRUCTION

The case is constructed from a piece of plastic
drainpipe, 180mm long, obtained from a builders
merchant, with two cut-outs made in the sides
for purely decorative reasons, see photograph.
The ends of the pipe are stoppered with two
"plugs", one of which mounts the Bleeptone
and is permanently cemented in place, the other
of similar dimensions being removeable to facilitate battery replacement.
The cut-outs in the cylinder are intended to be
reminiscent of the traditional sand -in -glass
shape, and these can be made by applying full
size tracings of the shape to the pipe, and then
cutting round the outline with a pad -saw, finish-

produce widely different time delays for special
applications by altering the value of C2 or even

VR1 or R2. A modification of this type was
temporarily installed in the prototype to make
it a 45 second timer for a fund raising game at
a local fete.

RESULTS
This manifest example of electronic chauvinist

piggery has been a resounding success in the

kitchen, accurate and easy to use, even the
battery refuses to go flat. The millennium has
apparently arrived.

ing off with a file.

The end plugs are made from hardboard and
plywood discs stuck together with contact
adhesive, the Bleeptone unit being fixed to the
plug which has a hole in it, also with contact
adhesive. It is important to ensure that the vents
in the Bleeptone body remain unobstructed to
allow maximum sound output.
The completed case can be painted or covered
with self adhesive plastic sheet such as Fablon
or Contact, and the cut-outs can be backed with

stiff card also covered with plastic sheet, but in
a contrasting (preferably plain) colour.
The circuit board is intended to be a push fit
inside the tube, so no special mounting is necessary. The board must, however, be mounted the

correct way up, that is, the switch contacts
should be "made" by the mercury when the

TAKE NOTE

Bleeptone end of the case is uppermost.

In the Courtesy Light article E.E. Oct. '75, captions
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 should be transposed.

OPERATION

In the Tremolo article, E.E. Oct. '75, Fig. 2 shows

The time delay can be set to suit personal
preference using VR1, about 3 to 4 minutes
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

capacitor C6 positioned the wrong way round.
The unit should still function with CII as shown.
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An audible tone is produced when
water bridges the sensor. BY ROBERT GOFFIN
THIS ultra simple device has primarily been
designed for use as a rain alarm, although

it can be used in any application where it is
necessary for an alarm to sound when water
touches a sensor. As an example, the sensor
could be positioned so that when the water running into a bath reaches a predetermined level,
it makes contact with the sensor and the alarm

is sounded, the device thus acting as a water
level alarm.

The unit is battery operated and is therefore

quite safe in this type of application. As no
appreciable battery current is drawn until the
alarm is activated, the battery should have a
life of many months with normal use.

Fig.1. The circuit diagram of the Rain/Water

e--- SIMPLY
SENSOR

Alarm.

base bias, and is therefore cut off; TR2 will
therefore not receive any significant base bias

ii1.10111"1
,414

via the emitter -collector junction of TR1, and
is also cut off. The only currents that will flow
from the battery are minute leakage currents.
When water bridges one of the sets of contacts, the resistance of the water, although being
rather high, contains enough impurities to
permit a sufficiently large current to flow via
the sensor and R1 into the base of TR1, to turn
TR1 slightly on.
This will cause a larger, but still fairly modest

current to be passed by TR2, as this is now
receiving a base current from TR1. This causes

the voltage at the junction of C2 and LS1 to

swing more positive, this voltage pulse being fed
When the sensor contacts are bridged by

via C2 to the base of TR1. This causes TR1 to

water, base bias current is supplied to TR1 of
the oscillator causing it to oscillate and produce

duct more heavily, which in turn causes the

and audible tone.

THE CIRCUIT
The theoretical circuit diagram of the alarm

is shown in Fig. 1. This consists of an unbiased
audio oscillator, which will not run until a bias
current is supplied through the detected water
which bridges the contacts of the sensor.
Looking at the circuit in more detail, TR1 and
TR2 are both grounded emitter amplifiers, and
with no water at the sensor, TR1 can receive no
578

conduct more heavily, which causes TR2 to con-

ESTIMATED COST*

OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

£1.50
excluding case
Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

at
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voltage pulse via C2 to TR1 base to become even
larger.

This regenerative action will continue until
TR2 is biased to saturation. It will remain this
way until the charge across C2 dies away (which

takes only a fraction of a second), and then a
regenerative action will occur in the opposite
direction, causing the transistors to cut off.
Again the circuit will remain in this state until
the charge on C2 begins to die away, whereupon a regenerative action in the original
direction will once again cause TR2 to be biased

to saturation.
The circuit will continue to oscillate in this

way for as long as the input bias and supply

currents are maintained, the resultant pulses of
current fed to LS1 via TR2 causing an audible
tone to be emitted from the speaker.
The on/off switch, Si, enables the unit to be
silenced once it has fulfilled its function; R1 is
required to protect the base of TR1 from pas-

sing an excessively large current, and Cl is

required to ensure that the circuit does not be-

come unstable.

CONSTRUCTION
Full details of component layout and wiring
up are shown in Fig. 2. All the small components
are mounted on a piece of 0.1 inch matrix Vero -

board size 7 holes by 6 strips. There are no
breaks to be made on the underside.

Mount and connect the components according
to the layout shown in Fig. 2, leaving the tran-

sistors until the end, and using a heat shunt

when soldering their leadout wires. The Vero -

board its mounted on LS1 by the two short
connecting wires, which are made from stout
single core insulated wire twisted into a single
cableform. Next connect Si and the battery clip.

SENSOR

The sensor used with the prototype consists
of a piece of 0.1 inch matrix Veroboard size
8 strips by 8 holes. Alternate strips are interconnected by short insulated link wires. When

used as a rain alarm the sensor should be

Components ....
Resistor
R1

150kS2 lAN carbon + 10%

Capacitors
C1

C2

5nF ceramic
0.01µF plastic foil

SEE

Transistors
TR1

TR2

BC169C silicon npn
BC258 silicon pnp

Miscellaneous

TALK

S1 s.p.s.t. on/off toggle or slide

LS1 25 to 80 ohm moving coil type loud-

speaker approx. 50mm diameter
B1 9 volt type PP3 and battery clips to suit
Veroboard: 0-15 inch 7 holes by 6 strips, 0.1

inch matrix 8 holes by 8 strips (sensor-see
text; stout insulated copper wire; case to
suit).

spot, and the rest of the alarm can be positioned

inside the house where it will be most readily

heard once activated. The interconnecting wires
between the alarm and the sensor can be several
yards long if necessary.
The sensor does not have to be made exactly
as described, and if more convenient, a similar
arrangement can be made using an etched p.c.b.

The design of the copper strips of the sensor
should be made to suit the application. For
example, when used as a water level indicator,

only two strips are required. The larger the sensor area, the higher the sensitivity.
CASE
It is desirable to fit the unit in a case of some
sort, and several suitable commercial cases are

available. A grille of small holes is drilled in
the centre of the front panel, and the speaker
is mounted behind this. Most small speakers
have no mounting holes, and will need to be

carefully glued in position.
In the prototypes, Si was mounted on the right
of the speaker, and a simple aluminium mount-

ing bracket constructed to hold the battery in
position at the left of the speaker. A small hole

drilled below Si and fitted with a grommet

rain lands on it, a pair of copper strips are
bridged, and the circuit completed. Details of

enables the leads to the sensor to pass through
and then connected to the component panel.
To test that the completed alarm is working

In practical use (as a rain alarm) the sensor
should be mounted outside in an unsheltered

strips of the sensor with your finger. This should
produce an audible tone in the speaker.
CI

positioned horizontally so that when a drop of
the sensor are included in Fig. 2.

properly, switch Si on and touch the copper

0000
e

o

VEROBOARD SENSOR
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TR2

c

DIRECTION OF
COPPER STRIPS

BATTERY
CLIP

Fig. 2 The layout and
wiring up details. Also
shown are details for a
sensor using 01 inch
matrix Veroboard.
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IHI=IN

STEPHENSON

21 RESISTORS IN SERIES

AND PARALLEL
Components are said to be in series, if the same
current is forced to flow through them all, see Fig.
2.1a.

As might be expected, the total resistance across
AB is found by adding them all up.
R total-RI + R2 + R3.
Components are said to be in parallel if there are
as many paths for the current as there are components, see Fig. 2.1b. The formula for total resistance
is an awkward brute:
1

total

- 1

1

1

R1

R2

R3
R2

but if there are only two resistors in parallel, we may

use an easier formula known as the "product over
sum" formula:
R1 x R2
R total -RI + R2

R3

(a)

Fig. 2.1a, When resistors R1, R2 and R3 are connected
as shown above they are said to be "in series"

Networks often contain a mixture of series and
R3

parallel resistors, see Fig. 2.1c.

To obtain the total across AB, always reduce the
parallel parts to one equivalent resistance first. Thus
the 6 ohm and the 3 ohm in parallel reduces to (6 x 3)/
3)=18/9=2 ohms. The network now simplifies to
(6
two resistors in series, see Fig. 2.1d. The total resis2=10 ohms.
tance is seen to be 8

There are one or two helpful tips for such calculations:

(b)

Fig. 2.1 b. Resistors R1, R2 and R3 are said to be "In
parallel" when connected as shown above.

(a) Two equal resistors in parallel-total resistance is
half the value of one resistor, eg. 10 kilohms in
parallel with 10 kilohms makes 5 kilohms total.
(b) The total resistance of parallel resistors is always
less than the least (2 kilohms, 100 ohms, 1 megohm in parallel will have total resistance less than
100 ohms).

1

(c) A very large resistance in parallel with a small
value will have lithe effect. (20 kilohms in parallel
with 1 kilohm is still approx. 1 kilohm total).

(d) Try and express values in the same multiple. If
300 ohms and 4 kilohms are involved, change 300

ohms to 0.3 kilohms before substituting in the
formula).
580

(c)

Fig.

2.1c. Shows resistors connected in series and

parallel.
A

211

811.

(d)

Fig. 2.1d. Reduced network of that shown in Fig. 2.1c,

The 2 ohm resistor shown dotted results from the
6 ohm and 3 ohm in parallel.

Everyday Electronics, November 1975

2.2 KIRCHOFF'S LAW OF VOLTAGES
iRl

x 1 kilohm=3 volts. Therefore VRi equals 3 volts.
Similarly, voltage across R2 is / x R2=3mA x 3 kilohms. Therefore V52=9 volts.

Finally, voltage across R3 is / x R3=3mA x 2 Idlohms. Therefore V53=6 volts.
I 18V

R2
3k11

R3

2kI2

Fig. 2.2a. A simple circuit devised to illustrate Kirchoff's
law.

Let us perform Ohm's law operations on the circuit
diagram of Fig. 2.2a. The total resistance in series
with the battery is (1 + 3 + 2) kilohms=6 kilohms.
The current flowing round the circuit is, from Ohm's

law (/=VIR) given by /-=18

volts
-3mA
ohms

The voltage across R1, is by Ohm's law / x R/=3mA

(Notice the method of writing voltages with "subscripts" to indicate which particular voltage).
The separate voltages across each resistor are
called voltage drops. We say for instance, that R2
is "dropping" 9 volts, f+1 is "dropping" 3 volts etc.
Looking carefully at the voltage drops again, we may
notice that the sum of ne voltage drops happens to

equal 18 volts which is the supply voltage of the
battery. This is not peculiar to this example, it is a
perfectly general result which will always apply. In
fact it is called Khirchoff's law which reads roughly
as follows:
The sum of the voltage drops always
equals the supply voltage

Remember this because it is very useful.

2.3 RELATIVE POTENTIALS AND POLARITIES
To explain a few more electronic terms, we make
use of the previous circuit but this time showing the
voltage drops, see Fig. 2.3a.
Note also that we have marked the polarity of the
battery with the signs, + (positive) and - (negative).
When speaking of voltage, we imply two points,
because a voltage drop can only exist between one
point in a circuit and another. Another term, almost
synonomous with voltage is potential. Thus we can
say R2 drops 9 volts or equally well say there is a

RI

-c
18v

Examples

Point B is positive with respect to A, but is negative with respect to C.

Point C is 15 volts positive with respect to A, but
is 3 volts negative with respect to D.
In many electronic circuits, one particular point or

R2)' W

-a
R3

6V

1A

potential difference of 9 volts across R2. The

polarity of the various voltages are also important.
For example, the most negative point in the circuit is
A, the most positive is point D. It is important to
understand that polarity is a relative term.

3V

Fig. 2.3a. Shows that two points are involved when we
speak of voltage.

wire is considered the "reference" and all other
potentials are stated with respect to this reference

wire, sometimes called the common line and is
usually, but not necessarily, one particular terminal
of the battery. Thus if A in Fig. 2.3a is designated the
reference or common line, B is "at 6 volts" C is "at
15 volts" etc.

2.4 KIRCHOFF'S CURRENT LAW
Consider the circuit diagram of Fig. 2.4a. It can be
seen that there are three different currents flowing in
various parts of the circuit:
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

(a) /5, the battery current.

(b) l, the current through the 6 ohm resistor.
(c) /2, the current through the 3 ohm resistor.
581

of voltages, this leaves 2 volts across the parallel
branch, i.e. voltage across the 6 ohm and the 3 ohm
resistors must be 2 volts.
Therefore the current /, = 2 volts/6 ohm = 1/3 amp,
and /2 ohm = 2 volts/3 ohm = 2/3 amp. Notice that the
sum of the branch currents equals battery cur rent.
311

This is not a coincidence, but an example of Kirchoffs law of currents.
The sum of the currents flowing away from

any junction equals the current entering
Fig. 2.4a. A simple circuit devised to illustrate Kirchoff's
current law (electron flow indicated).
Example

First find the total resistance across AB which is,

[

8+

(3 x 6)1
(3 + 6)

ohms = 10 ohms.

The battery current is therefore given by,

/8 =

10 volts
10 ohms

1 amp (from Ohm's law).

If 8 amps flow into a junction of two parallel resistors, and one of them carries 5 amps, then the other
must carry 3 amps. Pretty obvious really.
The two Khirchoff laws we know, highlight a couple
more useful tips.
(a) Components In series always carry the same
current, but can have different voltages across
them.

The volts drop across the 8 ohm resistor is therefore, 1 amp x 8 ohms = 8 volts. By Khirchoff's law

(b) Components in parallel always have the same
voltage across them but can have different
currents flowing through them.

2.5 CONVENTIONAL CURRENT
Some annoying conventions are embedded in the
language of electronics for which we must blame the

early pioneers. The direction of current flow is

a

particular example i.e. if you draw an arrow representing current, which way should it point? As previously

mentioned electrons flow from negative to positive
through the battery.
Unfortunately the electron theory of current flow
was not known to the ancients and they thought or
rather assumed, that charge was transported by
positive particles. Thus arrows representing current
were drawn the otherway round, from positive to
negative externally, and negative to positive through
the battery. When electrons arrived, the mistake was

too firmly entrenched to change the habit and so
current arrows in most text books continue to point
in the original direction which is now known as conventional current. If electron current arrows are used
it is necessary to state this clearly, see Fig. 2.5a and b.

T
-LT-

T

--..

1
1

1

.2

-LT1

(,)
(b)
Fig. 2.5a. Shows direction of conventional current flow
and (b) electron current flow.

2.6 ELECTRO-MOTIVE FORCE (e.m.f.)
Although e.m.f. and voltage drops are both measured in volts, there is, according to the boffins, a
subtle difference. The prime source of energy in a
circuit (in our case the battery) is said to deliver an
e.m.f. because it is changing chemical energy into

electrical energy. Similarly, a microphone delivers an
e.m.f. because it is changing sound energy into electrical energy. A voltage drop or potential difference

across a resistor, for instance, causes electrical
energy to change to some other form such as heat.

2.7 MEASURING VOLTAGE
How do we measure such quantities as current
voltage and resistance? The meter you have purchased is called a microammeter and measures cur-

rent; one hundred microamps worth will push the
582

needle fully over to the right-called "full scale deflection" (f.s.d.).

If you were to dismantle it, which you must not
attempt, you would find a coil of fine wire on a cyllnEveryday Electronics, November 1975

Fig. 2.7a. Converting an ammeter to a
voltmeter using a series resistor.

drical "former" which carries the pointer. The fo'rmer
is on a delicate pivot and held to one side by a tiny
spring. Surrounding the former is a permanent mag-

leads so that the meter and resistor

net.

are in series see Fig. 2.7a.

When the current to be measured is passed through
the coil it acts as a small magnet which is attracted by
the permanent magnet. The needle thus moves across

We know that for full scale deflection, the current flowing must be

100 microamps, so the resistor value
must be calculated to allow this

the scale against the spring tension, the amount it
moves being directly proportional to the current flowing through the meter coil.
Strangely, although our meter measures current,

we shall never use it to directly measure current.
During construction of the Circuit Deck, we used
some resistors to turn it into a voltmeter. The calculation of these resistor values will now be an excellent
exercise to practise Ohm's law.
Suppose we wish to convert our 100 microamp
current meter into a voltmeter to read 0 to 25 volts.
This can be done by inserting a resistor in one of the

amount of current to flow when the
test prods are placed across a 25 volt
supply. By Ohm's law:
25 VOLTS

R =--

25 volts

V

I

100 microamps -

250 kllohms

The scale of the meter will no longer be literally
correct and you must mentally convert it to 25 volts
full scale, 12.5 volts half scale, etc.

TEACH -IN '76 EXPERIMENTS AND EXERCISES
the meter leads are not reversed or the meter will try to

EXPERIMENT 2
To verify Khirchoff's law of voltages.

PROCEDURE
1. Assemble the components as shown in (Fig.2A.1)
the 10V range, measure the
voltage across each of the three resistors and then
across the battery. The sum of the resistor voltages

should equal the battery voltage (Khirchoffs law of

read backwards. This will not necessarily damage
the meter but it should be avoided. The black meter
lead (negative) should always be nearer the bottom
of the resistor chain than the red.
3. Repeat the tests using the 4.5V battery and the
meter on
4. Repeat again using tie 4.5V battery, the meter on
the 5V range and any three resistors (don't use less
than 1 kilohm or greater than 25 kilohm).

voltages) When measuring voltages try and make sure

2.1,

(319V

EXERCISES
A 12 ohm and a 6 ohm resistor are in

parallel. What is the total resistance?
2.2 What value resistor in parallel with a 3 kilohm resistor will make the total resistance
2 kilohm?

What is the approximate resistance if a 1
kilohm resistor is in parallel with a 1 megohm
resistor? What is the approximate resistance if
2.3

2.2k11

131

I

9V I

BLACK (-ye)

(a)

R2
2.2k.12

R3
4.7k11

(b)

Fig. 2A.1. The layout and connecting details of the
components on the Circuit Deck. Also shown is
theoretical circuit diagram.
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these two resistors are in series?
2.4 A 2 kilohm resistor and a 16 kilohm resistor
are in series across a 9 volt battery. What is the
voltage across the 16 kilohm resistor?
2.5 If the internal resistance of a 100 microamp

meter is 1 kilohm, what external resistance is
required for it to be able to read 0 to 0.2 volt?
Answers

lutioitn i g.g 'scion g f g .unio2atu
i !unlolPI I Vg *suR101P1 9 g'Z "sualo
NOTE: In Fig. 113.2 caption last month "parallel"

should be changed to "series opposing".
Last month in the Teach -In 76 Component
list on page 525 the requirement for two 10kf2
-1-W 5% resistors has been duplicated. Also,
147k.0 should read 47kf2.

On page 529 referring to the microamp, 10-'

should read 10-'.
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A GUIDE TO

SOLDERING ...

THE only way to learn to solder correctly is to

practice. You would be surprised at the

number of people who have high qualifications in

electronics but who are unable to make a good
soldered joint. It is no good plunging straight
into your first project without practicing a few
joints first-if you do you will probably be very
disappointed with the results.
Soldering is easy, once learnt, but don't think
that because it is easy that you will be able to do
it first time, you are fooling yourself if you do.
We hope the pictures and text of this
article will help you learn to solder and give you

a good idea of what the finished joint should
look like. The tools for the job are an electrically

heated iron of between 15 and 30 watts with a
3mm ('8 inch) to 6mm (14 inch) diameter bit. A
good pair of small pointed nose pliers and small
side cutters are also required and a wire stripper
is useful although, with care, sidecutters, a
penknife, or even the teeth can be used instead.
The solder must be a flux cored type-no acid
flux should ever be used with electronic wiring.
Before soldering the parts must be clean and
there should be a good mechanical joint. This
is not always possible but you must remember

that solder itself is not very strong and only
really provides a good electrical joint. In the

instance shown the wires from two components
have been wrapped around a solder pin ready for

soldering. Make sure the joint is neat at this
stage, with no big gaps between the wire and
the pin (A).

With the iron hot "tin" the bit by melting a
small amount of solder onto it (B)-if necessary
wipe off excess solder and clean the bit with a
cloth or on a damp sponge as provided with some
iron stands.

This small amount of solder on the bit helps
to make good thermal contact with the joint. No
other solder should be added to the bit in order

to make the joint, if this is done the flux will
quickly be burnt off by the iron and a poor or
"dry" joint will result.

Finally the soldered joint can be made (C).

Place the bit against the joint and melt the

solder onto the joint until the solder has flowed
evenly over the whole area and only add enough

solder to allow this-do not finish up with a
large blob of solder and try not to allow the

solder to run down the pin or wires.
One bad (D) and one good (E) joint. Joint D
is very bad, a neat mechanical joint was not
achieved, making the finished joint ragged and
weak. The soldered joint is "dry"-the solder has
584

crystalised, is weak and probably has a high

resistance. This could have been caused by
carrying the solder to the joint on the iron,
keeping the iron on the joint too long, thus burning off the flux, or by moving the wires before
the solder has cooled.

Joint E is a good one-the solder is shiny

and has flowed evenly over the whole joint but
has not run down the pin or along the wires.

Using a heat shunt to protect a transistor

whilst soldering (F). A pair of pliers are used to

grip the lead being soldered to prevent the
heat from reaching the transistor, particularly
necessary with germanium types. Note how the

solder is being melted onto the joint with the
iron held behind the joint.
To avoid the need for three hands when using

a heat shunt the solder can be stood up and the
job can be moved with the pliers on the lead to
be soldered. Alternatively an elastic band can be
wrapped around handles of the pliers to keep
them gripping the joint.
Everyday Electronics, November 1975
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KITS/SYLLABUS

have recently purchased the October issue of
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS and read the article
I

called Teach -In 76.

On making enquiries, I have found that the kit of
components will cost in the region of £15 to £16. As

This is a reasonably large amount of money, could you
give me some details about the course.
I

have a small knowledge of electronics but re-

freshers are always handy, so could you tell me some
of the things you will be covering in the study course,
and the type of things we will be able to make with
these components at the end.
Also how many months will the course run?
S. P. Mlddleditch,
Hertford

Kits for Teach -in 76 are offered by a number of

advertisers. Prices vary, but seem to start at just over £14.

All the components listed on page 525 are commonly

used Items, and will provide a valuable stock for the
beginner. As already stressed, these components should
not suffer damage during their use in the Teach -In
experiments and at the end of this 12 month course, the
components will be useful in constructional projects.

The most expensive individual item is the meter,
however this will find a permanent home in the special
multimeter design which will be fully described at the
conclusion of Teach -In 76. This is a piece of test equipment no constructor can do without.
For those with any serious intent in d.i.y. electronics,
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this kit of components will prove to be a sound invest.
ment. Nothing need be discarded.
Teach -In 76 is planned to run for 12 months. The
course will cover the most common types of electronic
components, including capacitors, inductors, various
diodes, various transistors and their functions and

parameters, and will go on to describe waveforms,
circuit configurations, interstage coupling,
electromagnetism, a.c. theory, operator j, transformers,
filters, rectification, various oscillators and other basic
circuit configurations such as the Schmitt trigger. This
is in addition to the subject matter of the first two parts.
various

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

We have heard from the Electronics Club at Lang
don School, London, that they will be actively follow.
ing the Teach -In 76 series.

The club meets at the school after school hours
once a week, and study and experiment with basic
electronics. They will be reporting to us from time to
time and commenting on the series, We invite other
schools and clubs using this series, to write to us

CIRCUIT DECK

We understand that the undermentioned can supply
the Circuit Deck woodwol-k as used in Teach -In 76. It

is available as a ready to assemble kit for £1 75 or
ready assembled and varnished for £2.80. Both
prices include post and packing.
B H. Malme, "Newhaven' , Mill Lane, East Runton,
Cromer, Norfolk, NR27 9PH.
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and Mechanical Engineers. The

Signals is
concerned
entirely with military communications and operates and maintains
Royal

trLECTRONICS

By Peter Verwig

like sport and the open air and
yet would still like to use their
knowledge of and interest in electronics to good purpose.

The armed services are tailor-

made for them. This was true
30 years ago. It is even truer
today. I shall be writing about

looks after a larger proportion of
Royal Air Force communications
and even has detachments at sea
the

Royal

Navy.

Royal

Signals men are also based at

A career in electronics is an exciting prospect! Month by month our
contributor Peter Verwig explains what working in electronics
is all about, how to prepare yourself for a rewarding career, and the
job opportunities available in the world's fastest growing industry.
MY
POSTBAG and numerous
Greater mobility, improved comdirect conversations with
munications, battlefield sensors,
young people suggest that there
more effective fire-power. In
is quite a large body of readers
short, more and better equipwho dread the nine -to -five routine
ment. The balance is restored by

creating, through machines and
other mechanical and electronic

aids,

unit level.
Overseas, the Royal Signals also

with

BRITAIN'S TECHNICAL ARMY

of business or, if school leavers,
dread even the thought of it.
These are the people who long
for a bit of adventure in life,
would like to move about a bit,

the complete network down to

a much higher

efficiency per man.

level of

The two corps employing the

greatest number of electronics
technicians are the Royal Corps of
Signals and the Royal Electrical

headquarters of allied defence

treaty organisations. The Royal
Signals has an operational side
as well as its own in-built technical support.

The Royal Electrical
and
Mechanical Engineers (REME)

has no direct operational role and
is

entirely a servicing corps re-

sponsible for inspection, modification and overhaul of all the

weapons and equipment used by

the army. In the

field of elec-

tronics REME activities are widespread and involve not only com-

munications equipment but also
radar, electronic control equipment of many types, and avionics.

One benefit of a career in the
A complete air -transportable earth terminal built by Marconi
Space and Defence Systems.

career development in the Royal

Navy and Royal Air Force
future

in

issues Of
EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS
next year. This

month I shall concentrate on the
British Army.

The first thing to understand
about the modern army is that it
is much slimmer in size than it
used to be. There are fewer men
and women in it and those who
are in it are fully professional
people being

paid professional

rates for providing a professional

service. There are no low -paid
conscripts as are found in many
armies throughout the world.
Britain's defence commitments

have eased in recent years in a
number' of overseas territories
and this is

one factor which
allows us to have a smaller army.
But the main reason is economic.
If troops are to be well paid then
manpower becomes the most
expensive item in a defence
budget. So down comes the

numbers. But at the same time
it is still necessary to have an
effective defence force and preferably one not less effective than

before.

The answer is found in more

and better
586

tools for the job.
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services is that not only can you
receive all your technical training absolutely free and in ideal
surroundings but it is also a
standard which automatically

attracts professional recognition.
The Council of Engineering Institutions recognises army courses
as meeting the academic requirements for official registration as
Technician

Engineer

or

Tech-

nician and a pass out on the
appropriate courses can be
equivalent to having sat and
passed the Full Technological

Certificate or HNC, or ONC or
City and Guilds. In some cases
you sit for these certificates.
If you take a commission you
may, with suitable qualifications,

full membership of the
IEE or IERE and, of course, if
you are or become a graduate
obtain

you will ilualify for admission to
membership in either commissioned or
ranks.

non-commissioned

ENTRY
Young men from 16-1712 years
of

age can take up an army

apprenticeship. You stand a better

chance of being accepted if you

have some GCE '0' levels or good

CSE passes but you can apply
without them. You will have to

from this is deducted a total of
£5.74 for accommodation

and

food.

Signalman between the ages of
16 and 17 and when you enter
adult service you will clearly have

Two afternoons a week are devoted to organised sport or games.
There is local adventure training
on the Yorkshire moors and
during the course you may expect
to participate in at least two fiveday adventure training exercises
and possibly a course at the Army
Outward Bound School at Towyn
in Wales. You will get ten weeks
leave a year, generally three

career advantages among your

and four weeks in the summer.
The general conditions outlined

and any one can join up to the age

weeks at Christmas and Easter
above

also

apply

to

REME

apprentices except that they are
based at the Apprentice College

own age group compared with colleagues who have joined later.

And don't forget that if you are

found

to

be

outstanding

in

qualities such as personality and

leadership in addition to your
technical and academic proficiency, you may be selected for a
commission.

The ordinary adult entry into
the army starts at the age of 17
of 25. But for the sort of people

that the Royal Signals and REME
require the age limit is extended

upwards to 29 or 30. There are

at Aberfield, near Reading. If you
specialise in avionics (aviation
electronics) you will complete
your practical training at the Aircraft Engineering Training Wing
of the Army Air Corps at Middle
Wallop on Salisbury Plain.
If you are young and don't want

various schemes which your local
Army Careers Officer will explain
to you. One special scheme for the

can join as a Young Soldier Entry

months' training after which pro-

mature entrant who is already

qualified technically is the Artificer Entry Scheme. In this you

attend an interview board and
if accepted you join with the rank

to sign on as an apprentice you

of Sergeant and are

and still get trained as a trades-

motion

man. In the Royal Signals you can,
for example, join as a Junior

given 15

is automatic to Staff
Sergeant.
Mature qualified people can

Three Clansman v.h.f. vehicle sets and an h.f. set installed in a
Chieftain tank.

pass a series of tests at the Army
Careers Information Office and at
an Army Youth Selection Centre.
And, of course, you have to be up
to a good medical standard and be

a British subject or a citizen of
the Republic of Ireland.

A recent survey showed that

700 officers, including several of
the rank of Lieutenant -Colonel
and above, and over 1,000 Warrant Officers at present serving in
the army started their careers as
apprentices. So an apprenticeship
clearly gives a good start.

If you join the Royal Signals

you will go to the Apprentice
College at Harrogate for military,
academic and trade training. The
first term is spent in getting used
to the army and the emphasis is
on military training and education
and the basic principles of your

chosen trade. The whole of the
first year is really a foundation
course and the second year is

then devoted more intensively to
technical subjects and practical
work on military equipment.
As a Junior Entrant you will get

paid according to your age starting at £18.27 a week and rising

at 17'2 and over to £32.76 but
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also apply for a Special Regular
Commission which is for a period

of 16 years or a Short Service
Commission of eight years of
which only three are served and

the balance are non -active reserve.

PROSPECTS
As an army technician you will

be one of the elite, not in the

same sense as a combat soldier

but certainly in terms of early

promotion and special pay for
your skills. After a year of adult
service you will have started up
the promotional ladder in noncommissioned rank and after five

years you should be well established in a supervisory capacity as
a
Staff Sergeant or Warrant
Officer. Not untypical is the man of
25 years of age who is a Sergeant

with an income of over £2,400 a
year plus all the fringe benefits.
The present top pay for a
Warrant Officer Class 1 on a nine-

year or more scale of pay

is

£4,474 per year.

Unless there are special compassionate grounds you will have
to go where you are sent and this
means that you will probably
spend at least some of your
service life in Germany, Malta,
Cyprus or Hong Kong. Many army

units and their equipments are

air -transportable for quick deploy-

ment. A REME technician may
well find himself attached to a
crack parachute or commando
formation and travel with them.

The Rapier missile forward repair and test vehicle now in service
with the Army.
ducing new equipment and you

will be re-trained progressively to
cope with this. Basically your job
is to keep technical equipment in

tip-top form and today's equipment is really technical. In communications, for example, the
army is being re -equipped with
the

Clansman integrated radio
system reckoned to be the finest

in the world. As a REME technician you may well become a

specialist on the world -breaking
Rapier anti-aircraft missile system
or on Cymbeline mortar -locating

radar or working on electronics
equipment in army aviation.
The scope is practically endless.

But if you don't think you can

YOUR JOB
The army is constantly intro -

measure up to the job of looking
after modern developments such

as infra -red "see -in -the -dark" tech-

of

an institution is no doubt
essential. But for those who wish
to make our own way in engineer.

Comment on Careers
I do not agree with everything
Mr. Peter Verwig says about the
professional institutions (Your
Career in Electronics, June 1975).

It seems to me that the pro-

fessional institutions are largely
mutual

admiration

societies

intent on their own prestige and
position in a crumbling civilisa-

tion.

Mr.

Verwig

states

that

membership helps self development but I do not think that con-

forming to a certain pattern of
employment for a large part of
one's life can be said to do this,
rather the reverse.
For those who wish to climb to
the top of the heap, membership
588

LAST WORD
One last word. Think hard before you act and find out all you
can before taking a step you may
regret. The best way of doing this

is to contact your nearest Army
Careers Information Office and
you can find the address under
Army in both the white and yellow
pages of the telephone directory.
But if all systems are go and you
and the army like each other then
it can be a full, exciting, profitable
and, above all, a professional life
ahead.

development in the electronics

(Ex -Grad. IEE )

industry as currently constituted,
and I would be failing in my duly

readers Of EVERYDAY ELEcrnomcs if I failed to emphasise
this point. But, equally, I have
to

contributor Peter Verwig

in Europe and the United States
hold similar views on the role of
the professional institutions and,
indeed, the IEE, of which he is
an ex -member, is itself passing
through a period of re -appraisal
of its own status and responsibilities and its relationship with
the Council of Engineering Institions.

a bank or insurance office.

institution is an asset in career

Dennis Daniel, New Zealand

comments:
Mr. Daniel's views are not
exclusive to engineers in the
Antipodes. Many of his colleagues

ing and guidance systems, don't
bother. You may be better off in

It remains a fact, however,
that membershipof a professional

ing, being a non-member need
not hold any regrets.
Our

nology, or laser beam target mark-

also made clear in recent articles
that non -membership is not an
absolute impediment "for those
who wish to climb to the top of
the heap".
Mr. Daniel should consider re-

joining the IEE with a view to

exercising his reforming zeal
from the inside. This surely
would be more effective than
being a lone and possibly increasingly embittered critic on the
sidelines.
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virtually

provide

the

same

facilities as the Post Office Plan
107 system (one main phone with
extension;
an
to
switching

quarterly rental £1.4.25), which
enables one phone to call up or
route calls to or from the other.

Also, mains intercoms would
seem at first sight to make an
ideal

baby

alarm

or

invalid

watching system, because they

provide complete flexibility of use,

enabling either station to change
its location simply by plugging

into the mains and without the
need to relay any wires. Indeed
some adverts seek to sell inter-

coms for just this type of use.
What the adverts don't tell

By ADRIAN HOPE
have been a
sucker for gadgets, but have
at last got the habit under control. Now I only buy, to keep,
anything that really serves a
purpose. Of course, there is a lot
VER the years

I

of fun to be had from gadgets

that serve no useful purpose, but
as money gets tighter so it makes
more sense to think twice or
three times before buying some-

thing just for the sake of it. So
let's look at the interesting pros
and cons of a couple of cur-

pulses produces a harsh, motor boating sound on a radio receiving the medium and long waves.
The interference is strongest
when the switch is in its halfway

position, because it is in this
position that the thyristor is
taking the biggest bite out of
the wave form.

Some buildings now contain so
many dimmer switches that it is

virtually impossible to use a radio
on anything but v.h.f./f.m.

rently available gadgets.

Wireless Intercoms

Dimmers

Likewise, I wonder how many
bought mains people have

Every other shop now seems

powered wireless intercoms on
strength

of

newspaper

to sell a thyristor control for

the

householders are replacing their

bitterly

dimmer controls. These have the
obvious advantage of enabling

pair) differ from conventional,
cheaper, battery
much
and
powered intercoms with wired

dimming lights or controlling
motor speed. More and more

adverts promising "crystal dear
communication"-and then been

light
on/off
wall -mounted
plaster -depth
with
switches

intercoms (costing up to £30 a

you to set the house lighting at

whatever level you choose.
As well as saving on electricity,

they save on lamp life by avoid-

ing the heavy surge that a filament bulb receives when it is

switched on from cold. But what
nobody ever tells you about
dimmer switches is that they play
havoc with radio reception on the
medium and long wavebands.
Most of the adverts talk

grandly about the dimmer for
sale being "interference suppressed"; but it just isn't possible
to completely suppress the inter-

ference created by a dimmer
switch with components small

enough to squeeze into a plaster.
depth mount. The dimmer works
by the thyristor chopping up the

mains a.c. waveform and each
time it chops it creates a spiky
r.f. pulse. The train of these

disappointed.

Wireless

connections, in two important respects.

Firstly, the mains intercom is
plugged direct into a domestic
power point and receives its low
voltage operating power via a
step-down transformer and rectifier; secondly the audio signals
which it produces are fed back

into the mains via blocking capacitors. In this way, aucho signals

above a few hundred hertz can

circulate through the local mains
for up to several hundred metres

and may be recovered by any
matching

intercom

which

is

similarly plugged into the mains.
On the face of things, a pair of
mains wireless intercoms is a very
valuable gadget. Used in con-

junction with a simple pair of
domestic telephones (one main

quarterly
rental £9.85), two intercoms can
and
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one

extension;

prospective customers, however,
is that wireless intercoms are
highly susceptible to mains -borne
interference. This is because the
blocking capacitors let through
any interference pulses for amplification

along with the

audio

signals. Without doubt the worst
source of interference for wireless intercoms is our old friend,
the thyristor controlled dimmer.

It is a pretty safe bet that if
you try to use a wireless intercom you will, for at least some
of the time find it reproducing
far more spiky thyristor noise

than useful signal. This makes it
very dangerous for use as a baby
or invalid alarm, because the
interference noise will either
irritate the user into turning
down the volume or drown out
any weak, distressed sounds.

Warning
One manufacturer, Eagle Inter-

national, of Wembley, are well
aware of the interference problems-in fact it was they who
initially drew them to my attention when I asked to buy a pair.

Eagle print a warning in their
catalogue, that "wireless inter-

coms are not recommended for

use as baby alarms" and are now
putting stickers on all boxes.
When a customer returns a

wireless intercom to Eagle as
"faulty" and the problem turns
out to be mains -borne interference, the firm replaces it

with a wired type. The sooner

all advertisements for wireless

intercoms carry a similar clear
warning to the public on their
limitations, the better it will be
for everyone, because as more
dimmer switches are sold so the
problem of thyristor interference
will get worse rather than better.
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HAWAIIAN
GUITAR
NO%

11%
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A solid electric
guitar of
design for home
construction.
Suitable for use with
any musical
instrument amplifier.
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uniqueotSte
*00

By S.B.BROWNE
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THE Hawaiian guitar, or to give it its full title,

the Hawaiian Steel Guitar, as it was named

by the natives of Hawaii, has in recent years
become a widely known and popular musical

instrument. It was only about 40 years ago that
it was first heard outside Hawaii.

separate and lap fixed to the neck, see Figs.

American sailors. The Spanish guitar was "con-

Begin construction with section A; first of all
rule a grid of twice the matrix size (full scale)
shown in Fig. 1 on the wood that the body is to
be made from, and then draw in the centre line
to extend at least 292mm from the intersection

by

verted" by raising the height of the strings
above the fretboard by inserting a taller nut, and
the strings were tuned differently.
The Hawaiian guitar is not held like the con-

ventional guitar, but laid flat on the lap of the
player. When played, the strings do not at any
time come in contact with the frets, the latter
being used only for reference. The notes are
produced by plucking the strings with the right
hand (normally equipped with three finger -picks)

whilst the left hand slides a "steel" (hence the

name) along the strings producing the well

known glissando and vibrato effects typical of
the "Hawaiian sound".

Almost any six -stringed guitar can be made
into an Hawaiian sounding guitar by the method
outlined above providing the bridge and neck
are strong enough to withstand the extra strain
imposed by the higher tuning (details later).

UNIQUE STYLING
This article describes the construction of a
solid electric Hawaiian guitar of unique design.
The body shape is in no way critical and can be
modified to suit individual tastes and requirements.

As can be seen from the photographs, the

whole instrument has been covered in Perspex
to give a long lasting and durable finish. However, the details given here do not include the
Perspex finish as this was thought to be outside
the scope of many constructors. It is suggested
that if a similar colour scheme is required, two
colours of paint can be used, or one colour for
the majority colour, and some of the many plastic glue or iron -on edging now available, be used
around the perimeter of the bodywork.
NOTE
3

fact a superstructure being made up from sections A, B and C; the neck and body are in one
piece, the complete neck being made from section B on A; the head section E (in two parts) is

The instrument originated from the introduc-

tion of the Spanish guitar to the island

a

shape to be accurately transferred onto the wood
from which the body is to be cut. The body is in

A few modifications have been made to the
prototype which is shown in the photographs:
(i) the original pick-up, shown mounted on section C has been omitted due to its complexity
and inadequate performance (ii) the brass
covered pick-up shown in photograph has been
redesigned to use more readily available and
cheaper magnets (iii) to simplify construction,
the jack socket has been moved to the rear edge

of the guitar (iv) the tone 'control has been
moved nearer to the volume control.

SUPERSTRUCTURE
The body shape is shown half -scale in Fig. 1
and has been drawn on a grid to enable the body
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

1,2 and 6.

of the body and neck contours.

The grid lines on Fig. 1 should now be ruled
in (i.e. joined up across the body shape) using a

coloured ball-point pen.

Now with reference to the complete grid of

Fig. 1, draw the body shape A, on the wood and
rule in the neck (measure along the centre line)
and then cut out the body complete with neck.
A fret saw will be found very useful for cut-

ting out the curved sections and a spokeshave
helpful for planing the curves to the final shape
and obtaining a smooth finish.

Repeat the above procedure for section B,

noting that the tail end of section B extends to
the tail end of section A under section C. This
can be seen clearly in Fig. 2. Also note that the

body is cut out complete with neck. Drill the two
holes for the control potentiometers.
Use the grid to obtain the shape of section C,
mark the centres for the six string holes (do not

drill these until later) and rule in the slot to

accommodate the bridge. Make the bridge cut-

out (right through the section) and then cut
out section C.

Now place section B on A in the correct position and pin together (do not hammer the nails

in fully). Two nails will be enough-use one

where section C will be fitted and one along the
neck
Drill suitably sized holes along the centre line
to suit 30mm long (approx.) No. 8 countersunk
screws and then screw B to A. Six screws spaced
equidistantly along the centre line will suffice.

Each hole should be countersunk so that the

screw heads are flush with or below the surface
of B. Draw round the perimeter of B to produce
this shape on A; remove the nails and screws and
separate the two sections.

FOR
DANCE
GOOD,01\113

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS
excluding V.A.T.

£12.00 all
parts listed
Based on prices prevailing

at

time of going to press
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CUT-OUTS
There is a cut-out to be made in A to accommodate the controls. With reference to Fig. 1,
mark this cut-out on the top face of section A,

HEAD
The head (section E) is made in two sections,
the upper part being lap fixed to the neck, and

ensuring that it comes within the perimeter of B
and then remove using a fret saw. This cut-out
is covered on the underside with a strip of plywood or hardboard. A lip must be made around

machine heads and completing the profile of the
underside. This is screwed to the upper section.

the cut-out so that the cover comes flush with
the underside when screwed in place.
With reference to Fig. 1, drill and/or chisel
a hole in the rear edge of section A through to
the control cut-out, to suit the jack socket used.

The latter is held in position by means of a

polished aluminium plate (see Fig. 3 for details)
which is fixed in place on the rear edge of section A with two small screws; it can be sunk in
to be flush with the rear edge if so desired by the
constructor.
Glue and screw section B to A, and then glue
and nail (use small oval nails) C to B. A suitable

the lower section acting as a cover for the

Begin with the upper section and cut to size

and shape as detailed in Fig. 6.

The head is made from a piece of mahogany

size 180 x 85 x 22mm; the regions to be removed

to obtain the slope are shown dotted in Fig. 7.

This is screwed and glued to section A neck and
butts against B neck.

The hole positions shown for the machine
heads were correct for the type used in the

prototype. It will be wise to obtain the machine
heads before drilling the holes as they may have
to be moved nearer to the head edge.
Details of the lower section of the head are
given in Fig. 8.

adhesive is Evo-Stik Resin W. The nails should be

"punched" in so they can later be filled with
Polyfilla to become invisible. Round off the tail
section of C as shown in Fig. 2.

The six string holes through the body superstructure should be made next. These must be

drilled parallel to the centre line, but at an

angle of 60 degrees to the plane of the body,

see Fig. 4. The holes resulting on the underside

of A should now be used to site the tailplate
which needs to be recessed sufficiently so that
when the strings are inserted, the string retaining rings are situated away from the underside
face of A. Details of the tailplate are given in
Fig. 5 and should be made from steel plate.

according to Fig. .7 (shown half scale). Now glue

the fretboard base in position along the neck
such that the distance from the bridge to the
twelfth fret mark is the same as the latter is

100kf/ carbon lin. (2 off)

Capacitor
C1

T1

Fig. 8. Details of the head lower section.

size and mark on the positions of the frets

Potentiometers
0.47IAF plastic or ceramic

Transformer

GLUED AND NAILED

FRETBOARD
The next stage is to cut the fretboard base to

Components ....
VR1, 2

TRIANGULAR
CORNER PIECES

SEE

M218 (Zeta Windings) 42ii()p
I:711

Socket
Standard jack socket
Ski
Miscellaneous
Magnets (6 off)-see text; 28 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire; screened lead; Mahogany or

'FALK

from the nut.
Prepare the frets by cutting 24 pieces 64mm
long from a length of beading of cross section
approximately 5mm X 2mm and then glue these
to the fretboard base at the marked positions.
An impact adhesive (such as Evo-Stik) was found
suitable.

similar: 725 x 255 x 25mm (A); 690 x 205 x 15mm

(B); 180 x 120 x 5mm (C); 505 x 65 x 5mm(D);
180 x 85 x 5mm (E upper). Brass 140 x 19 x 3mm

(nut and bridge), 142 x 54 x 1mm plate (pickup cover); Steel 71 x 40 x 1 .5mm (tailplate);
Aluminium 40 x 25 x 1mm (jack socket fixing
plate); Perspex 210 x 75 x 5mm (hand rest);
Beading (5 x 2mm) 2.7 metres (frets); Hardboard for control section cover; Plywood for
lower head section; Softwood 100 x 40 x 3mm

pick-up base; canvas for guitar underside;
glue, small oval nails, screws; strings (6 off);

machine heads (6 off); picks and steel.
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FITMENTS
In the prototype, the nut and bridge were
made from 3mm thick brass to the dimensions
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Other suitable materials
are: steel, copper or Perspex. When made, glue

the nut in position at the top end of the fret board; there is no need to glue the bridge in
place.

On the prototype it was found very useful to
have a rest on which the player can "rest" his

right hand whilst playing. This is situated on the
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

player side of the strings as can be seen in the
photograph.

A suitable material, as used in the prototype,
is 5mm thick Perspex mounted on two pillars of
the same material glued with Perspex cement to

the underside of the rest. When later glueing
the rest to the guitar body, Evo-Stik or similar
adhesive will be needed since Perspex cement
will not stick to wood (or paint). The support
area in contact with the body should be
roughened using coarse emery paper before
glueing.

The shape and size of the rest is not critical
and can be changed to suit individual requirements. The prototype rest is shown half size in
Fig. 1.

PICK-UP
A home-made low impedance type pick-up was
used for the prototype, the magnetic pole pieces

being situated immediately below each string.
The magnets used were obtained from a type
BM6 magnetic door catch. There are two mag-

nets in each catch, so three catches will be
needed.

An exploded view of the pick-up assembly is
shown in Fig. 11. Balsa wood was found ideal

for the magnet and coil former as this is fairly
strong and easy to cut using a hobby knife. Begin
by cutting the balsa wood to size and making the

slots to take the six magnets. Glue the two extreme magnets in position and then glue this
assembly to the lower cardboard winding guide
and allow to set. One by one glue the remaining
four magnets in place followed by the upper
cardboard winding guide. Allow to set firm
and then wind on 100 turns of 28 s.w.g. enamel-

led copper wire; a dab of paint, glue or nail
varnish here and there will prevent the coil
from unravelling.

Prepare the pick-up base and fix in position

on the guitar body. A hole should now be drilled
in the pick-up base at an angle so that it reaches
the control section and must be large enough to
feed through screened cable.

Hammer in two veneer pins next to the hole

and solder on a length of screened cable and pass

through to the control section. Glue the coil/

magnet assembly to the pick-up base and solder
the coil leads to the veneer pins as shown.
The pick-up cover in the prototype was made
from lmm thick brass plate. This should now be
cut, drilled and bent to shape shown in Fig. 11

and the internal edges of the open joints soldered to form a rigid cover; the top corners of
the cover will be sharp-round off slightly so
they are not a hazard to the player. Screw the
cover in position using brass screws to match the
cover material.

CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the electronics within
CARDBOARD

(80 x 30)
MAGNETS

(10x15x4)

the control section is shown in Fig. 12. The signal
induced in the pick-up coil is passed to Ti where
it is stepped up (voltage) and appears across the
volume control VR1. The wiper of VR1 is taken
to the output socket SKI where it is available
for inputting to an amplifier.
Potentiometer VR2, wired as a variable resis-

tor, and capacitor Cl are in parallel with the

output. The resistance ( or more correctly, reactance) of CI varies with frequency, being low for

high frequencies and relatively high for lower

frequencies. Thus with VR2 turned for minimum
resistance, the effect of Cl is to shunt the higher

frequencies to earth (treble cut), thereby producing a bassy tone. With VR2 set for maximum

PICK-UP BASE
(40 x 100 x 3)

(31=100 TURNS OF 28 S.W.G.
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
SCREEN LEAD

Fig. 11. An exploded view of the pick-up giving
full constructional details.
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

Fig. 12. The circuit diagram of the components
in the control section.
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REBATE TO
SUIT COVER

BREAK IN
COPPER STRIP

DIRECTION OF
COPPER STRIPS

TO PICK-UP\IC%

SPOT

Fig. 13. The layout of the components in the control section and complete wiring up details.
Note the spot on T1 indicating input.

resistance, the effect of Cl is eliminated. Intermediate settings of VR2 give varying degrees
of treble cut.

WIRING UP
The layout of the components in the control
recess and wiring up details are shown in Fig. 13.
For convenience the transformer is mounted on
a small piece of 0.1 inch matrix Veroboard and
screwed to the underside of section B. Two small
Z -shaped brackets need to be made to hold the
in place; these brackets are fixed
to the underside of section B.

When the wiring up is complete, secure the
control recess panel in place, place the bridge

in its slot and attach the machine heads and
strings.

TUNING
The strings should be connected to the guitar
so that they are in descending order of thickness
away from the player.

Labelling the strings 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th
and 6th from the thinnest to the thickest, they
should be tuned with the aid of Hawaiian pitch
pipes or a piano.

There are many different types of tuning, the
most popular being EV' and High Bass tuning.

These are shown below.
6th
E7th

High Bass

E
A

5th

4th

B

D
E

Cz,

3rd

2nd
B

A

C¢

1st
E
E

It is advised that those unaccustomed to the

Hawaiian guitar obtain a book on "How To Play

The Hawaiian Guitar" to obtain the maximum
enjoyment from the instrument. These should
be available from stockists of sheet music.
Briefly, for the right-handed player, the guitar

is laid on the lap with the fingerboard to the

player's left. A thumb pick and two finger picks
are fitted to the right hand and these are used to
pluck the strings while the left-hand carries the
"steel" which is slid along the strings, see photograph. Many different types of steel are known,
the two most common types being the "flat" and

Ash

"roller" steel. The steel and picks should be
available from most musical instrument accessory stockists.

FINISH
When you are satisfied that the instrument
performs alright, all the fitments should be removed and the guitar well rubbed down with

sandpaper and any unwanted holes/indents filled

in with Polyfilla or similar filler. The finishPerspex, paint or whatever will be a personal
choice so no details are given.

Finally, the underside surface of the guitar

Photograph showing method of holding and
playing the guitar.
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should be covered with a slip resistant material
such as baize or canvas.
0
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riExT mOrITH
SPEC/Al
OFFER
SOIDERin
RIB

CHRISTMAS
LIGIff5
R11511 -ER
Simple mains powered flasher for lamps up to
200 watts. The flash rate is adjustable to provide
the most pleasurable effect.

HEAD IL TAILS

GRME

'

A novelty device showing how it is

possible to electronically simulate the

tossing of a coin. The article also
illustrates the operation of the bistable.

PUCE YOUR

ORDER NOW!
s..msimm

AMPLIFIER

amplifier design using
integrated circuits for simplicity.
Stereo

Providing 4 watts r.m.s. per channel output.

everyday
electronics
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hardware

stores,

the

type is

quoted in the article. Perspex for
the hand rest should also be
available from hardware stores if
not, a sign manufacturer may be
able to help.

New products and
component buying
for constructional
projects

There may be problems with

buying the wood in some areas, if
you have difficulty try a large

timber yard or a boat builder if

there is one.
The machine heads and strings

SilOP

'MK
By Mike Kenward
As

mentioned last month the

Henry's catalogue is

now

available and we have received
our copy. Perhaps its a sign of

times that Henrys' now
operate a £2 minimum order
the

charge for mail order, plus minimum 30p post and packing (rising to £1 for parcels and £5 for
special items). This is the first
"completely new" catalogue from
Henrys for three years although
most of the items are listed and
displayed in much the same way
as in previous editions. However

what is new is the free price

supplement which will be published quarterly available on request-another sign of the times.

The catalogue has about 200

pages with plenty of photographs

and line drawings and must be
good value at 50p plus 15p post
and packing. It contains a 50p
voucher that can be used against

should be available from shops
selling guitars as should some

the
instruction on playing
Hawaiian Guitar.
The M218 transformer is avail-

able from Zeta Windings, 26 All
Saints Road, London W11. The
cost including post, packing and
VAT is £2.50. Incidentally Zeta
make this transformer especially
to suit the constructed pick-up
and hence no alternative is available.

Egg Timer
Some of the components used
in the Egg Timer require buying

notes; the Bleeptone output
device is available from A. P.

Receiver should
present the reader with

Control

not
any

component buying problems. In
fact the only component which
may not be readily available is
the R.S. reed relay. Doram are
the suppliers for this relay and
it will cost you £1.33 including
post,

packing

and

Incidentally 50p of that

V.A.T.
is for

post, packing and V.A.T. so you
can see how much postal charges

and tax are now affecting your
hobby.
The transmitter

to suit

this

follow that.

The

receiver will be published in a
few months and a field strength
monitor will

monitor can be used with any
transmitter for setting up etc.
Teach -In 76

A brief note for any readers
who may have missed the first
part of Teach -In 76 (we are un-

able to supply any back issues or
copies of articles but a local
library may keep them). A com-

plete kit of parts for the Circuit
Deck and for all the experiments

Besson Ltd., Saint Joseph's Close,

to be described in Teach -In 76 is
available from a number of

post only, making mention of this
magazine and enclosing a cheque

through the advertisements in
this issue for prices etc.
Some further points concerning

price includes post. packing and

heading Teach -1n 76 Matters Aris-

Hove, BN3 7EZ. Please send a
request for this component by

or postal order for £2-35. This
VAT.

advertisers, we suggest you go
Teach -In 76 are made under the
ing on page 585.

The particular type of mercruy
switch is available from J. Bull
(Electrical) Ltd., for £1.85 including post and packing and V.A.T.
The

case

for the

timer is

formed from a piece of drain
pipe, it may be necessary to buy
a metre length of this unless an

off cut can be obtained from a
local builder or plumber.

orders of £5 or more as instructed.

Remaining on the prices theme

we note that Home Radio have
had to increase the cost of their
catalogue due to the increase in
production costs-it is now 85p
plus 33p post and packing.

Hawaiian Guitar

Rain/Water Level Alarm
None of the components employed in the Rain/Water Level
Alarm should prove difficult to

obtain. If your local supplier does

not have them some of the big

firms will be able to supply mail

order. The case used can be

Not many electronic components are employed in the

virtually any type of a suitable

magazine is concerned.
The magnets used in the pick-up
come from door catches and

Radio Control Receiver

Hawaiian Guitar and those that
are should all be readily available. However some of the parts
are rather unusual as far as this

should be available from most
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size and there are plenty of commercial aluminium or plastic ones
available. Alternatively one could
easily be home constructed.

The first part of a simple short
range radio control link the Radio

"Tom hasn't got time to cut the
grass-he's busy making a radio
control system

for

the

lawn -

mower."
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

sulphate

COPPER PLATING

copper

everyone finds interesting. It also
has the advantage of being useful

several points, see Fig 2.
Now prepare a tiny coil of

solution

will

Copper plating is a process that

freely flow into the mould, at

and reasonably inexpensive.

copper wire as a cathode and fit
this into the mold, with one end
of the wire sticking out of one of
the access holes. Gently place the
two halves of the mould together,

Copper sulphate is sold by most

chemists in the form of large blue
crystals. Dissolve a few grams
in 250m1 of warm water and set
up the electrolysis arrangement as
before, see Fig. 1.

pinching the extreme edges to
make them stick. You are now
ready to go.

-Mt

17/4,10tro

sourrio4, earepastoos
Fig. 2. The mould for making

Fig. 1. Electrolysis arrangement

for plating.

a small cross.

Almost anything will' do for the

Connect an insulated wire to

electrodes-nickel, tinplate, even
carbon rods. As a demonstration,
carbon rods out of spent batteries

the end of the coil and lower the

whole thing into the copper
sulphate solution. Make sure that
your coil inside the mould is con-

are best as the deposits easily

show up against the black carbon.

nected to the negative terminal
and switch on. Keep the current
very low and go away and find

Connect a power source of 2

to 12 volts dc. After a short time
the cathode will be covered by a
deposit of pure red copper. If you
change the polarity of the supply,

something else to do.
Gradually, the inside of the
mould will fill up with pure
copper, initially building round

the carbon that was plated will
become black again, whilst the
other will receive a deposit of

the coil. The growing cross will
continue to act as a cathode and

copper. This is the simple
principle of copper -plating. In

will eventually continue its growth

through and then even outside of

order to plate any metal object, it
is simply immersed in the solution
and used as the cathode.
Readers with a variable -voltage
power supply will notice that as
the current is increased, the

the

The method has countless
applications. In industry it is

widely used for plating objects
with copper, nickel, chromium,

gold platinum and zinc (galvanising). It is worth noting however

As a first experiment in this
work, it is a good idea to copy

that some metals do not adhere

a small brooch or ornament such

over

the

top.

Carefully

move the cross. Press a matchstick

into the meeting faces so tha
Everyday Electronics, Novenzip71

this

mould and file off the surplus before drilling a hole for the chain.

required.

separate the two halves and re-

When

off. Remove the copy from the

therefore that for the best results,
patience and a small current are

blob

holes.

and the current may be switched

grains of copper deposited will
become larger and will stick to
the surface less well. It follows

as a cross to be worn round the
neck. Press 'the cross into a blob
of plasticine and press another

access

happens, one may be sure that
the inside of the mould is full

DFRRTCK

DAINES

easily. Chromium does not readily
stick to steel, for example. In
such cases a primer coating
(usually copper or zinc) has to be
applied first.

The electrolytic method is also
used for the extraction of metals
from their compounds.
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RADII CONTROL
ECEIVER

By R A PENFOLD

A simple design providing
single channel control.
ALTHOUGH a few years ago there were many
published designs for simple single channel

radio control gear, few designs ever appear
these days. One reason for this is the advent
of the multi -channel proportional r.c. system
which allows very precise control of models,

*Based on prices prevailing
time of going to press

and has to a large extent ousted single channel
control. This is perhaps a shame, as the complexity of proportional systems has resulted in
the majority of r.c. links being commercially
built. and there is relatively little, scope for the
amateur constructor here, especially for the
inexperienced constructor. Proportional systems
are also very expensive.

This article describes a simple sin&le channel
r.c. receiver, and subsequent articles will describe a matching transmitter, and a t seftil fir.ld

strength monitor. These provide a low cyst
r.c. link which is suitable for use with a model

boat or a land model and produces a maxinram
range of up to about 100 metres.
This equipment does only give a fairly
link between the controller and the model, with
a press button on the transmitter, which .vhen

depressed, causes a pair of relay contacts at
the receiver to close. However, by employing
a suitable actuating mechanism, this system can
he used to provide quite sophisticated control.

RECEIVER OPERATION
The receiver has a three transistor circuit, mid

uses a super -regenerative detector. The unit
responds to an audio tone which modulates

carrier wave of the transmitter when the posh
button is pressed. This is preferaLle to :he
system where the receiver responds to :he
transmitter's unmodulated carrier, as a superregen. receiver has a rather wide. bandwidth,
and is less likely to receive interference from.
any nearby r.c. transmitter with the system
adopted here.
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3 ver4fitcy ElecOo

-44treintt?

at

SUPER -REGEN.

FILTER

2N2369A

AND D.C.
AMPLIFIER
AC127

A.F. AMPLIFIER
BC169C

LOW PASS

DETECTOR

-0.-11-0.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of
the various stages of

REED

RELAe

the Radio Control Receiver.
RECTIFIER
AND SMOOTHING
CIRCUIT

then after rectification and smoothing it ampli-

The various stages of the receiver are shown
in block diagram form in Fig 1. As will be seen

fies the resultant d c. signal. This stage thus
amplifies the signal twice, and enables a very
high gain circuit to be accomplished with only
three transistors. The output of the final stage

from this, the aerial couples straight to the
detector, and the output from the detector is
taken to a low pass filter

is used to operate a reed relay

A super-regen. detector is a rather unusual
circuit in which an r.f. oscillator is conti ually

CIRCUIT

going in and out of oscillation at a high audio or
an ultra -sonic frequency. Since the receiver is

A Colpitts oscillator having suitably modified
circuit values forms the basis of the detector,
This is built around TR1 of Fig. 2, the circuit
diagram of the entire receiver being shown in
Fig. 2. Feedback for the oscillator is provided

designed to respond to an audio tone on the

carrier from the transmitter, the low pass filter
is necessary to prevent the ordinary output from

the detector from causing the relay contacts

to be continuously closed. It will pass the relatively low frequency of the modulating tone,
but will block the high frequency output of the

by a low value capacitor (CX connected between
the collector and emitter of TR1. In practise this

is made by the constructor from two short
lengths of insulated wire, which are twisted

detector.

The output of the filter is fed to a high gain
audio amplifier. This feeds a reflex amplifier
where the signal is first amplified at a.f., and

together.
It is necessary to ise only a fairly loose
coupling between the aerial and the detector. as

Fig. 2. Thp circuit diagram of the Radio Control Receiver.

4P-VV\i-40-4P---

S1

R9 2.710

C2

R8

L

5.6k12
R1

D1

5-6k 12

T

68nF

0A91

39pF
220nF
R5

ClO

10kil

D3

0A91
R6

TR1

4.7k.12

2N2369A

.1.3f

b

MIDcx

3Kb

3

-J
TR3
AC127

®D2A91

L2

lOnF
R2

lo SEE TEXT
C11

R11 24k11.

2.2pF

RI

2.2k11

2nF

T5
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protects TR3 against the high reverse voltage
produced across the relay coil when the supply
voltage is removed. Components R9 and Cl

Components....
Resistors
R1
5.6ka

R2 1.5ka
R3 3.9ka
R4 2.2ka
R5

10kil

R6 4.7ka

R7 2.2MC1

R8 5.6ka
R9 2.7ka
R10 560ka

R11 2.7ka

AMP
TALK

All 1W ±5% carbon

Capacitors
C7 68nF
C8 0.47µF
C2 10nF
C3 39pF polystyrene C9 100nF
C10 100nF
C4 10nF
C5 2.2nF polystyrene C11 2.2µF elect. 16V
C6 0.22µF
C1

100µF elect. 10V

Mullard C280 except where stated

Semiconductors
TR1

TR2
TR3
D1, 2, 3

2N 2369A silicon npn
BC 169C silicon npn
AC127 germanium npn
0A91 (3 off)

Miscellaneous
RLA1 6-9V mon reed relay (Doram 348-970)
s.p.s.t. slide or toggle switch
S1
3.5mm jack socket
SK1
7mm dia. screw fixing coil former with
L1
tuning slug, 24 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire
7mm dia. plain former, 32 s.w.g. d.c.c.
L2

or enamelled copper wire
0.1 inch matrix plain perforated board 34 x
18 holes. 9V battery and connectors, crystal
earpiece, connecting wire,

otherwise aerial loading effects can prevent the
detector from operating. In this circuit the aerial

is coupled to the detector via a resistor, this
being R5. Coil Ll and C3 form the tuned circuit
of the detector.
Resister R6 and C7 form the low pass filter,

with a certain amount of filtering also being

provided by C2 and C9; TR2 is a conventional
high gain common emitter amplifier. Transistor
TR3 has the reed relay coil as its collector load,
and is biased by R10. The output from the collector of TR2 is fed to the base of TR3 via C8. The
amplified signals appearing at the collector of
TR3 are fed via C10 to a voltage doubling recti-

fier circuit using D2 and D3. Capacitor C11
smoothes the resulting signal to a positive d.c.

bias which is fed to the base of TR3 by way of
R11.

When the carrier wave of the transmitter is

unmodulated there is no significant audio signal
present at TR3 collector, and so only a minute

bias voltage is produced. When the carrier is
modulated, a bias which is large enough to
largely increase the base bias of TR3 is produced.

This causes the collector current of TR3 to

increase to a point where the relay is activated.
Removing the modulation on the carrier will,
of course, remove the additional base bias and

the relay contacts will open again. Diode Di
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provide supply decoupling, and S1 is the on off
switch.

Power is obtainable from a 9 volt battery,

and the current consumption is about 9mA with
the relay contacts closed, and 3.5mA when they

are open. A crystal earphone can be plugged
into SK1, and this helps with the setting up of
the receiver, as described later.

WIRING

With the exceptions of the battery, on/off

switch, and SK1, all the components are, wired
up on a plain 0.1inch matrix s.r.b.p. panel. This

has 34 x 18 holes, and can conveniently be a
piece cut from a 146mm x 50mm board, using
a small hacksaw. The component layout and
underside wiring of the panel are shown in
Fig. 3. The few other connections required to
complete the receiver are also shown in this

diagram.
Before mounting any of the components, drill

the two 6BA mounting holes using a No. 31
twist drill. Also drill the mounting holes for
Ll. This is wound on a 7mm former, most of
which require 8BA mounting bolts (No. 42 drill).

Then mount the former and the other components in the positions indicated in Fig. 3.

Mount a solder tag on one of the securing bolts
of the former of Ll.
The board is then turned over and the com-

ponent leadouts are bent over at right angles
against the underside of the board. They are
then wired up as shown in the diagram. In any

places where the leadouts are too short to reach
one another, use 20 s.w.g. (approx.) tinned
copper wire extension leads.

Two 50mm lengths of 24 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire are used to form CX. After these
have been soldered in, they are twisted tightly
together over a length of about 1 to 2 cms.,
where they emerge from the panel.
Coil L2 is wound on a 1.5cm length of 7mm

plastic former, which will probably have to be
cut from a longer length using a small hacksaw.
The winding consists of 100 turns of 32 s.w.g.
enamelled or double cotton covered d.c.c. wire.
This is scramble wound, and some adhesive is
smeared over the completed winding to prevent
it from springing apart. It is then glued to the
panel and soldered into circuit.

Coil Ll is wound using 24 s.w.g. enamelled
copper wire. Take a short length of this (about
250mm) and solder one end into position. Keeping the wire taut, wind 10 turns of wire around
the former, neatly in a single layer. Then prepare and connect the second end of the wire.
Try to keep the wire tight so that the winding
remains rigid.

Finally, connect Si, the battery, and the short
aerial lead connecting to the solder tag on Ll.
Everyday Electronics, November 1975

The receiver circuit panel.

The receiver together with the transmitter to be
described in a future issue.
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Fig. 3. Layout and wiring of the Radio Control Receiver. Readers are advised to follow this exactly.
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ADJUSTMENT
Connect a 9 volt battery to the clips (PP3 or
PP6) and connect a short length of wire to the

aerial terminal, say about 30 to 60mm. Connect

a crystal earphone to SKI and switch on the
receiver. Adjust the tuning slug of Ll so that

it is screwed a little way down into the coil.
A slight hissing should be heard from the ear-

two wires should be twisted together sufficiently

to produce a loud hiss from a crystal earpiece
connected to SKI, but care must be taken not
to twist them together over too great a length.
This would result in a rise in the pitch of the
noise from the earphone, and a very marked
loss of detection efficiency.

phone, and by twisting the two wires forming

A length of wire or a telescopic antenna can
be used as the aerial. This should be as long
as practicable. It is essential to have the aerial

sound from the earphone.

in a vertical or nearly vertical position.
Do not mount the receiver with the underside
wiring touching a material which is an electrical

CX together over a greater length, it should
be possible to obtain a much louder hissing
An operating r.c. transmitter is placed near
the receiver, and using the plastic trimming

tool, the core of Ll is adjusted to search for the
transmitter's signal. When the signal is received,
the background noise will virtually disappear,
and any tone used to modulate the transmitter
will be heard from the earphone. If the setting

of the core of Ll is greatly altered from its
original one, the two wires forming CX will

probably need some slight readjustment. Other

conductor, or even a partial conductor, such as
wet or damp wood. If the receiver is mounted
anywhere where it is in danger of getting wet
or damp, it should be enclosed in a plastic case.
RELAY
The specified reed relay is quite inexpensive,

factors, such as the length of the aerial, may
also have some effect on the required adjust-

but only has s.p.s.t. contacts with maximum
ratings of 200mA, 600V, and 5W. This is
adequate for some actuators, but many con-

In order to obtain maximum sensitivity from
the receiver it is important that the set is
tuned accurately. When the receiver is finally
installed in the model it is a good idea to use
a spot of glue on the core of Ll to ensure that

If a 6 volt relay having a 700 ohm coil and
suitable contacts can be obtained, this can be

ment of these leads.

vibration does not alter its setting. It is also
important that CX is adjusted properly. The

structors will require additional contacts with a
greater power handling capability.

connected in place of the specified relay. Alterna-

tively, the reed relay can be used to control a

high speed slave relay having the required
contacts.

The colours representing the odd

numbers are the result of the
mixing of the even number
colours on either side of them

REMIERS'

IMF
Colour Bind
reader P. H. Alley
(Readers Letters September '75)
Your

says the colour code follows no

logic. I would suggest that a short
experiment with a box of child's
paints will show that there is
some logic in it.

Start by looking at the first

three colours, black, brown and
red. Try mixing the two outside
colours (black and red) and what
do you get brown! Now mix red
and yellow and you get orange.
So the pattern starts to emerge.
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My favourite mnemonic for the
colour code is:

Better Buy Resistor Or Your
Grid Bias May Go West

will impress the code
firmly in your mind.
Derek Ground,

together i.e. black and red gives
brown, red and yellow make

which

green. But then unfortunately the
pattern falls down somewhat!
Blue and grey do not quite make
violet, but if you hold tongue in
cheek violet and white do make

Teaching Support Services Officer,
London Graduate School
of Business Studies

orange, yellow and blue make

a colour that resembles grey, at
least the grey that most manufacturers seem to use for marking a sort of pale violet that
sometimes makes it difficult to

Presumably the "M" of may is for

mauve instead of violet-ed.

Ref. resistor colour code Aide Memoir' (E.E. Sept) may I offer
my version.

distinguish seven from eight.

Black
Beetles
Running

articles on construction and
finishing techniques. As I work in
electronics I know the way a
manufacturer produces equip-

On

of fish trying to produce a
"finished" job at home.
B. H. Eden,
Berks.

Good

Thank you for your excellent
magazine, I especially like the

ment but it is a different kettle

Your
Garden
Bring
Very

Weather

Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow

Green
Blue
Violet
Grey
White
R. F. Lapidge,
Berks.
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PART 2

N

I

TRANSISTOR

this, the second and final part, we discuss

applications and testing.

The common source circuit is comparable with

the common emitter transistor circuit. It provides the largest voltage gain.

APPLICATIONS
Field effect transistors are active devices (like

INPUT

transistors and valves) and can be used in

amplifier and oscillator circuits, etc. I.conomical
epoxy encapsulated f.e.t.s have become available

in recent years, their prices being comparable
with that of transistors. Nevertheless, the typical

f.e.t. is still more expensive than the average

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT

Fig. 13. The basic common source and common
drain circuits.

The common drain (or source follower circuit)

transistor-presumably because transistors are
sold in far greater numbers than f.e.t.s.
In general, f.e.t.s are used in circuits together
with transistors. Junction f.e.t.s may be employed as the first stage of a circuit where a

is like the common collector transistor circuit.
It does not provide voltage amplification, but is
the circuit with the highest input impedance and
the greatest stability

is required (such as in capacitor microphone

TESTING

low noise device of fairly high input impedance

preamplifiers and in nuclear preamplifiers, etc.).
The high input impedance of f.e.t.s also enables
them to be used in the first stage of oscilloscope
amplifiers.

Generally, a m.o.s.f.e.t. has an inferior noise
performance to a junction f.e.t., except at very
high frequencies. Both types of device can be
used as radio frequency amplifiers.

Tetrode junction f.e.t.s have been used as
intermediate frequency amplifiers, the signal

being applied to one of the gates and the automatic gain control voltage to the other gate.
The m.o.s.f.e.t. is particularly useful in digital
switching circuitry. It is usually incorporated
into integrated circuits for this application.
Junction f.e.t.s operated at a low drain voltage

may be used as voltage controlled variable
resistors. If the applied drain voltage is less than

about V 3, the drain current is approximately
proportional to the drain voltage. Such variable
resistance devices may be used in circuits for the
automatic balancing of Wheatstone bridge type
circuits etc.

The circuit of Fig. 14 may be used for the

testing of n-chai nel junction f.e.t.s and that of
Fig. 15 for p -channel junction f.e.t.s. The polarity

of the gate is opposite to that of the drain relative to the source and therefore a battery with

a number of tappings is desirable for use in

these circuits. A 9 volt grid bias battery is ideal.

The gate is initially connected to the source
(instead of to the 10 megohm resistor shown in

the circuits). It will be found that the meter

needle indicates a current of about 3 milliamps,
varying somewhat with the channel resistance of

the f.e.t. The 470 ohm series resistor limits the
current flowing to about 6 milliamps even if the
source is shorted directly to the drain.
When the gate is connected to the 10 megohm
resistor, the diode formed between the gate and
Fig. 14 (left). Circuit for testing an n channel

junction f.e.t.

Fig. 15 (right). Circuit for testing a

junction f.e.t.

p channel

Many electrometer instruments (such as pH

meters) now use m.o.s.f.e.t.s in their input stages

in place of the electrometer valves used in the
past. The input current must be very low.

BASIC CIRCUITS
The f.e t. is normally used in either the
common source or the common drain circuit
see Fig. 13.
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SmA
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DRAIN

n -CHANNEL F.E.T.
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DRAIN

p -CHANNEL F.E.T.
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the channel is reverse biased. The greater the
reverse bias, the narrower the channel width and
the smaller the current which flows in the drain
circuit. Connection of the gate to the 10 megohm
resistor in the circuits shown will cause the drain
current to fall to zero when most types of f.e.t.
are being tested.

The upper end of the 10 megohm resistor in
the circuit of Fig. 14 may be returned to a negative voltage of less than 6 volts and the drain
current should increase as this negative bias is
reduced. It will increase further if the resistor is
returned to a small positive potential relative
to the source. Opposite polarities may be used
with p -channel devices.

It is interesting to note that the value of the
resistor in the gate circuit can be increased to
over 1,000 megohms without the value of the
drain current being greatly affected by the value
of this resistor. One may use one's own body as
the connection between the gate electrode and
the battery tappings.
The same type of circuit may be used for the
testing of a depletion m.o.s.f.e.t. However, care

should be taken to ensure that the gate is connected to the source during the setting up of the
circuit and during the time any alterations are
being made in order to avoid the possibility of
breakdown of the gate insulating layer.
The upper end of the 10 megohm resistor in
these circuits may be connected to points on the
battery which are first positive and then negative
with respect to the source, since these devices
can operate with gate potentials of both
polarities.
An enhancement m.o.s.f.e.t. can also be tested
with the same basic circuits. Little current

should flow when the gate is connected to the

source. The upper end of the 10 megohm resistor

should be connected to the drain (instead of

being connected as in the Figs. 14 and 15). When
the lower end of this resistor is connected to the
gate, a drain current should flow.

TESTING UNKNOWN DEVICES
When an unknown device with unknown connections is to be tested, one may first ascertain
whether any two leads can be found which pass
a current in either direction. If so, these are the
source and the drain connections.
These conduction tests may be performed by
connecting pairs of leads in turn between the
source and drain connections in the circuit of
either Fig. 14 or Fig. 15.

If the third lead, the gate, conducts in one

direction only to either of the other two leads,
the device is a junction f.e.t. If this conduction
takes place when the gate is positive, the device
is an n:channel device. The gate of a p -channel
device conducts when it is negative with respect
to either of the other electrodes.
It is not easy to determine which electrode is

the source and which is the drain, since these
leads are to some extent interchangeable.

If the gate lead does not conduct in either

direction to either of the other leads, the device
is a m.o.s.f.e.t.
The channel of an enhancement m.o.s.f.e.t.
will conduct only when a suitable gate potential
is applied. Nevertheless, it is possible to ascertain the device type by simple experiments.

If the unknown device has four leads, one

of them will probably be connected to the case.
The leads of such a device should therefore first
be tested in turn to find if one of them is connected to the metal case of the device, since one
can then use the other three leads for the tests
outlined above. Alternatively, the device may be
a tetrode junction f.e.t.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101

the spectrum. That is to say red,
orange,

WONT
LETTERS

yellow,

blue,

green,

are useless! The present food

±2 per cent is noted by a red

cuit would be flexible enough for.
the potato crop also.)
Just a thought for O.A.P.'s who

of interest is that a tolerance of

by saying how much
(Readers' Letters
September 1975) that the resistor
P.

H.

Alley

colour code is mainly based on
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To put it mildly, British Police

violet; indigo is not used because
it is too close to violet in colour
and would cause confusion. The
black, brown, grey and white, are
used to give four extra different
for
the
colours
required
numerical values of 0 to 9.
A further point which may be

ring instead of gold and silver. I
would like to conclude my letter

More Colour
I would like to point out to

Photo crop

reading

your

I

magazine

enjoy
and

especially Your Career in Electronics by Peter Verwig.
W. G. Mather,
Nottinghamshire.

prices are tempting thieves who

can remove crops of potatoes,
apples etc. (They are getting
away with it too, so far).
Can an electronic device, which

will trigger a camera taking a

picture of apples being stolen, be

inserted in E.E. (The same dr-

are being hit by these vandals.
Police cars are too comfortable
methinks!

R. Wibberly,
Nottingham.

P.S. All this-and greenfly!
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freely available. Sometimes they
even send out advance lists, so we

can make sure we are carrying

By PAUL YOUNG

adequate stocks. Now comes the
first stumbling block. I and my
fellow dealers, scan the lists and
check our supplies, but what we

cannot forecast is how popular
any particular circuit will be.

" sssmismomiliMi
of

ONE

most important

the

However Alec possessed that one
vital quality, patience, and he became an excellent pilot.

qualities you need for electronics is patience, not, that this
makes electronics unique, far
from it. Several years ago, for

I might almost be inclined to

say "Show me a man with no

my sins, I used to teach people

who came to the aerodrome week
after week and each time I would

MINACEEwitOPID

D.S.SPa
SCIIMISIS!

cesses, but as your mentor on

duce the designs and they are

always most painstaking to see
that all the parts they specify are

NAKESVIRIallie
eiR ONER
IN SE WON OBSO49/7
"'Rgis

THE GREATEST
HOROLOGICAL
ADVANCE SINCE
THE INVENTION OF
THE CHRONOMETER

ELECTRONIC

Ti

RYSTAL

THE SYSTEM

WRIST WATCH

EXCELLED
IN

wrol L.E.D.

ACCURACY

ONLY BY THE

'COMPUTER
DIGITAL READ OUT

ATOMIC FREQUENCY
STANOARO !

kik

;x=se.kw

obstacle

is

this,

the

circuit may specify a component

of which we sell thirty or forty

usual demand might be for three
or four hundred a year, suddenly
this swells to over five hundred a
week. Consequently his delivery
time which was probably ten to

now 'OM CO

INWOOD&

second

place dithough you are bound to
have occasional failures, those
will serve to highlight your suc-

be saying, "How does all this
concern me". Well in the first

that will from time to time occur,
in the delivery of that vital part.
Let me explain how it happens.
The magazine boffins first pro-

expression on his face should
have been preserved for posterity.

be too rash in our buying. The
a year, and suddenly it catches on.

supplies, I am thinking more of
the frustration caused by delay

have to say to him "It's no good
this week Alec, the wind is too
strong". After about six weeks
of this, he arrived one day and
I said to him, "It's no good this
week Alec, there's no wind". The

days of cash shortage, we cannot

patience and I'll show you a man
without a hobby!" You will now

to fly, and as they approached the

point, when they were ready to
make their first solo flight the
weather had to be one hundred
per cent perfect.
I remember a friend of mine

We try to use our judgement
based on past experiences, and
order accordingly, but in these

rote,FEATURED ON TV!

fli)

OUR WORLD

-'7i .c47/SHATTERING PRICE

ELSEWHERE YOU COULD
PAY UP TO 1200 011
,MORE FOR THIS INCREDIBLE
NEW SPACE -AC' TYPE

Of DANN

Send

ONLY

£43.15
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fourteen days lengthens out to
four weeks, then six, then ten.
I think you will appreciate that
the poor old dealer is fairly help-

less to do much to alleviate the

situation, so whatever you do, do

not blast him but try to order

well in advance of your requirements.

FROM WORLD FAMOUS MAKERS! The greatest Watch
offer since time began. Its unbelievable. At the touch of a button

through the sub -atomic miracle of the L.E.D. which converts
electricat energy Into light to give you continuously changing
hours minutes and seconds Instantly displayed on the ruby red
time screen like a continuously changing T.V. picture! Now YOU
can join the elite few- the proud owners of a watch that Is utterly
different from any other timepiece you've ever known! THEY'RE

NEWS! THE WATCH CF TOMORROW -TODAY! AND you
buy at a price that's just a fraction of what you could have paid!
But remember-you can only buy at this amazing price from
Shopertunities. * UNBELIEVABLY ACCURATE TO WITHIN
SECONDS A YEAR I The system excelled in accuracy only
by the Atomic frequency standard' Now TIM can phone you
for a time check' * NO MOVING PARTS! *NO MAINTENANCE'
* ABSOLUTELY SILENT! * BUILT TO GIVE A LIFETIME OF
SERVICE *11CT GOLD PLATED CASEI * BRAND SPANKING
NEW ADVANCE 1975 MODEL! WRITTEN GUARANTEE. Developed from the fantastic "space-age" techniques that first put
men on the moon. this incredible watch is based on the natural
action of Quartz Crystal, that vibrates approx. 32,768 times per
second! A veritable miracle of mIcrocircuitryl You could even
spend up to £200 or more for a Quartz Crystal watch! OUR
fantastic cash price for this masterpiece complete in handsome
presentation case Is ONLY E43115, registered post, pack.
etc. 55p, matching ad.ustable safety bracelet £2.50 extra.
Send quickly and test for yourself on 7 days mall order
approval. from receipt of goods. REFUND IF NOT DELIGHTED.
Please hurry' Limited quantity! THIS Is the greatest investment
you'll EVER makel Or call at either shopertunities store and
see the fabulous bargain for yourself! At this price you first
can't lose.

rOrder by post to Usbndg Road, or C all at either store

BARCLAYCARDS WELCOME PLEASE
ACCESS
STATE NUMBER WHEN ORDERING BY POST

REGISTERED POST PACK ETC 55p

call SHOPERTUNITIES LTD.
Or

This item might be made by
only one manufacturer, and his

I

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS PLEASE NOTE Merchantdising office at Holborn.

Dept. EE/31, 164 UXBRIDGE ROAD (facing Shepherds Bush Green),
LONDON WI1 RAGS. (Thurs. I, Frl. 7). Also at 37(39 HIGH

HOLBORN (opposite Chancery Lane), LONDON. W.C.I (Thurs.

7 p.m.) BOTH OPEN MON. TO SAT. 9 A.M. TILL 6.P.M.
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The Extra
ordina
Experiment5
of

Profess
Ernes
Eversure
by Anthony John Bassett
Professor Ernest Eversure, or the Prof. as his friends call him,

electrostatically to the person who
receives it.
The audio frequencies are

hear of, and perhaps repeat, some of his extraordinary experi-

taken to the recipient by means

learn along with young Bob, his friend.

a frequency of 100kHz or more.
Somehow the recipient is able to
sort this out as "sound"
Although this does not appear

has been experimenting in electronics for more years than
anyone can remember and we thought that you might like to

of this oscillation which may have

ments. Anthony J. Bassett recounts some of these experiments every morith so why not follow the Prof's work and
BOB was fascinated by the extra

ordinary experiments which
Prof. carried out in his
amazing laboratory, and although
he knew quite a lot about some of
the Prof's experiments, he always
realised
that there was a
The

tremendous lot that he did not

know. Indeed some of the experiments, with strange odours, banks
of flashing lights and moving
meters, extraordinary sounds and
vibrations, and computers, robots
and

apparatus

of

outrageous

The Prof. was communicating
with his experimental robot, and
Bob noticed that the robot was
coupled to a huge computer by
way of a two-way laser communication beam and also connected
to a rather special -looking transmitter, amplifier and loudspeaker.
Could

it be that the Prof. was

Robot for
the
speech? Bob wondered; but he

programming

was soon to find that the Prof. had
transcended that idea!
As the Prof. communicated with

appearance, whet Bob's appetite
and curiousity enormously. He
was burning to know more about
the experiments which the Prof
carried out when Bob was not in
the lab., as the Prof. was always
so helpful whenever he knew that
Bob was around, he spent a lot
of time explaining things.
What Bob now wanted was to
see more of the Prof's own experiments in action, and he set out to

the Robot in his usual code of
clicks and whistles the Robot's
replies came in quite a different

of what went on.! He crept silently

of sound waves.

spy secretly, and find out more

into the Laboratory- -and immediately became aware that something unusual was indeed going
on
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to be closely related to bone conduction which involves audio frequency sound wave vibrations
rather than a 100kHz modulated
electrical signal, there is another
phenomenon to which it seems
likely to be related known as
"electrophonic hearing"
This was first observed by one

of the great pioneers of early

electrical research. Volta, and the

"sensation" of sound has been
produced by passing currents of
less than 30mA through the head
from batteries of various voltages
between 1 and 5 volts to obtain

manner. In between the clicks and
whistles Bob became aware of

frequencies between 200Hz and

least he thought they were sounds

human

beautiful harmonious sounds. At

-he was not quite sure whether
they didn't simply appear in his

I7kHz.

"Could this have been the first
voltage -controlled

oscil-

lator?" Bob speculated!
Whilst these thoughts

were

of

going through his mind a reel of

another electronic device which
actually enables deaf persons to
"hear" without direct application

printed paper had been gradually

head!

This

reminded

him

From what Bob could remem
her,

the

ingenious

apparatus

operates by means of a high -frequency electrical signal coupled

issuing forth from the computer.
It appeared to carry the Robot's
message in written form. Bob
crept towards the computer in
order to read the message without being observed by the Prof.!
Here is what he read .
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-7e his obb
brings big
rewards.

A ,,oldering iron and rl screwdriver. It you
know how to use them, or at least know one
end from the other, you know enough to
enrol in our unique home electronics course.
This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.
You build, see and learn as, step by step, we
take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show you how easily the
subject can be mastered and add a new

dimension not only to your hobby but also to
your earning capacity.
All the training is planned to be carried out
in the comfort of your own home and work
in yoJr own time. You send them in when you
are ready and not before. These culminate in
a final test and a certificate of success.

2

Build an oscilloscope.

00
c°::_p5_1)

As the first stage of your training,
you actually build your oven Cathode
ray oscilloscope, This is no
to.. but a test instrument
that you y.ill reed not only for the
course s practical experiments.
but also later i' you decide to
develop your knowledge and enter the
profession It remains your property
and represents a very large saving
over b ing a similar piece
or essentia' nquipmer.t

"

$

T'
Read, draw and
understand

circuit diagrams.

Carry out over 40
experiments
on basic circuits.
Vie show you how to conduct
experiments on a wide variety of
different circuits and turn the
infc rmation gained into a working
km>wledge of tosting, servicing and
ma r turning all types of electronic
equipment, radio. t v etc

To find out [tme about f ow to learn electronics in a new,

rvn4-:134"---Adn

ALL STUDENTS ENROLLING IN
OUR COURSES RECEIVE A FREE
CIRCUIT BOARD ORIGINATING
FROM A COMPUTER AND CONTAINING MANY DIFFERENT
COMPONENTS THAT CAN RE
USED IN EXPERIMENTS AND
PROVIDE AN EXCELLENT
EXAMPLE OF CURRENT
ELECTRONIC PRACTICE

3

t

In a short time you will be ab'e to
read and draw circuit diagrams.
understand the very fundamental.
of television, radio, computers ani
cou-t'ess other electronic devices
and titeir sorviciiig procedures

PLUS
FREE GIFT!

"

icing and absorbing way, lust clip the coupon for a free

(dour brocht.re and full details of enrolment.

=================

Brochure without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO
& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

I
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PATENT

VI&

1.89018G

The tried, tested, proven, reliable, complete,
professional, capacitive discharge,

. .

ESoofro of. woiod toff of 8 svionts 1.100 Sr OopoPo Moo., MIofr8a

CALLERS WELCOME
Sparkilie MK 2 Is a high performance, high
quality capacitive discharge, electronic ignition

THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED
Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt
black epoxy resin, ready drilled base and heat
sink, top quality 5 year guaranteed transformer
and components, cables, coil connectors
printed circuit board, nuts, bolts, silicor
grease, full instructions to make the kit negative

system.

ORDER NOW

Because of the superb design of the Sparkrite
circuit It completely eliminates problems of the
contact breaker. There is no misfire because
Contact breaker bounce is eliminated electroni-

To ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATES DEPT EE I I

82 Bath Street Walsall. WSI 3DE.

or positive earth, and 10 page installatior

cally by a pulse suppression circuit which
prevents the unit firing II the points bounce
open at high R.P.M. Contact breaker burn Is
eliminated by reducing the current to about
1/50th of the norm. It will perform equally well

Phone 33651.

From Name
Address

Instructions.

with new, old. or even badly pitted points and is

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Electronic/conventional ignition switch
Gives instant changeover from "Sparkrite
Ignition to conventional ignition for perform

contact breakers for recharging the system.

also switch the ignition off completely as

not dependent upon the dwell time of the

City.

Sparkrite Mk 2 DIY Ass. kits 4 010.93
Soarkrite Mk 2 Ready Built Negative
L13.86
earth

Sparkrite Mk 2 Ready Built Positive
Ignition changeover switches 4 02.79
R.P.M. Limit
s in the above units

mounting bracket and instructions. Cables
excluded.
P RICES

0.I.Y, assembly kit ft 0.93 incl. V.A.T. post
and packing. Ready built unit L13.86 Inc,,
V.A.T. post and packing (Both to fit all vehicles
with coil/distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.,
Switch for instant changeover from "Sparkrite"

UP to 20% better fuel consumption, instant all
weather starting. cleaner plugs-they last up to
5 times longer without attention, taster accel-

E2.42

I enclose cheque/P.O.s for E.
Cheque No.

security device. Includes: switch connectots

capacitive discharge ignitions are not completely foolproof in this respect.)
Sparkrite can therefore give you:-

earth @ 113.84

i

ante comparisons, static timing etc., and wl

Sparkrite incorporates a short circuit protected
inverter which eliminates the problems of SCR
lock on and therefore eliminates the possibility
of blowing the transistors or the S.C.R. (Many

Ignition to conventional Ignition 8.279 inci
V.A.T. post and packing. R.P.M. limiting
control £242 incl. V.A.T. post and packing
(Fitted in case on ready built unit, dashboard
CALLERS WELCOME
mounting on kit.)

eration. higher top speeds, longer coil and
battery life. efficient fuel burning and less air
pollution, smoother running, continual peak

.

Performance.

(Send SAE if brochure only required)

BARGAIN BUNDLES
Send to: BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS,

DEPT. E.E. P.O. BOX 6,WARE, HERTS
BiPak bring you, for T months only a fantastic inflation beating
offer desIgnod to help you, this customer. With every Pak comes
a useful FREE GIFT. In addition to this, our star attraction is the
D.I.Y. Printed Circuit Kit. With every kit sold during this offer

400/Nomme....--.........,_

somas a voucher to th value of Et 0 to b spent on any item
from our Retail Catalogue.

#P4 1,030131.E

PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT, Containing 6 sheets of 8" a 4" single sided
laminate, a generous supply of etchant powder, etching dish, etchant

measure, tweezers, etch resistant marking pen, high quality pump
drill with spares, cutting knife with spare blades, 6" metal ruler, plus
lull easyto-follow instructions. CI -Up.

*22ij141-141

i

23.:774:2t2

FREE

BPS16

and 2
I.0 Sockets EA 50

V
ON/

ALL FOR
OFFER WORTH

toonvocf..

DIODE -I- RECTIFIER BUNDLE

9.08

20 GERM G.P DIODES DIRECT REPLACEMENTS FOR (0Atit-85,
0 A91-95)

2 x BY100
4 x IN4001

0.21
ri

3 for the PRICE of 2

?i

--.,1670,

ir2 tt 8C708611Vou 1 OAS
,2

2 IC 8Pii
ziv3 S

2 : 8ei 78

2 48c1,
8%

94(3819
646

2

o.

1.-P.k8u:

,

Vt. 1,29
ONE Sk-Per a.os Pit..

44 P OR
°P SP".
DRos
el.so °Ivo, 0,4Ra
PP tit wo
Peri,

4 x 1744148

FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR"
ALL FOR ONLY Et SO
OFFER WORTH 1346

x C60 absolutely FREE. Buy 2 a C90
cassettes for 96p per pr. GET I x C90
1

absolutely FREE.

IF

0c7 C

4 x 1 5A 400V

4 x 1.5A 50V

PLUS FREE BOOK
No. BP9 "39 PRACTICAL TESTED DIODE CIRCUITS

Buy 2 x C60 cassettes for 72p per pr. GET

niA A,

4 x IN4004

BUNDLE
2 x 6A 100V

2 x 1 A 400V

2 X lA 50V

2 x 3A 50V
2 x 5A 400V

CIWACITOIAB UNDLE
RESISTOR

Reslop phm to 1M ,fed values

e+

.0,....0,0100

ranging

to

2 20

FREE

PLUS
CHART
CODE
COLOUR
L FOR ONLY
LISO
AL WORTH

PLUS FREE

2 METERS OF I8SWG MULTI CORE SOLDER ALL FOR ONLY
LI SO. OFFER WORTH L3.00.

i
S

FFER

tte?

)4161

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR THE GREAT 13I-PAK CHRISTMAS COMPETITION WITH A FIRST PRIZE OF
A COLOUR T.V. PLUS 52 OTHER PRIZES
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"Wi iri ibiit ti hivi i visitir. It is
Bib. Hi is ciming in tiptii tiwirds
thi Libiritiri, ind criiping silintli
thriigh thi intrinci. Niw hi is
ibsirving is frim bihind thi pirtitiin. Hi is ippriiching thi cimpitir
in irdir ti tri ti riid thi printiit."
Upon reading this, Bob realised
that the game was up! The Prof.
and his Robot had been aware of
his approach right from the start,
and with all their electronic
gadgets to assist, they were much
better able to spy on him, than he
to spy on them! The old adage;
"If you can't beat 'em, join 'em"
seemed suddenly very appropriate.
"Prof., why is the printout from

this computer so full of i's"? he
asked.

"I am using the Robot in an
experiment on a form of communication which I hope will over-

come some of the limitations of
speech. At this stage I have succeeded in translating the vowel
sounds into a form of higher vibration which the computer can only
represent as "i". There is still
some difficulty with consonants.

"This is how it sounds at the
present stage of development:"
(As the

Prof.

continued, Bob

heard once more strange har-

monies like those which he had

heard from the Robot).

"Whin I hivi mistirid thi cinsinints thiri will bi ni miri niid fir

wirds!" came the printout from

the computer.
"But now," the Prof. continued,

can see that you're very interested in some of my experiments, and in order to compreI

hend them better, you must build
up some more on your basic learning."

JACI(

properties. With transistors, for

TEST GEAR .

instance, I can see from the specifications sheets and books that as
well as gain, there are noise
figures, voltage figures, maximum
current,
frequency
response,
switching times and hosts of
others. How can a learner like me
do anything really worthwhile in
electronics without spending ages
studying all these things?"
Trust the Prof. to have a ready
answer to this agonised question!

Bob knew that the Prof. was
right, and prepared himself for
some more experiments on testing and selection of components.

"We have already done some

experiments on in -circuit testing
of components, and in the experiments on souping -up a superhet
we saw how adjustments can be
made to compensate for component variations discovered by

'in-circui:' tests.

But

in -circuit

tests, and those tests made on
separate forms of apparatus, are
complementary to each other.
This is because the 'out -of -circuit'
tests usually aim to simulate some

of the requirements and condi-

tions which the component might
meet when it is used in the circuit
for which it is intended."
"What does that mean, Prof.?"
Bob wanted to know.
"One of the most usual require.
ments of, let us say, a transistor,
is that it shall amplify. So one of
the most common types of test apparatus for transistors is a gain
tester which will measure the gain
of devices under a variety of conditions.

By measuring the gain of

a

transistor at low current, we may
assess its suitability for use in a
pre -amplifier, as the low -current
test simulates conditions in most
types of pre -amplifier.

By measuring the gain of

a

power -transistor at high -current,

we may assess its suitability for
use in a power -output or high current switching stage."

"Prof.," broke in Bob, "Elec-

tronic components appear to have
a tremendous number of different

"Some people study all these

theoretical questions without
doing much practical work, whilst

others seem to fumble around

with

components without

any

theoretical knowledge. It seems

best to me to strike a middle path
by doing as much practical work
as your theoretical knowledge,

together with the advice of persons of wider knowledge and experience, will allow.

"It is very easy to test the d.c.
current gain of a transistor, or to

build a gain tester for yourself
as there are dozens of published
designs. But if you wish to know
the maximum current -rating, or
the maximum power rating of a
transistor, then it is best to take
the maker's advice on this, as it
is not easy for you to test these
ratings without risk of damaging
the component under test!"
"However, it is quite easy to
test the breakdown voltage of

transistors, and some diodes and
thyristors, for yourself, and see

they compare with the
maker's specification. These tests
how

are very interesting, and I think
it would be well worthwhile for
you to consider building your own

tester." Details next month.

&

I MAY BE LATE HOME,
WITHOUT THINKING, I
DEAR. A MAN STOPPED
GAVE HIM THE MATCHBOX
ME IN DOWNING STREET PD FITTED THE PORTABLE
AND ASKED FOR A MATCH
RADIO RECEIVER INTO .,
AND

Vg:;,$,V

IP*

AND, WELL.
IT TURNED OUT
HE WAS FROM

f'
'A

lei

-

THE SPECIAL BRANCH-)
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The mains earth isn't really
earthed. Only the live and neutral
are really connected. What hap-

pens when a spike runs through
the mains wiring on the live and
neutral sides only? There has to
be some mechanism whereby the
spike gets to the sensitive part of
the audio gear without going

By GEORGE HYLTON
CLICKS AND CRACKLES
MR. ROY CHEERS Of Warrington

INDIRECT ROUTES

Very often, however, switch -off

writes: "Both my cassette
recorder and stereo amplifier con-

impulses get into the equipment

large capacitors for voltage
smoothing. Yet when an appliance

a switch -off impulse (I'm going to

tain power supplies which have
is switched off elsewhere in the

house, a loud crackle is heard

from

the

loudspeakers.

Why

by rather more indirect routes.
One is by magnetic induction.

The surge of current caused by

of the situation. In particular, he
notes that the crackles occur

Screening is for keeping unwanted
voltages out.
Unfortunately, it does matter,

kind

of

high -voltage

impulse

which can give rise to a crackle
if it gets into audio equipment.
This, after all, is how an ignition
coil works: the high -voltage impulse which produces the spark

when the current from the car
battery is switched off.

to

induce

a

voltage into the

of audio equipment. You might
well think that this won't matter.

unless the screening happens to
be round a pair of audio conductors which are balanced to earth.
Domestic audio gear seldom incorporates this expensive refinement. A voltage in the screening
of an unbalanced input connec-

tion (such as the usual coaxial

lead) does get into the equipment.

EARTH CONNECTION

That's one indirect route. But
there are others, of which the

The problem is, how does the
impulse get into the audio gear?
With all that smoothing, an impulse coming in through the mains
transformer and rectifiers must be

very heavily attenuated before it
reaches the d.c. supply line of the
audio equipment, and it will be
attenuated still further before it
gets to the low -signal -level parts
of the circuit, where it is most
serious. Still, it might just break
through. It depends how big it is
to begin with.

If the initial impulse is

1000
attenuated a

and it is
millionfold there's still a millivolt
left, and a millivolt at the input of
a tape recorder is a sizeable sigvolts,

nal.
612

Yet another way in which the

switching off appliances can get

audio gear is as radio
frequency interference. As everyone knows, radio sets also pick up
into

crackles and clicks. This

is be-

cause any voltage which changes
very suddenly, especially if it

causes arcing at switch contacts,
as switching off an appliance does,

contains radio frequency energy.
(In the old days, the first practical
transmitters, spark transmitters,
depended on this fact). A strong
r.f. impulse, picked up by the input leads of the audio gear, may
get rectified by the transistors in
the equipment to produce an
audio impulse.

To sum up, the crackles could
be caused by several things, but

with the way in which a bit of

the most likely cause is some kind
of earthing fault. This, then, is the

it isn't earthed when it ought to

caution since it's the mains we are
examining.

most important are

SMOOTHING

a big noise in the loudspeaker.

crackles and clicks caused by

screening of an input lead to a bit

which, electrically speaking, are
inductances. When an inductive
load is switched off, there is a
great chance of producing the

audio equipment. In particular,
some go through the input circuitry of the audio equipment,
and as we've noted already, a
very small voltage here produces

stronger. In particular, it's liable

First, let me congratulate Mr.

when an appliance is switched off.
Most appliances contain motors,

some of them go through the

R.F. INTERFERENCE

doesn't the smoothing capacitor
prevent the crackle, and what
Cheers on a very clear description

capacitance charges up. There are
innumerable paths to earth
through which it can charge, and

call them "spikes" from now on)
produces the inevitable magnetic
field. This induces a voltage into
any conductor, the closer the

would prevent it?"

through the smoothing circuits.
Now, both sides of the mains
have a capacitance to earth. This

concerned

gear, or the mains, is earthed. Or,
more probably, the way in which

first thing to check-with all due

If the trouble is caused by in-

be! It can happen when the audio
gear isn't earthed as is often the
case when battery equipment such

duction, there's not a lot to be
done about it other than fitting

off the mains with the help of an
eliminator. In most cases there's
only a two -lead mains cable, live
and neutral but no earth.

ness.
Finally, it's worth bearing in
mind that useful information

as cassette recorders is worked

It can also happen when the

chassis of the audio gear is duly
connected to the mains earth but
something has gone wrong with
the actual earth connection-a dry
joint, say, or an incompetent bit
of mains wiring. I'm inclined to

suspect a faulty mains earth in
the present case, so I'll explain
what happens in some detail.

r.f. suppressors to the appliances,
which can be an expensive busi-

about how the crackles are getting
into a bit of audio gear can often
be gleaned from the volume control.

If the crackles are just as

bad with volume at minimum as
they are when it's at maximum,

then it's a fair bet that the un-

wanted voltages are somehow bypassing the input circuitry on
their way into the equipment.
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ICS have

helped rho. sands

zos0

.01

of ambitious men to
move up into higher paid
more secure jobs in the field of
electronics now it can be your turn.
Whether you are a newcomer to the field
or already working in the industry, ICS can
provide you with the specialised training so essential

to success.

Personal Tuition and Guaranteed Success

The expert and personel guidance by fully qualified
tutors, backed by the ICS guarantee of tuition unt I
successful, is the key to our outstanding record in the
technical training field. You study at the time and pace
that suits you best and in your own home. In the words
of one of our many successful students: "Since starlit- g
my course, my salary has trebled and I am expecting a
further increase when my course is completed."
City and Guilds Certificates

Excellent job prospects await those who hold one of these
recognised certificates. ICS can coach you for
Telecommunications Technicians
Radio, T.V. Electronics Technicians
Technical Communications
Radio Servicing Theory
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work
Also MPT Radio Communications Certificate

We don't miss
anything out, so you
won't miss out.
Our 1214 Senes stereo equipment comes to you in
kit form. And, as you would expect, coming from Headrick,
they are absolutely complete !tits. With nothing left out.
So you'll have all you need to build our superb AR -1214
stereo receiver. Or if you'd prefer; a separate amplifier
and tuner (the A A-1214
and AJ-1214).

The easy to
understand instruction
manual you'll get makes
assembly beautifully straightf.orward.
And very enjoyable.
And the high performance of the 1214 Series means
you won't miss out on listening pleasure in airy way either
From the stereo receiver or separate amplifieg you'll
get 15 watts Enrs. a channel, with reproduction so good it
makes many ready-made systems really sit up and -listen.
For full details of the 1214 Series, the rest of our audio
range, including speakers, and our many other kits, just post

the coupon now for your free Heathkit catalogue.
Or call in at the London Heathkit Centre,
233 Tottenham Court Road_
Heath (Gloucester) Ltd, Dept.EE-11 5 Bristol Road,
Gloucester GL2 6EE Tel: (4452)29451.

Diploma Courses

Colour T.V. Servicing
Electronic Engineering & Maintenance
Computer Engineering and Programming
Radio, T.V. and Audio, Engineering & Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installations & Contracting
Other Career Courses

A wide range of other technical and professional courses
are available including GCE.

Post this coupon or 'phone today for flee
ICS careers guide.

rTo: I leach (Gloucester) Liinired,l)ept. EE-115,Gloticester

GL2 tdi Please send tie a Heathkit

Name _

cat:11(1.211e. I enclose a 10p stani p for post- --

Address

HEATHKIr

Name
Address

Age

To ICS, Dept. S60, Intertext House,
London SW8 4LJJ

I

or telephone 01-622 9911 fall hours)
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TELEVISIONS AND SPARES TO THE TRADE
MONOCHROME TELEVISIONS
BBC2 Dual Standard TVs (191n. 231n) In batches of 10-L3 each (makes Include
Bush, Thorn, Philips, Pre/Ekco, Baird). Many with transistorised tuners.
GEC 2000. Thom 060 genes. Bush 141, Philips Style 70, Baird 600 and 700 series all

at IA each.
Thorn 1400, Bush 1001170 sines, Philips 210, Pye-Echo Olympic, etc., Baird 673,
Push Button-all at L12.611 each.

201n and 24in aqua,. screen Dual Standard sets-Thorn. GEC, etc. 201nLIE, 24in-E16N.

Mono
PANELS
Colour
IF, Line tImitimaia L3 plus L1 P, & P.
IF, Decoder and Convergence-frame
All dual standard models In stock.
output for all dual standard models

from L7.511 plus L1-50 P. & P. All
models available.

SLOT M
10p meters-Ella each Including pottage and packing.
SPEAKERS
flin a fin Round. Bin a 2In no each plus 10p P. a P.

Min and 241n Single Standard Thorn 1500. GEC. Bush Acoustic, 201n-t111.50,
24-132.11111.

(1) Discounts for quantities. (2) All monochrome spares supplied free of
charge. (3) All tubes guaranteed. (4) All cabinets very good. (5) All sets

MAIL ORDER SERVICES

"walk and talk". (6) All sets guararleed complete inside and out. (7) Delivery
and VAT extra.

Working: 161n-L12SI. 231n --11115N, 201n-125, Min -4211-11111.

BLACK/WHITE TELEVISIONS
Untested (but guaranteed complete with good tubes): 191n-114. 231n-ILL
201n-C15, 241n-1516.

COLOUR TELEVISIONS
Colour TVa 1111n and 251n. Makes include Thorn 2000, Bush CTV2S, Dotes CTV

19/251n, Pri-Ekco, Baird 700 and 710 series. Philips 66, GEC 2029. All sets
guaranteed complete inside and out-cabinets first class and tubes guaranteed.
complete Inside and out-eablnets first class and tubes guaranteed. From EIS
each.

201n and 22In Colour Televisions are always available In varying quantitiesplease telephone for availability and cost.
Phew Note: (1) We deliver anywhere by our own transport. (2) All goods are
blanket wrapped in our vans. (3) All orders with half deposit, balance on
delivery after inspection. (4) Cheques most welcome. (5) Any quantity
supplied. (6) We do not sell rubbish, and we stand by our guarantees. (7) We
aim 10 please. (a) All spares supplied free of charge (mono only).
N.B. Special arrangement for delivery to North end South Ireland and world-wide
exports orders welcomed.
TEST BENCH FACILITIES ALWAYS AVAILABLE

WORLD WIDE DELIVERIES OF TV's, SPARES

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Large quantities of stereograms, fridges, deep freezes,Hoovermatics, radios,
etc., always at hand-prices on request.
Mono
SCAN COILS
Colour
All makes £2 inclusive.
All dual standard £5 plus LI P. & P.

VALVES
All mono valves lap each plus 211
All colour valves Mb each plus 5p
each P. & P.

P. & P. per valve,

TUBES
10in LI. 20m-L5-541, 231n-LS, 241n191n-&15. 221n-L22, 251n-1.26 (post,
12.6 (post), Insurance. packing 4.3-50)
insurance. packing L5).

CABINETS
All cabinets-LS including
191n-L12. 22in--1111, 251n-L1/ (post,
Insurance, packing f.5).

post,

insurance, packing.

LOPTs
All dual standard mono 2.2.26 plus
All dual standard colour £5.59 plus LI
P. & P. All makes available.

L1 P. a P. All makes available.

(Postage, pecking and Insurance Le 50 each, prices Include VAT.)
N.B. All tubes guaranteed.

COLOUR TELEVISIONS
Working: 191n-421, 221n-L125, 251n-4136.
Untested (but guaranteed complete with good tubes): 191n-L76, 221n--11*,
251n-415.
(P0s1age, packing and Insurance Le each, prices Include VAT.)
Thorn 2000, Bush CTV213, Philips Ge, GEC2026, Baird 700. Dacca CTV2S

MAIL ORDER SPARES. Special Offer
BRC 2000 panels, video, convergence and regulator-only L12SI plus LI 50
P. & P.

Bush CTV 25 Line tlmebaae-tower unit including LOPT and valves Mk. 1 and II

only-LIE plus L3 P. a P.
BRC single standard colour 4 button tuners colour and mono -471i plus L1
P. a P.

UHF Vari-cap tuner units-LI SO plus LI P. a P.
VHF Val -cap tuner units-L7 56 plus Lt P. a P.
Pye-Ekco CTV Tripler units--LS-25 plus 750 P. a P.
Philips G6 Triple, units -57 -Se plus 759 P. a P.
KB VC Series LOPT 42-54 including P. & P.
Bush 125 and 135 IF PANELS-L.5M plus 75p P. a P.
Thorn 550 IF Panels-L.2M plus LI P. & P.
GEC 2000 IF Panels-L.1'M Pius LI P. & P.
EX-EQU9PMENT TUNERS:

Colour:
All dual standard colour push button-rotary and Integrated models In atock from
44-34 plus Lt P. a P.

Mono:

All VHF tuners ow:liable from L2 plus L1 P. & P.

All UHF tuners for dual standard models in stock. Push button-Lela plus
L1SO P. & P.
Rotary-L2511 plus LI P. & P.
Integrated (UHF and VHF) L4 -54I plus LtSO P. & P.

Comprehensive list of capacitors, resistors, etc., too numerous to mention.
Prices on request.

PLEASE ALLOW 2 WEEKS DELIVERY. S.A.E. PLE ASE FOR ENQUIRIES. ALL STOCK EX -EQUIPMENT

BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS AND PROVIDENT WELCOME

TRADE DISTRIBUTORS

EMPIRE BUILDINGS, CHELTENHAM PARADE, HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE
Telephone: (STD 0423) 3498 and 62347

nunumtre.Inamml

DEN CO (CLACTON) LTD.
3574-9 OLD RD., CLACTON -ON -SEA
ESSEX. C015 3RH
Our components are chosen by technical

authors and constructors throughout
the world, for their performance and
reliability, every coil being Inspected
twice plus a final test and near spot-on
\III AI I u alignment.
General catalogue showing full product range 32p,
post paid. Please enclose S.A.E. with all other enquiries.

PLEASE MENTION

EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS
WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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ALL
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accept
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VAT
Ireland Overseaes Ofders. for the
time being
residents
only Open to U.K. and

NEW EDU-KIT MAJOR

Completely Solderless

Construction Kit. Build these projects without soldering iron
or solder

* 4 Transistor Earpiece Radio.

* Signal Tracer.

111110,

* Signal injector.
4r Translator Tester NPN-PSP.

* 4 Transistor Push Pull
Amplifier.

* 5 Tratuistoc Push Pull

* Batteryless Crystal Radio.
* One Transistor Radio.
* 2 Transistor Regenerative

Amplifier.
* 7 Transistor Loudspeaker
Radio MW/LW.
* 5 Transistor Short Wave

Radio.

* 3 Transistor Regenerative

Radio.

Radio.

* Electronic Metronome
* Electronic Noise Generator.

* Audible Continuity Tester.
* Sensitive Pre -Amplifier.

Components Include: 24 Resistors 21 Capacitors 10 Transistors

3i" Loudspeaker Earpiece Mica Baseboard 3 12-wai connectors 2 Volume
controls
2 Slider Switches 1 Tuning Condenser 3 Knobs Ready Wound MW/LWr
SW Coils Ferrite Rod 61 yards of wire 1 Yard of sleeving etc. Parts
Price List and Plans 55p free with parts.

ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION KITS

VHF AIR
CONVERTOR KIT
Build this Converter Kit and
receive the aircraft Baud by

ECK 1

placing It by the side of a radio
tuned to Medium Wave or the
Long Wave Band and operating
as shown in the instructions
supplied free with all parts.
Uses
a
retractable chrome
plated telescopic aerial, Gain

Translator Easy Stage
Earpiece Receiver Kit. Full
Medium Wave Coverage. Complete
with Ready Wound Ferrite Rod
Aerial. High Efficiency Air Spaced

3

Tuning Capacitor. Sensitive Crystal Earpiece and Gain Control. Operates from a
9 Volt P.P.7 Battery (not supplied with kit).
This Electronic Construction Kit Is a good

Control, V. H. F. Tuning
Capacitor. Transistor, etc.

starter for those interested in kit building and
soldering. Parts Price List and Plana free with kit

All Parts including Cue and Plans. £4.35 P.P.
Ins. 40p

Complete kit of Para 24.50 P.P. and Ina 45p.
Contained
Multi
EC K 2 Self
Band V.H.F. Receiver Kit.

Trauiators and 3 Diodes. Push/Pull
output. 3" Loudspeaker, Gain Control.
Superb 9 section swivel ratchet and
retractable chrome plated telescopic aerial.
V.H.F.
Tuning
Capacitor,
Resistors,

ROAMER TEN MARK 2

8

With VHF including aircraft

Will receive
(subject to local reception Conditions) T.V.
Sound, Public Service Band, Aircraft.
V.H.F. Local Stations, etc. Operates from a
9 Volt P.P.7 Battery (not supplied with kit)
Parts Price List and Plans supplied free with Kit. Complete kit of parts £

Capacitors. Translators,

Nov with frts earpiece and ewItched socket. 10 Transistors. Latex 4" 2 watt Ferrite Magnet Loudspeaker.
9 Tuneable Waveband& MW1. MW2. LW, SWf, 8W2,

etc.

SW3. Trawler Band, VHF and Local Stations also Aircraft

P P. and Ins

ECK 3_ 45 Transistor

Medium Wave Receiver Kit. Clam "A" Output with 31" Loudspeaker. Simple to
operate with lull Medium Wave Coverage. Ready Wound 8" Ferrite Rai Aerial. No external Aerial required.
7 stages. 5 Transistors and 2 Nodes. Tuning
Capacitor. Gain Control. etc. Operate, from
a 4i Volt Battery (not supplied) Parte Price

25.40

Aerial and Tape Record
Sockets.
plus 3

10

Transistors

[Hod,

Ganged

Tuning Concenser with
VHF section. Separate
coil for Ainrraft Band.
Volume omoff. Wave

List and Plans free with kit. Complete kit
of parte.

Band. Built In Ferrite Rod Aerial for MW/LW. Chrome
plated 6 section Telescopic Aerial can be angled and
rotated for peak abort wave and VHF listening. Push/
Pull
output
ming
600mW Trarsistors. Car

P.P. and Ins. 4bp.

Change and tone Controls. Attractive Cue In

ECK 4
7 Transistors, 8 tuneable wavebands, M W. LW, Trawler Band. 3 Short 'Wave Bands. Receiver Kit. With 5" 1 3"
Loudspeaker. Push/Pull output stage. Gain Control, and Rotary Switch 7 Translators and 4 Modes. 0" Sensitive
Ready Wound Ferrite Rod Aerial. Tuning Capacitor,
Resistors, Capacitors, etc. Operates from a 9 Volt

P.P. 7 Battery (not supplied with kit). Parts Price
List and Plana supplied free with kit. Complete

black with silver blocking
Size
x 7" x 4".
Easy to follow instructions
and
diagrams.
Parts price list
and
plane 50p free with parts.
Total

building

costs 21187 F.P

and Ins.

67p

kit of par's. 27.25 P.P. and Ins. 55p.
A

EDU-KIT JUNIOR

Completely Solderiess Electronic Construction Kit. Build .he.
protects wlthnut Soldering Iron or Solder.
*Crystal

Radio Medium Wave Coverage:-No Battery

necessary.

One Transistor Radio.

57 Transistor Regenerative Radio.
.3 Translator Earpiece Radio Medium Wane Coverage.
4 Transistor Medium Wave Loudspeaker Radio.
Electronic Noise Generator.
Electronic Metronome.

Complete kit P7.04,
crtP.P. and N. 45p.
Ilk of parts

.4 Transistor Push/Pull Amplifier.
All part. including Loudspeaker, Earpiece, MW Ferrite Rod

1

11

TO RADIO EXCHANGE LTD.,

61A HIGH
STREET, BEDFORD MK4O ISA. Tel: 0234 52367,
REG NO. 788372

Callers side entrance "Lavells" Shop.
Open 10-1, 2.30-4.30. Mon -Fri. 9-12 Sat.

I enclose L

for

Name
Address

aAnedrlaplifan.pfacr4tort.hRkeinti.etcre. Transistors, etc.. plus Pasts Price List

%memo

Everyday Electronics, November 1975

rage

EE

II

615

n coming titles from
A selection of forthNewnesButterworths

FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS AND
ELECTRONICS -9TH EDITION
M. G. Scroggie, BSc, C.Eng, FIEE
Approx 528 pages November 1975 0 408 00188 7 £3.75

A GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO 16TH EDITION
Pat Hawker, G3VA
128 pages November 1975 0 408 00190 9

Probable price £3.00
Burne/e unique aerosol first aid
Cools instiinth ( 0111.110S a

SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUIT ELEMENTS
T. D. Towers, MBE, MA, BSc, SEnd, MIERE

1,1S1

-1(11110 IOC it 111.10,411tI.1

al111111S1,11/.111e 10 I 010101

Approx 320 pages November 1975 0 408 00185 2 £5 50

swelling

It

deiils with the

.inriering1).14) of .1 M100111101 Or
h,Inl e
".r .11(1.10(1 redly es the

SERVICING WITH THE OSCILLOSCOPE 2ND EDITION
Gordon J. King, T.Eng, (CEI), R. Tech. Eng,
AMIERE, FISTC, FSCTE, MIPRE, MAES

ot
F

hlustur

IOW BOOTS .1-1.1 001e( (1 ernisIs S A E

to Potter A C Lnle Croidtin CR9 3LP
tor 1.11r.ritiin I itlt
t

Approx 360 pages December 1975 0 408 00195 X £4.50

RADIO VALVE AND SEMICONDUCTOR DATA 10TH EDITION
A. M. Ball
240 pages December 1975 0 408 00189 5

C. T. ELECTRONICS
£200

NEWNES CONSTRUCTOR'S GUIDES:PRINTED CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY
M. J. Hughes and Morris A. Colwell
Approx 100 pages February 1976 0 408 00203 4

s COMPONENTS AND TEST EQUIPMENT no
11

E

Warehouse, Trade Counter. Mail Order Dept.:

L180
ril4

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Reel eeeee d Office and Components Counter:

267, ACTON LANE, LONDON W4 5DG

270, ACTON LANE, LONDON W4 5DG

1

P,

Morris A. Colwell
Approx 100 pages February 1976 0 408 00202 6 Et BO

ELECTRONIC DIAGRAMS
Morris A. Colwell
Approx 100 pages February 1976 0 408 00201 8

If you need Electronic Components contact us.
We hold the largest stock of components in the
It
country.
1::

£180

4.x!,

Send S.A.E. for Complete FREE List

' ..,

Order now direct from your bookseller or from:

NEWNES-BUTTERWORTHG,
BOROUGH GREEN,
SEVENOAKS,
KENT.
Tel: 0732 884567

616

All components for
Everyday Electronics Teach -In stocked.

All Mail orders by return
Official orders welcome from Government
Establishments, Education Authorities, etc.

Everyday Electronics, November 1975

CRESCENT RADIO LTD.
11-15 & 17 MAYES ROAD, LONDON N22 67L
(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, EDMONTON, N.9
MAIL ORDER DEPT.
I St Michaels Terrace Wood Green London N22 45)
Phone 888 3206 & MAIL ORDER 888-4474
LOW PRICE
TRANSISTORS

ABS PLASTIC BOXES

Handy box. for conatruction projects.
Moulded extrusion rails for P.C. or
front
clued. panels. Fitted with I
panel..
1005-105mm x 73mm x 45min - 6510.
-7Lp.
1008-150mm x 74inui x 47
1007..185mm x 124mui x 80iiiiii -11.20
1091-.106mm x 74mm x Himm et 55p.
Plum 8% VAT
(eloping Iron()

CLEAR PLASTIC
PANEL METERS

Size 59min x Minon x 35inm these
meter. require
mounting.

38min

hole

for

MEG - 0 to 60 micro amp Full Scale
.,
ME7 .. 0 to 100 micro amp ,.

MU - 0 to 600 micro snip
11E9 - 0 to I rida
MEIO - 0 to 5m/it

..

ME12 0 to 30m/a

..

.,
..

11E11 - 0 to lOnda

ME13 - 0 to 100nda

IIRI4 - 0 to 500m/a
31E15 - 0 to I snip
M616 - 0 to 60 volt.
31E17 - 0 to 300 volt.

ACI42K-26p

Full sem.

ta

01.'73- Zgyi

Only 40p + 8% VAT

ANTEX
SOLDERING IRONS
AND SPARES

X26 25 watt
12.45
X23 Spare Element
1130
x26 Spare Bite No. 50, 3i. 32 44p eseh
C240/2 16 watt
12.45
0240/2 Spare Element
11.10

C240/2 Spare Bit. No. 2, 3, 8 Up etch
ST3. Soldering Iron Stand suitable
for ail models
11.10

Phi 8% VAT

21

ABS

4
4
4
4
3

L

ABM

ARID

ABII

ABIS

AMPLIFIER

pieta with volume control.
it imitable for 9V il.c. and
a.c. supplies. Will give
about I W .t 8 ohm output

design.

Contenta--Plastie etching dish. Sample

copper clad board. Laminate Cutter.
Chloride.

Large Hulk

Spoon. Etch Reslet Pen. Full Etching
Instructions.
Complete and Big Kit Value at 13.75p

+ 8% VAT.

FERRIC CHLORIDE

Anhydrous ferric chloride in double
waled one pound pld packs.
OUR PRICE - 66p + PP + 8% per 13.

3 KILOWATTS
PSYCHEDELIC LIGHT
CONTROL UNIT

Three Channel: Rau -Middle -Treble.
Each channel has its own mensitivity
control. Just connect the Input of this
unit to the load.peaker terminals of an
moldier, and connect three 250V up to
1000W lamp. to the output terminal.

of the twit, and you produce f..cln
Ming sound -light diulay. (All guaranteed.)

L18.50 phi. "P P. * P.
Flue 8% VAT

POWER PACKS
PP1 Switched 3, 41. 6. 71, 9 and 12
volt Mi 600 na/a, with on/off
*witch and pilot light.
Sim.- 190 tom it 65 mm x 73 mm
OILY w 14-00
PP2 Switched 6.7t-9 volt Battery

Eliminator. Appro. Mae 21" x
21' x 31'. Ideal for cassette recorder.. UAW each.

PPP Car convert.. From 12. Poe. or
Neg to 8-71-9 volt. Easy to fit
sod tranal.tor regulated
Plus 8% VAT
U.K. CARR.

60p mdse. otherwles
Mated

11
11

21
2

2

Up
Hp
Up
Hp

1

4515

4
3

2
21

8

3

990

7

3
3

11.16
11.02

41
6
8

11110 each.

fiend 80p for

CRESCENT
CATALOGUE

What a wonderful way to learn-and pave the way to a
new, better -paid career! No dreary ploughing through
page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating
Technatron Course, you learn by building!

Ns
114p

BOX

Tins kit contains an that the constructor
will need to etch the circuit. of hie own

Ferric

Price
64p

11
11

BARGAIN PROJECT

E2 .00

P.C. ETCHING KIT

lb

li

4

21
61

3
ABI8
111.80
ABI9
3
11.50
An else are awn: and in inches.
Plus 8% VAT

amplifier will work aa
record player, baby alarm.

I

7

it
10
10
12
12

AB17

With high IMP input thit

etc"116%
amP"*"'
Flu
VAT

W
61

6

A li 14
A B16

5 transistor amPlIfier eeow

Practical lessons teach you sooner
than you would dream possible.

ALUMINIUM BOXES

A B7

LOW VOLTAGE

Now! Learn the secrets of radio
and electronics by building your
own modern transistor radio!

Metal Project Box. give your work
professional Onieb.

U 00
Plus 8% VAT

people will be when they're hearing a programme on a
modern radio you made yourself.

Saves damage to valuable ICs.

" VU" Meter
OUR PRICE

Imagine the thrill you'll feel ! Imagine how impressed \

IC EXTRACTION TOOL

311318 - "S" Meter

ME19 -

"1 MADE IT MYSELF"

.4A129-80
Plus 85% VAT

BC I 49 B -15p

..
..

T1P42A- 75p

BP303B-151.

A plastic box with moulded extrusion
rails for PC or Chauis panel. with
metal front plate Stied with four

erre.. tall supplied)
An ideal box to give small pr oject

. prefe..ion.i g.j.b.

SIZE (internal) 81mm x 5Inian x 28mm
Plus 8% VAT
OUR PRICE 40p

TELESCOPIC AERIAL
Nine section fully swiveling telescopic
aerial with 4BA single bolt fixing or two

hole fixing bracket. Fully extended -

43". Fully cloud - 7'.
ot., prk. - Aft + P/P + vAT @ 8%

CABLELESS

.

You build a modern Transistor
. . a Burglar Alarm. You
learn Radio and Electronics by
doing actual projects you enjoymaking things with your own

Radio .

hands that you'll be proud to own!
No wonder it's so fast and easy to
learn this way. Because learning

becomes a hobby! And what a
profitable hobby. Because oppor-

So fast, so easy,

this personalised course
will teach you even if
you don't know a thing
today!
No matter how little you know

now, no matter what your background or education, we'll teach
you. Step by step, in simple easy to -understand language, you pick

tunities in the field of Radio and

up the secrets of radio and elec-

Electronics are growing faster than
they can find people to fill the jobs!

tronics.

things, not just another of the

No soldering - yet you
learn faster than you
ever dreamed possible.

millions. who don't understand.

Yes! Faster than you can imagine.

you pick up the technical know
how you reed. Specially prepared
step-by-step lessons show you how

You become a man who makes
And you could pave the way to a

great new career, to add to the

thrill and pride you receive when
you look at what you have
achieved. Within weeks you could
hold in your hand your own transistor radio. And after the course

you can go on to acquire high-

to read circuits-assemble components - build things - experi-

powered technical qualifications.
because our famous courses go
right up to City & Guilds levels.

* Completely Portable
* Solder. up to 150 joint. per chug.
* Retcharges in its own stand
* Fine tip for all type. of soldering

ment. You enjoy every minute of it!
You get everything you need.
Tools. Components. Even a versa-

76 page book - see how

Our Price 19.75.
Flue 8% VAT
(Spare bits are available)

tile Multimeter that we teach you
how to use. All included in

SOLDERING IRON
WAHL "ISO -TIP"

* Only r long and weigh. }net 8 Inc

the

12-0-12 VOLT 500m/a

240 VOLT PRIMARY
TRANSFORMER
pprox,

eke

wt

eomm

x

course.

AT NO EXTRA

CHARGE! And this is a course
anyone Cal afford. (You can even
pay for it by easy instalments).

easy it is - read what
others say!
Find out more now! This is the

gateway to a thrilling new career,
or a wonderful hobby you'll enjoy
for years. Send the coupon now.
There's no obligation.

40mm

x bilmm. Faxing centres-75mm.
A REAL BARGAIN AT 1110 each.
Plus 8% VAT

To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE CEE 11
DEPT. CEE 11, READING RG7 SPF

POST

LOW NOISE

TODAY FOR

Good quality tape In well made screw
type casettes.
Presented In single plastic vases.

FREE BOOK

LOW PRICE CASSETTES
COO

Send now for FREE

Also at our London AdvlSory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue,
MOorgate, London EC2Y SEJ. Tel:0142g 2721

Yes. I'd like to know more about your course. Please Send

me free details -plus your big, 75 -page book that tells
about all your courses.
NAME

811,

C90 -411p

C120 -Hp
10% diecount on ten or more casettes
of one type
Plus 8% VAT
All prices are excluding VAT.

Please

add to each Item the VAT rate
dIcated to all order.

In -

AGGRESS

II

POSTCODE

4
13 I ET

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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Everyday Electronics Classified Advertisements
MULTIMETER
Type U4324

FOR SALE

HOME SCIENTISTS

MICROPHONES: AKG D202EI, £45.00;
AKG D190C or 'E' £20.00; AKG D224,
£60.00; Sennhelser MD211N, £45.00. All
brand new and boxed. Please add 25%

Get the key to a FANTASTIC WORLD of
previously UNHEARD -OF -PROJECTS.
The NEW Boffin catalogue lists LOTS
of HIGHLY UNUSUAL, LOW-COST
BARGAINS, READY -BUILT MODULES.

Francis (Wood Green), Ltd. Manwood

stacks more!
Dazzling MINI -STROBE (pocket size)

for VAT. All other AKG and Sennhelser mikes. SAE for quote to J. .1.

Here are just few examples, there ire

House, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex,
Tel: Matching 476.

L350
L420
PEOPLE DETECTOR
L420
Big -Ear SOUND -CATCHER
L420
Mini DREAM LABORATORY
Don't take our word for it though!
GET A COPY & SEEI
SEND ONLY 20p, and we'll RUSH YOU
A COPY (YOU'LL GET THE GOODIES'
JUST AS QUICKLY T001)

RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS GALORE, pack of 500
assorted radio, TV and electronic
components a real bargain at a
realistic price, send only £1.50 C. W.O.
This applies only to United King-

4

dom and Ireland. Overseas prices by

BOFFIN PROJECTS
Cunliffe Road, Stoneleigh,
Ewell, Surrey
(Mail Order U.K. Only)

arrangement. Caledonian Components.
P. 0. Box 3. Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland.

VALVES, RADIO, TV

TRANSMIT1930
to 1975.

TING, INDUSTRIAL
2,200 types in stock. Many obsolete.
S.A.E. for quotation list 20p. Postal
export service. We purchase new and
boxed valves. Cox Radio (Sussex)
Ltd, The Parade. East Wittering,
Sussex. West Wittering 2023.

Copper - Nickel Chrome - Eureka - Manganln
Wires.
Enamelled - Silk - Cotton - Tinned Coverings.
No minimum charges or quantities.
Trade and Export enquiries welcome.

BENDS LIGHT ROUND CORNERS

THE ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

LITEPROBE-

spare

JWB RADIO
2 Cornfield Crescent, Slat Cheshire M33 INL

of meters.

71b SARGAIN PARCELS

Contains hundreds of resistors, pots, capacitors,

switches, transistors, PC Boards and loads of
odds end ends. Only 1325.
CAPACITOR PACKS

POO mIca ceramic poly cape 11.111; 100 polyester

caps 001 to 10F 111111t 200 mainly unmarked
miniature electrolytic', Only £1.95. One of each
pack E.3441.

Mains TRANSFORMERS

12-0-12V 110mA Up; 6-0-6V 100mA 9.11: 11-0-1W
100mA Up; 12-0.12V 100mA £1; 6-0-0V 15A £2.837

12-0-12V IA 1.2111: 30-0-30V IA 1341; 30V IA
lapped to give 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24

PC ETCHING KIT Mk II
Contains 1lb Ferric Chloride, DALO Etch resist
pen, 100 so ins copper clad board, etching dish,
ebrasive cleaner, Instructions and now 2 miniature drill bits as well. Only £3453.

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS (EEI I)
51

Shirley Park Road, Southampton SOI 4FX

LOWEST COST IC SOCKETS. Use
Soldercon IC socket pins for 8 to 40
pin D1L's. 50p for strip of 100 pins.
£1.50 for 3 strips of 100, £4 for 1000.
10p p&p for orders under £2. Add
8% VAT. Instructions supplied-send
sae for sample. SINTEL, 53e Aston

Speakers, kits and
cabinets for D.I.Y.,
Hi FI,P.A.,DIsco,

Throw light on those dark, inaccessible places.
Find that dropped part, see that connection
clearly. Llteprobe is fast, accurate-and flexible!
Small hand torch with extension lead of glass

etc. by EM I, Fan.,

Goodman,

fibres protected by plastic sleeve. High con-

Baker, Kaf, Elac,
Richard Allan,
Wharfedale, etc.

centration of light at tip. No external bulb.
Requires two HP7 batteries.
CI .69 post tree, from

'Llteprobe' Mall Order (Dept EE 1)

Teleohone

Harrogate

(Code

TAPE EXCHANGES
TAPESPONDENCE .

.

.

today's most

fascinating hobby: Members worldwide-both sexes-waiting to talk to
Recorder owners (cassette or reel).
Particulars, stamp: Worldwide Tape talk. 35 The Gardens, Harrow.

MISCELLANEOUS
AERIAL BOOSTERS -C3.31

We make three types of aerial boosters 1545 -UHF -

TV, BI2-VHF-TV, MI -VHF -Radio.

VALVES BARGAINS

ANY II -59p, 16-75p, 111143

ECC92, EFS), EF183, EF164,
PCL82, PCLI14,
PL3111, PL504, PY1100, ryes.
PCF1102,

PCC1119, PCF80,
PFL200,
PCL115/1/05,

COLOUR TV VALVES-PL508, PL509, PY50025p each.

Prices exclude VAT, P&P 109. SAE-leaflet
Electronic Mall Order Ltd, 62 Bridge Street

Romsbotiem, Bury. Longs. Tel RAMS 3834.

618

Send stamp for

364 Edgware Road, London W2
Money refunded in 7 days if not fully satisfied.

free booklet"Choos.

MINI ACCUMULATORS

mg a speaker"

volt MULTI -USE
Sealed Lead Acid Ro-

2

WILMSLOW AUDIO

th
Die Cells.
Size L450-I A" x I I"
x
-44". 3 for 1115.

Dept. El. Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 IHF

Size GA2-1.7. a 1.3"
0.5'. 3 for 1.265

TRIACS (Plastic) 10A/400V 72p (3+
69p); 4A/400V 64p; DIAC 21p; 2N6027
PUT 33
NE555 48p; 13 X BC148 £1;

Tel. Wilmslow 29511

inc. P. & P.

0423)

5588.5.

and

LOUDSPEAKERS

i POSTAGE IN BRACKETS. MAIL ORDER ONLY

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES for
service sheets, manuals & books on
radio/TV etc. Service sheets 50p plus
SAE. Service sheet catalogue 25p.
Back issues of magazines from April
'74 onwards cover price plus 12u post.
Free booklists on request. SAE with
enquiries please to:- B. T. S. 190,
Kings Road, Harrogate, Yorkshire.

batteries

diode,

instructions. Only £11
Send 109 for Illustrated brochure

Street, Oxford. Tel: 0865 43203.

7Ibs assorted components 1.2511 C.P.

Hamilton Radio. 47 Bohemia Road, St.
Leonard', Sussex.

ranges to 5M0 dB's -10 to +82. ^
Size 167 z 98 z 63mm. Supplied
complete with test leads, clips,

Telephone (1713) 772311.

electrolytic' etc lap (20p). Mains trensformer.

SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SHEETS for Radio, TV,
Tape Recorders. Stereo, etc., with free
fault-finding guide, 50p and SAE.

300mA, 9A AC. S resistance

All prices Include VAT and Postage In UK.
SAE LIM. Callers welcome 54 Mon -Sat.

S.A.E. Brings List.

THE SPACE-AGE GADGET FOR

Secs 24 and IV IA.11.21 (609). Lists 12p. Refund
on Purchase.

6, 00, 1100mA, 3A DC: 04, 3, 30,

L4311.

and IFs etc C1.66 (50p). Bank of II Coons 74p
(I5P). Copper clad pax panels Si z 51In. 6-78p
10 z 111n 341.16. 12 z 121n 70p all C.P. Talking
pose panel 2 pots 12 transistors and SCR plus 8.

ISO, 300, 600, (100V AC; 0 06, 0.6,

or 30V. or 12-0-12 or 15-0-15V Ole. 2A version

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE CO

P.O. BOX 36. LONDON, E.4 IBW

Four panels ex. F.M. Stereo Amp. 14 transistors
3 stereo pots, 7 way push button assembly coils

2,000)01V, Overload protected.
Ranges: 04, 1.2, 3, 12, 30, 50,
12o, 600, istoov DC; 3, 6, 15, 60,

Suitable fl -Cords
inc. P. & P.
GARFIELDS, 193 Rye
Lane, London, S.E.I5

10X BC158p; £1; 300W Dimmer kit £2.10.

VAT inclusive. P&P 15p. T. K. Electronics,

ALUMINIUM PROJECT BOXES
lids and screws Included
Box No.

Length"

7

IN

a

4

Width"
21

Height"
I
I

4

21

1

10

Si

4

1

11

4

21

2

12

3
6

2

1

7

21

6

5
e

10

7

3

II

13
14
15
16

3

106

Studley

T ondon W7 21.X
Price
47p
411p

41p

Up
41p
ss

Up
75p
93p

11.14

Prices Include VAT (at 8%) but top should be
added to the total order value for postage a
packing.

8 WATT,: VOLT FLUORESCENT LIGHT KIT
Complete Kit Including all components, heatslnk.
channel, tutu, etc.
ONLY £1 49 Inc. VAT p. / p.
Ready Bulit E.411 Inc. VAT p. 4 p.

D iffuser Up Writ Inc. VAT p. ll p.
Sand cheque or P.O's with your order direct to:ASSOCIATES,
E LECTRONICS DESIGN
Dept. LE., 112 Bath Street.
Walsall, WS1 3DE
Phone: Walsall 33152

Grange

Road,

TREASURE TRACER
MK III Metal Locator
Britam's

rumng
best

locator kit

aching

metal

Weighs only 22oz. Fitted with

Faraday shield.
Speaker and earphone operation

Knocks down to only 171n.
Prebuilt search coil assembly
Thoroughly professional finish
As seen on BBCI and BBC2 TV
You only need soldering iron,
screwdriver, pliers and snips

Five transistor circuit

Send stamped, addressed
envelope for leaflet

couto-"41, L10-90 8.14 c,st
P.1609 97u VATIfic:::,i Pr,t K.

£1 5.25
A.'

-

DIIINIptiTS ELECTRONICS.
HP CLEVELAND ROAD.

LONDON. Ell 2AN

.Nhol

nril,r
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SUPERB INSTRUMENT CASES by
Bazelli, manufactured from heavy
duty PVC faced steel. Hundreds of
people and industrial
users are
choosing the cases they require from
our vast range, competitive prices
start at a low 75p, Examples, Width,
Depth, Height, 8in x Sin x 3in £1.55,
10in x 6in x 3in £2.20, 10in x 8in x 3in
£2.75, 12in x 10in x 3in £3.60, 81n x
4in x 4in £1.80, 10in x 6in x 4in £2.70,
12in x Bin x 4in £360, Tin x Tin x 5in
£2.65, 8in x 10in x 6in £3.60, 12in x
8in x Tin £4.12, 12in x 12in x Tin
£4.40. Plus 8% Vat and 50p postage,
Over 200 Models to choose from,
Prompt despatch, Free literature,
(stamp would be appreciated). BrazeIll,
Department No. 24, St. Wilfredo,
Foundry Lane, Halton, Lancaster LA2

ELEETROillKil
"EDUCATIONAL KITS of
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY"
(Audio mag.)

"VALUE FOR MONEY"
(Ev. Elec. map.)
Build, d -*mantle and rebuild projects any
number 7f times and design new cimults
too

is PROJECT KIT
MN (tA) radios, amplifiers, hikes, alarms,

mores cede, etc.
30

PROJECT

KIT

E111.45 (SA) as IA plus

Similar more progres-

FLT.

sive experiments.

PP OJECT KIT

DIGITAL CLOCK COMPONENTS

1110

For beginners: easy printed circuit board and

sirens, guns, organs,

oaf

£24.45 CA) as 2A plus

electron c birds, cats,

components for digital clock, 4 a 0.3" digits (less

411.N

metrono nes, light and
sound, burglar alarms.

cam, switches, transformer): LIAM. Ultra for
4 a cpr 'Jumbo' displays: E3:44.
Success guaranteed! See our fret InformetIon
etc. for details. (Can be converted to 4 range

1K PFOJECT KIT

OADX) as 3A
plus soar cell experi-

timer/'stopwatch' for use in e.g. darkrooms.)
Economy type displays DL -704E L 131-7475

VEROLEAROS GIVE A PROFESSIONAL

ments

and complete
' Dollish :aced controls.
PF.OJECT KIT

available separately, sip a E1.711 each. AY -5-t224
clock chip E3 04, MK 50253 alarm clock chip LI M.

ISII

E' NISH TO YOUR WORK

2.3345 (4A DX) as 3ADX

Circuit diagrams available free on request (an
S.A.E. would be a help to us). Add 10p per order
and VAT M 8%.
GRE NNNNN K ELECTRONICS (Dept. ECE)

plus Relay and Meter
experiments: ion concentratic n - , volume -.

0

output -, field intensity
- volt -, resistance -,
iimmetet,
illumlnometer, etc. and many,
many m,re.

94 New Chester Road, New Ferry, Wirral.
Merseyside, U12 SAG.

A1313-001

1 'and 015 pitch, plain and copper

cl id universii skull boards.
401111I011111 Luca:. HIT AIL( IR

;Ham LASTHIBul of. 01 MOW It.incal,LIdl

SETS &

C

MANUALS build from
one kit to another in

BLUE P.C.I3 NI
ONLY

n

easy startles.

VALUIBLE MANU
ALS

(ETCH -RESIST)

nciuded

with

every MIL

USE WITH ANY

Prices Include Battery, VAT, p &

p PEN!

P.

Cheque,P O. for 7p for literature) to: E.E.

L30 or.)

In UK VAT &Post FREE
C.W.O Please to JFH SUPPLIES,30 BAKER ST

0100 lltC1/1000C. LTD
soot.

ELEGIAC:191 KIT LTD. 408 St, John's Street,
London, EC1 101.278 4579

0111414

11131

ElgE
OFF

SPIN

ON

BRITISH PATENT

MADE IN ENGLAND

DIGITAL READ OUT DICE KIT
* East to Build-Only 2 I.C.'s
* Bright Minitron Readout
* Runs from PP3 (included)

become
a RADIO -AMATEUR!

* Small, only 3" x 2" x 1"

KIT ONLY £515

learn how to become a radio -amateur
in contact with the whole world. We give
-I 15p post.

Two Kits for E11.00 post free.
Parts List & instructions 50p, refunded if kit bought.
Send now to

LRS ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
3, CLIVESWAY, HINCKLEY, LEICS.
MAIL ORDER ONLY

skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence

free !

Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO 86 ELECTRONICS
SCHOOL

Dept EEO Its

P.O. Box 156, JERSEY

NAME

ADDRESS'
BLOCK CAPS please
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NEWnth Motorcycling

Monthly takes to
the road
kfi

It's the exciting new -look mag

that's tuned to today's biker ..
there'll be exhaustive 10,000
km road tests-the most
comprehensive ever-as well as
performance impressions of the
newest machines ... technical
analyses and tuning ... and
features on customising.
All this plus all the fun, colour
and excitement of the fastmoving motorcycling scene.

11

.

JP%

Give No. 1 a ride.
itipp

FREE
Motorcycling

The New

Monthly
Key ring
(It's, steel, so
it's tough and

durable)

FREE-EN:TRY

A
GREAT
-WIN
-\)
COMPETITION
models
his choice from15
DREAM BIKE'
runners-up

takes

with 150
- The winner to £1,300;
gloves and Melton
V.P. Touring
each worth up
for shooting
prizes of Rivett's
helmet visors. are lots m ore good reasons
right now
and there
the newsagent's
bike d own to
your

ZA

(-e

RIDE IN STYLE EVERY MONTH WITH

rcycling
No 1
(NOVEMBER ISSUE)
OUT NOW 30o

Published approximately the third Friday of each month by IPC Magazines Ltd., Pleetway BOUM, FerrIngdon Street, London E.C.4 4AD. Printed in England by Index Printers Ltd.
Dunstable, Beds. Bole Agente for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and botch (A/Ella) Ltd. South Africs--CentrM News Agency Ltd. Everyday Electronics hi .old subject to the
following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the PubliMere Met given. be lent. resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trsde at more than
the recommended selling price shown on cover, excluding Eire where the selling price is niblect to V.A.T., and that It shell not be lent, resold, or hired out or otherwise diaposed of in
mutilated condition or In any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising. literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

Marshall's

ENGINEERS

A Marshall (London) Ltd Dept EE

42 Crick lewood Broadway London NVV2 3ET Tel C I -452 0161'2
Telex 21492
& 65 West Regent St Glasgow G2 20D Tel 041-332 4133
& 1 Straits Parade Fishponds Bristol BS16 2LX
Tel 0272 654201/2
& 27 Rue Danton 155y Les Moulineaux Paris 92 Te 644 235E
Catalogue price 25p
Trade and export enquiries halGurne

YOURSELF FOR A

Our ranee ****** ewer 7.000 {toms. The 1 aaaaaa ,election In lirltain

Top 200 IC's TTL, CMOS & Linears
CA3020A 11 80

66p NESS6 11 301SN7446
9.5p1SN74153
Up
CA302.8A 799 C03130
1113p NE560
14.48 SN7447
115p1SN74154 LI .S0
CA3035 11.37 CD4510 11.15 NE565 14.481SN7448
90p1SN74157
939
CA3046
70p CD4S 1 I 11-94 51414
LI -11101SN7450
Illp SN74160 LI-10
CA3048 12 I I CD4516 [I -25 SL610C 11-701SN74S1
16 SN74161 LI I0
CA30S2 LI 61 0 cas18 LI .117 SL61IC 11.701SN74S3
I6p SN74162 LI 10
CA3089E 11.96 CD4S20 11.87 SL6 I 2C 11.713SN7454
16p SN74163 LI -10
CA3090Q 14.23 LM 30IA
4419 SK620C 12 60SN7460
16p SN74164 12.01
CD4000
36p LM301
C2.50 5L62 I C £1.60 SN7470
339 SN74165 /2.01
C04001
369 100511.
11 SO SL623C 14.591SN7472
269 SN74167 L4.10
CD4002
369 LM310
11 10 SL640C 13.10
769 SN74174 LI .25
CD4006 LI .58 LM381
12.10 5147400
369 SN74175
16p SN7474
90p
CD4007
369 LM702C
75p 5N7401
16p 5N7475
50p SN74176 LI .44
CD4008 LI 63 L M709
SN7401AN3111p 5147476
3Sp SN74180 LI -40
CD4009 LI 18
1099
389 SN7402
16p SN7480
50p SN74181 0-93
CD4010 LI IS
MIL
4.5p SN7403
16p SN7481 11.15 SN74190 (3. 30
CD4011
I4DIL
369
38p SN7404
19p SN7482
759 SN74191 £2.30
CD4012
LM710
369
47p SN7405
19p SN7483
95p SN74192 LI 15
CD40 I 3
66p LM723C
909 SN7406
95p SN74 I 93 LI 15
459 SN7484
CD4014 11.71 LM741C
40p SN7407
459 SN7485 11.155N74196 11.60
CD4015 11.72 BOIL
40p SN7408
I9p SN7486
31p 5N74197 11.511
CD4016
66p
14011.
389 5N7409
12p SN7490
45p SN74198 t215
CD4017 LI 72 1M747
LI 03 5N7410
16p 5N7491
115p SN74199 1.223
CD4018 11 SS LM748
SN7411
259 SN7492
459 SN76003NL2.91
CD4019
EMIL
16p
60p SN7412
SN7493
459 SN76013N(1.9.5
CD4020 LI 91
14D1L
739 SN7413
111p SN76023N 11.60
359 SN7494
CD4021 11 T1 LM3900
70p SN7416
339 SN749S
72p SN76033NL2.92
CD4022 11 66 LM780S L2.00 SN7417
3Sp S_ N74%
759 TAA263 11-10
CD4023
369 1M7812 12.50 SN7420
16p N7410011-15 TAA300 11 - SO
C04024 LI 24 LM 7815 L2 50 SN7423
29p SN74107 36p TAA350A 12.10
CD4025
32911.17824 C2 50 SN7425
I9p SN741 1811 -00 TA ASSO
60p
CD4017
43p MC1303L LI 50 5N7427
199 SN7411911.9 TAA6 II C L2 le
CD4028 LI
MC1310P 12.59 SN7430
16p SN74121
379 TAA62 I
12.03
CD4029
MC6330P 909 SN7432
28p S N74 I 22 SO 1AA6618 il 32
DC4030
87p MC135IP 110p SN7437
359 SN74123 60p TBA6418 12.13
CD4031
15.19 MCI4553 14.07 SN7438
35p 5N74141 11.5p TBA6SI
11-69
CD4037 11.93 MC 1466L 13.50 SN7440
16p SN74145 90p TBA800
11.40
CD4041 11 86 MC1469R L2 75 SN744 I AN8SpISN74 I SO 11 .S0 TBA810 LI .40
CD4049
4119 NE555V
70p SN7442
6.5p1SN74151
115p TBA820
LI-I5

LI

LONDON GLASGOW PARIS AND NOW

BETTER JOB WITH MORE PAY!
Do you want promotion, a better
job, higher pay? "New oppor-

SUCCESS should be read by every

learn.

ever did.

tunities" shows you how to get
them through a low-cost. Home
Study Course. There are no books
to buy and you can pay as you

CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE

"<elln

CUT OUT THIS COUPON IM I= =I 1

ELECTRONIC'S

AUTO and AERO MECHANICAL
Molor Mechanics 0 A.M.S.E. (Mech.)0

Nat.:tic:A Radio &

C & G. lvfotor V.

General Mech.

(with KIT)

Mechanic:

Eng.

IELECTRfCAL and
IElectronics

IElectronic

General Auto

Inst. Engineers &

Engineerir.g

Technicians

A.M.I.M.I.

Engineering
Certificate

0

Air Registration

Maintenance
Engineering

0

Board Ce-ts.

Welding

M.A.A.,I.M.I. Dip.

IGenera Elect. Eng.
Certificate

IC. & G. Elect.
Installations

Elect. Install. &
Work

MANAGEMENT

C. & G. Elect.
Technicians

CONSTRUE.-

TIONAL

BRISTOL

Ilea tiny, Ventilating

RADIO and
TELECOM -

IT'S OUR SERVICE THAT MAKES US GROW

& Air

POPULAR SEMICONDUCTORS
21p

2N3906

214698

16p

2144077

8242

2N699
2N706
114708

2N916
2N918
2N1302
2N1304
2N1306
2N1308
2N1711
2N2 1 02

1N2I47
2142148

39p
14p
17p

lip
32p

2142646

1N2904
2142905
2142906
2142907
2142924

21440513

2N4062
21,14289

17p
42p
67p
18p

ISp
34p

2N4920[I10
2N492I 839
2N4923 (1 4/0

16p
31p
47p
45p

2N5294
2N5296

79p
949

2N5451
2N5459
2N6027

lip

3N200 112.49

60p

2N22 I 8A Up
2N22 I 9A 26p
2N2220 ISp
1N2221
2N22.12
2142369

2N40)6

20p
10p
55p

llp

239
19p

12,
20p
21429260 129
2N30S3
2N3054
2N3055
1N3391
2N3392
2N3393
2N3440

15p
40p
75p

21436)8
2N 3702

1.5p

lip
15p
15p

59p

2N3442 LI 40
12p
139

2NS245

2NS4S7

47p
48p
40p
49p
46p
49p
459
73p

3NI28
3N140 11 00
3N141

lIp

40361

401,

4040406

44p362

40407
40408
40409
40410
40411
40594
40S95

40636
40673
AC162
AC127

ACI28
AC151

AC152

ACI53
ACI76

35p
50p
32p
31p

12.00

74p
84p

1110

73p
10p

209
10p
179
49p
35p
30p

ISp
ISp

ACI87K 359
ACI88K 40p
ADI4J 68p

140

AD161

SOp

2N3716 11.110

AF106

2143703
2143704

2N3706
1N3708

2N3714(I 38

1113771 C120

2N3773 /165

2143789 L106
1143819

2N3820
2N3904

37p
64p
17p

AD162

AFI09
AF115
AF116

AFI17

AF118
AF124

50p

40p
40p
35p
3Sp
35p

35,

309

7Ip

AFI39

65p

AF239
AF240
AF279
AF280

6Sp
90p
70p
79p

BC107
BC108
BC109

BFIS9

209
17p

149

BF180

3Sp

149
14p

BFI94

AL102 [1.00
BC I 47B

BCI48B
BC149B

BC I 57A

BC158A

BCI67B
BCI68B
BCI69B
BCI82
BCI82L
BC183

BC1113L

BC184
BC1114L

BC212A

lop

ISp

BC2598

BFI81

BF184

BFI97
BFI98

11,

12.0

11p
11p
13p
139
16p

151:

ISp
16p
16p
17p
3-4p

8C327

13p
12p

17p
15p

BC309C 20p

17p

lip

ISp

BDI21 [1.00

50123
BDI24
BDI31
BDI32
80135
50136
50137
10138

13E154

ISp

ISp
ISp
ISp

BC301
BC30713
BC3013A

BC328
BCY70
BCY71
BCY72

BFII7

16p
16p

BC2I4LB lap

BC25138

130140
BF115

BEI 9S
BF 196

BC2I2LA 16p
BC2I3LA Si1
BC237B
BC238C
BC239C
BC257A

801 39

lip

67p

40,

50p
43p
47p
SSp

63p

BF244
8E257
BF2513

BF259
BF561
BF598
BER39
BER79

BFX19

8FX30
BFX84

87p
36p
539

16p
30p

Ilp
Ilp

13p
13p

lap

lip

47p
53p
SSp

17p

15p
14p
14p
30p

17p
24p

BFX135

30,

BFX88

15p

BEY50
BEYSI
BFY52
BRY39
ME0402
ME0412
11E4102
M1480
11.1481

Mi490

12ip
1/p

48p
10p

lop

Ilp

95p

11 10

LI -OS
n1491
-4S
1112955 11-00

PlE340

41p

MIE370

65P

73p
609
70p
mIE295511.20
11113055 75p
MIE371
M15520
MIES21

MP8I13 47p
MPFI02 39p
MPSAOS 150

MPSA06 31p

MPSA.55 31p

MPSA56 31p
0C28 7U0p
OC35

0C42
0C45

SOp

319
49p
Sap

TIP29A
T1P19C

61p
TIP32A 749
TIP33A LI -01
TIP34A LI .51
TIP3SA /2110
TIP3SA 13.70
TIP41A 74p
T1P42A (0.90
TIP29SS 98p
T1P3055 300
TIP3 1 A

TIS43

and PRODUCTION
Computer
Programming

Inst. of Cost &

Conditioning
0 Managements
Colour TV
Accts.
Architectural
Servicing
Draughtsmanship
C. & G. Telecoms. & Desigr
Technician's Cert.IJ
L.I.O.B.
C. & G. Radio.
El DRAUGHTSTV & Electronics
MANSHIP and
Carpentry &
Mech. Cert.
Joinery
DESIGN
Radio & TV
Plumbing
Engineering
General
Course
Technology
0 Draughtsmanship 0
Radio. Ser% icing & General Building 0 A.M.I.E.D.
0
Repair,
El
Painting &
Electrical
Radio Amateur's
[tam.'
Decorat lag
Draughtsmanship 0
51 UN [CATIONS

2N696
2N697

This easy to follow GUIDE TO

ambitious engineer. Send for this
helpful 76 -page free book NOW!
No obligation. nobody will call on
you. It could be the best thing you

21161

ZTX300 Ilp
ZTX301

13p

ZTX501

lip

G.C.E.

7p

-58 '0' & 'A' Level Subjects

ZTX500 ISp

ZTX502 lip
N9I4

143754

I SP

7p
12p
30p

04102

Up

AAII9
BA 145

BA:54
BAI55
BBI038
111510413

BYI26
BYI27

Op

tip

Ilp

1)9

459
129
15p

SIp

0A90
0A91

6p
6p

BYI64

17p

ST2chac

2.0p

Shp
0A476
0A81
lip

0A100
40669
TIC44

CI 060
ORPI2

Aldermaston College

12p

BYZI 1

BYZ11

-over 10,000 Group Passes!

lop

N4007
N414e
N5404
N5408

Dept. TEE11 illeading RG7 4PF.

also at our London Advisory Office. 4 Fore Street A
Moorgate, London EC2Y 5E). Tel. 01-628 2721.
NAME (Block Cap(t41.1
ADDRESS

Sp

11-00
29p
659
60p

Prit correct at October 1973, but all exclusiv of VAT. P. 3 P. 159

Postcode

Other subjecta of interest

Age

Accredited by C.A.C.C. Member of A.B.C.C.

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRO

1-1111-TUE

STABILIZED PRICE POLICY
QUALITY COMPONENTS, KEEN
PRICES AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE
attractive discounts free postage & packing (U.K.)

112 page catalogue
A 100 OF THE BEST
2N1307
2N2646
2N3053
2N3054
2N3055
2N3702
2N3703
2N3704
2N3705
2N3784
2N3619
2N4062
2N4443
2N5052
2N5163
2N5459

47p

A F200U

51p
30p
60p
70p

AF239
B1906

BA138
BB103
BB104
BB105
BC107A
BC107B
BC108B

lip
10p
11p
10p

Isp

11p
80p
42p
20p
35p
48p
44p
46p

40362
40602
40636
40669

1E1 92

BC25913

Ll .11

BCY58
BD130

LI 36

96p

AC128
AC151R
AC153
AC153K
AC176
AC176K
AC187K
AC188K
AD133

17p
36p
27p
37p
29p

38p
31p

A D136
A D149
AD161

52p
42p
40p

AD162

BFR99
BFX29
BFX84
BFY51
BRY39
BY164
C106B1
C106D1

lap
14p
16p
15p
15p
13p
12p
12p
13p
26p

£1 -20

L1.35
80p

MJE371
MJE521
MJE2955
MJE3055

£1.06
96p

L112
611p

0A91
SD4

:Fa

TIP31A
TIP32A

1Ip

TIP41 A

12p
14p
14p
14p
30p
70p
48p
56p

TIP42A
W02
ZTX300
ZTX304

-

3V

OF

0 47
1.0
2-2
4 7

13p

10
22
47
100

9p
100

9p
10p
13p

720
470
1.000
2,200
4,700

lip

54p

10,000

9p
9p
12p
16p

-

Sip

9p
10p
9p

- - - -13p 9P 10p
13P 9p 12p
13p

9p
9p

9p

10p

9P

10p

10p
9p

9p

9p

9p
9p

9p 12p 16p
9p 10p 12p 15p 21p
10p 12p 12p 13p 21p 34p
12p 13p 16p 21p 30p 57p
9p

refund voucher for spending on orders for £5
or more list value. So before you even look at a
screwdriver, make sure you have your E.V.
Catatogue No. 7 issue 3 to hand. Price, post

30p

PRICE STABILIZATION

are necessary for the next 3 months following.

DISCOUNTS
apply on all items except the few

16p 21p 25p 31p 52p 32p 46p 52p --

50p 58p 67p - - -

in U.K. for pre -paid mail orders over
£2 (except Baxandall cabinets).

under, there is an additional

handling charge of 10p.
QUALITY GUARANTEE

SILVERED MICA. Working voltage 500V d.c. Tolerance
1% or O'SoT

that

they

conform

19n; 6800 24p; 8200 31p; 1000 33p

TANTALUM BEAD

ea. 16p
0.1, 0-22, 0.47, 1 0 mF/35V, 1.5/20V, 3.3/16V
ea. 16p
2-2.16V, 2.2/35V, 4.7/16V, 1011.3V
4.7135V, 10/16V, 22,'6.3V
ea. 21p
10/25V, 22/I6V 47/6.3V, 100/3V, 6.8/25V, 15/25V ea. 23p

POLYCARBbNATE

Type 6.32540 Values In µF:

0.0047; 0.0068; 0-01; 0.015; 0.022
0.018; 0027; 0'033: 0039; 0.047; 0.068; 0'1:
0-056; 0-082; 0-12; 0.15

Code

Watts

Ohms

I to 9

C
C

1/3
1/2
3/4

4 -7-470(
4.7-10M
4.7-10M
4.7-10M

13

C

1.1

0 1. nett

1-S
3-2

1.2
2.5

0.97 nett
1.92 nett
2.3 nett
11 nett
II nett
6 nett
8 nett

1

WW
WW
WW

10-1M

4

1

0.56.3.952

3

1-10K

12
9

1

(see note below)
1.1
0.9 nett

3

1

C

MO 1/2

10 to 99 100 up

0.22-0-470 16

3

14
10
II

3

WW 7
1-10K
10
11
Codes:
carbon film, high stability, low noise.
C
MO metal oxide. Electrosil TR5 ultra low noise.
WW wire wound, Plessey.
Values: All E12 except C SW, C IW and MO iVe.

E12, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33, 39, 47, 56, 68, 82, and their

decades.

E24. as Et2 plus 11, 13, IS, 20, 24, 30, 36, 43, 51, 62, 75, 91

and their decades.

Tolerances:

5% except WW 10% ±0.0511 below 100 and 1W MO
2%

ea. 61)

16p

CERAMIC PLATE

Working voltage 50V. d.c.
In 26 values from 22p1 to 6800pF,

ea. 2p

POTENTIOMETERS

ROTARY, CARBON TRACK.

Double wipers for good contact and long working life
P.20 StNGLE linear 100 ohms to 4.7 meg ohms.each 14p
P,20 SINGLE log. 4.7 Kohms to 2.2 megohms, each 14p

to

each 41p

J.P20 DUAL GANG log. 4.7 Kohms to 2.2 megohms,
each 411p

makers specifications. No rejects.
seconds or sub -standard merchandise. We will refund or credit any

JP.20 DUAL GANG Log/antilog 10K, 22K, 47K,

balance due as requested.

Skeleton Carbon Presets, Type PR, horizontal or

V.A.T. Q 25% should be added to
total value of orders. Every effort is

made to ensure correctness of Information at time of preparing and putting
this advertisement to press.

megohrn only,
JP.20 DUAL GANG antilop 10K only
2A DP mains switch for any of above

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES

1

each dip
44p

14p extra.
Decades of 10, 22 and 41 only available in ranges above.

vertical

6p each,

SLIDER

Linear or log mono 4.7K to

meg. In all popular

1

values

each 30p

STEREO, matched tracks, lin. or log In all popular
values from 4.7K to 1 meg.
60p
Escutcheon plates, mono, black or grey,
each 10p
Control knobs. bik/wht/red/yel/gin blue/dk.grey/It.

each 7p

MINITRON DIGITAL INDICATORS

1 pole 12 way; 2 pole 6 way; 3 pole 4 way;
4 pole 3 way
each 33p
TAG STRIP 28 way
12p

3015F Seven segment filament compatible with
standard logic modules. 0-9 and decimal point:

NUTS, SCREWS, etc.

3015G showing + or - 61 6 dec. pt.
LEDS (Light Emitting Diodes)
Photo Cells, cadmium sulphide each

in lots of 100 each
4BA NUTS 34p:
1" 4BA Screws 30p

6BA NUTS 28p
i" 6BA Screws 24p
£1 .40
Threaded pillars 6BA, I" hexagonal
Ptain spacers 1" round
£1 32
Other sires available

9mm characters in 16 lead DIL
Suitable BCD decoder driver 7447

11 20
11 15
11.20
25p

40p

ANTEX Soldering Irons
C2-240
CCN240

ELECTRO i-VTIN LTD

£2 45
£2 96

Spare bits
Spare bits

35p
45p

All postal communications, mall orders
Mc. to Head Office at Egham address,
Dept. EE 8 S.A.E. with enquiries requiring answers.

28,ST. JUDES ROAD, ENGLEFIELD GREEN, EGHA M, SURREY TW20 OHB
Telephone Egham 3603 Telex 264475 Shop hours 9-5.30 daily: Sat. 9-1 p.m.

NORTHERN BRANCH: 680, Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1NA

Prices are in pence each for Quantities of the
same ohmic value and power rating. NOT mixed
values. (Ignore tractions of one penny on total

Telephone (061) 432 4945 Shop hours 9-5.30 daily: Sat. 9-1 p.m.

100 only,

Box 27, Swarthmore PA 19081.

value of resistor order,) Prices for 100 up in units of

ea. 4p
ea. 5p

0.18; 0.22 7p; 0.27, 0-33 9p; 0.39, 0.47 11p; 0-56. 0.68

grey,

RESISTORS

ea 4p

2 -2 24p

JP,20 DUAL GANG lin. 4.7 Kohms to 2.2 megohms.

All goods are sold on the understanding

ea, 3p

0.22 5p; 0 33 711; 0 47 8p; 0.6811p; 1-014p; 1 .5 21P;

1000. 1500,1800 12p; 2200, 270313p; 3600 17p ; 4700, 1500

Instead of changing prices from day to day
with all the difficulties that brings, EV prices
are now held for 3 monthly periods (as from
July 1st) and then reviewed to see if changes

If

POLYESTER TYPE C.280. Radial leads for P.C.B.

mounting. Working voltage 250V d.c.
0.01, 0.015, 0-022, 0.033, 0-047
0.068, 0.1, 0-15

Values In PF5-2-2 to 250 in 26 stages
ea, Op
470-820 In 5 stages, ea.
; 820 In 4 stages 10p

FREE POSTAGE & PACKING

6 3V 101/ 16V 25V 40V 63V 100y
13p

pages o up -dated Information at nd r i crrs,
our
stabilizing has been Introduced. Includes a 25p
More valuable

30p

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Axial Lead

5000/25V 86p
2000/25 56p
1000/100 06p

112

paid

2200/100 LI -91
1000/50 50p
2000/50 70p
5000150 £1 44

5000,100 L 3 . 05

where prices are shown NETT. 5%
on orders from £5 to £1499; 10% on
orders value £15 or more.

23p
14p
45p

ZTX504

1000mF/25V 46p

07p
77p
80p
92p

lop

ZTX 500

DALY ELECTROLYTIC In cans, plastic sleeved

CATALOGUE 7
(issue 3)

53p
90p

MJ2955

12p

BD132

I2p

C1406
MJ4O1
MJ491

1Sp
14p

BD131

37p
39p
S3p
15p
22p
22p
33p
27p
23p
50p
41p

BF194
BFR39

15p
15p

BCI47A

29p

40361

40p
1Sp

BC109C

BC147B
BC148B
BC149C
BC158B
BC159A
BC167B
BC168B
BC169B
BC169C
BC179B
BC182L
BC184L
BC212L
BC214L
BC257A

BD135
BD136
BDY20

34p

B CI 08C
BC109(3

21Ip

40p
60p
36p
31p
24p

CAPACITORS

all in the E.V.

out of our latest catalogue

U.S.A. CUSTOMERS are invited to contact ELECTROVALUE AMERICA, P.O.

